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TRAVEIS 
2006 
Whittier Winery Weekend 
WHITTIER COLLEGE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
Poet Travels Program Offers 
Cultural Odesseys At Home And Abroad 
From the sun-drenched hills of California's Central Coast to the mysterious waterways of historic Russia, the 2006 Poet 
Travels program offers alumni a chance to further explore the globe. Join us for one—or both—of these journeys, and 
experience the world as never before! 
2ND ANNUAL WHITTIER WINERY WEEKEND >> 
June 2-4, 2006 
Cost is $355 per person and includes: two-night stay at Paso Robles Inn, 
Friday night welcome reception, local wine tastings and tours, educational 
seminar "Wine Making 101," and Saturday dinner at alumnus Bob Brown's 
Pretty Penny Vineyard. 
CRUISE THE PASSAGE OF PETER THE GREAT >> 
September 2-14, 2006 
Cost is $2,395 per person, excluding airfare, and includes: 11-nights full 
accommodations aboard the "floating hotel" M/5 Respin, encompassing 
stays in Moscow, St. Petersburg, and a six-night cruise through the Volga, 
Svir, and Neva Rivers; three meals daily, featuring local cuisine and wines; 
guided sightseeing excursions, and admission to a variety of cultural and 
historic sites, performances, and lectures by local experts. 
For more information on either of these 2006 Poet Travels programs, please call the Alumni Office. 562-907-4222, or e-mail alumm@whittier.edU. 
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Friends: 
Because (most days) I'd much rather hear what you think than my 
own prattle, this column will alternately be devoted to publishing 
your "Letters to the Editor." Ergo, it is your challenge to send me 
your thoughts, story suggestions, and, of course, critiques of this 
magazine. My hope is that together, we'll continue to make this 
publication a forum that adequately serves your interests, stimulates your curiosity, and teaches 




Love it? Hate it? Then 
let us know. E-mail 
therock@whittier.edu 
Letters are subject to 
publication in a future 
issue of The Rock. 
The following are excerpts of letters sent to the 
editor regarding The Rock Summer '05 issue. 
Just wanted you to know that I think the 
last issue of The Rock was absolutely first-
rate: excellent articles covering so many 
aspects of the College, aLums, and students. 
It's a pure joy to read ... and to "show off"! 
ANN DAHLSTROM FARMER '56, 
Professor Emerita 
Finally, The Rock gives some recognition to 
one of our highest-achieving alumni, Charles 
Adams [who] has a fine international reputa-
tion. Here is one gem from Adams' experience: 
He was the first scholar to read, understand, 
and publish the significance of the Rosetta 
Stone (beyond the weLl known fact that it was 
a key to understanding ancient languages). 
The Rosetta Stone is a tax document! 
LEW MCCLELLAN '52 
The new Rock.. .a huge improvement! I sat 
on a committee some years ago talking about 
ways to improve alumni communications and 
involvement, and remember suggesting that 
they shouLd improve the magazine. Well, 
you've finally done it! Keep up the good work. 
BOB BALDWIN '67 
There was so much of interest to read.. .and 
the summer reading list from facuLty mem-
bers was fun! As a former teacher, I was 
interested in the article about Lucille Peak 
getting her credential at 55 and about the 
students who worked at Lydia Jackson 
School, helping second graders write their 
own books. It brought back memories of 
going into local elementary schools as a 
Whittier College undergraduate, gaining valu-
able experience working with young children! 
MONICA (HEHLEN) WILSON '76 
I was disheartened and disappointed to see 
"Marriages and Commitments" lumped 
together into one section heading. Marriage 
and Commitment—while both commendable 
and significant events—are quite different 
from each other. This is not to cast dispar-
agement on either union; it is simply to 
point out that they are quite different. Let 
us give respect and honor to those who 
wish to commit their lives to another, be it 
through a celebration of marriage, or 
through a same-sex promise to one another 
in a commitment ceremony. And let us 
show honor and respect to each with its 
own column heading. 
EVE C. (FARKAS) MAILLY '77 
May I suggest that you consider an article 
on the historical buildings on campus? 
How the building used to look and how it 
looks now, what it was used for over time, 
interviews with people who worked or lived 
in it ... There's a lot of history and good old 
stories behind these buildings. 
KAREN (FREELAND) FREY '80 
For the first time in years, we didn't skip 
straight to the Poet to Poet section, but actu-
ally read the entire magazine. Specifically, we 
enjoyed "The Many Roads of Scholars" article. 
Thank you for making The Rock exciting again! 
NEIL SWITZER '94 & 
P.J. (GARDNER) SWITZER '95 
LETTERS 
ALUMNI, PARENTS, AND FRIENDS: 
I RECENTLY CAME ACROSS 
a troubling report pub-
lished by the Council of 
Independent Colleges 
(CIC). It noted serious 
discrepancies between 
the general public's perceptions of 
private four-year colleges and the reality 
of our kind of education. Those surveyed 
dismiss private education as too costly. 
They believe that they will find greater 
diversity among students at public insti-
tutions, and they think that the quality of 
education is about the same whether a 
student attends a public or private institu-
tion, a large university or a small college. 
If these perceptions were accurate, 
why would any of us—student, faculty, or 
administrator—choose to affiliate with a 
private college? Obviously, and thankfully, 
these are truly misperceptions. 
Private colleges, which provide 
numerous scholarships and grants to stu-
dents and which are much more likely to 
enable students to graduate in four 
years, are more cost-effective than a first 
glance at tuition suggests. Whittier, for 
example, offered $12 million in grants 
and scholarship aid last year and 89 per-
cent of our students received some form 
of financial assistance from the College. 
In terms of diversity, again many people 
have it wrong. Private and public colleges 
and universities enroll students from 
similarly varied backgrounds. At Whittier, 
the educational value of diversity has been 
recognized since our very beginning and 
continues to be an important part of our 
mission. Today our students come from 21 
countries and territories, and 42 percent 
identify themselves as people of color. 
Twenty-seven percent of students are 
Latino, making Whittier a federally des-
ignated "Hispanic Serving Institution." 
As to quality of education? Well, the 
answer to that is easy. As I travel around 
the country meeting with alumni, they 
tell me stirring tales of how Whittier 
changed their lives and how much they 
owe to this wonderful College. They tell 
me of professors who opened their eyes 
to a new field of study. They tell me 
about deans who reached out and kept 
students afloat during difficult times. 
They name faculty who taught them to 
think critically and independently and 
made them realize—perhaps for the very 
first time—that they were smart and 
capable of anything. I hear the same stir-
ring tales from students here now. 
A lot of these positive experiences 
can be linked directly to small faculty-to-
student ratios and the unique educational 
and experiential opportunities that you 
will find in a private setting—and nowhere 
better, in my opinion, than here at Whither. 
Erroneous as the public perceptions 
may be, the CIC report is a wake-up call 
for all private liberal arts colleges. Clearly, 
we are not doing enough to communicate 
adequately our strengths. This needs to 
change and the sooner, the better. 
How can we ensure that, as stu-
dents and families consider prospective 
colleges, we are not excluded based on 
misconceptions or lost among the 
cacophony of colleges and universities 
vying for attention? Whittier's outstand-
ing programs, curricula, and faculty 
should speak for themselves, and do. But 
how can we truly distinguish ourselves 
above the din? And to what extent can 
Poet alumni, friends, students, faculty, 
and staff contribute to this effort? 
I am going to suggest one strategy 
that is so simple it may seem radical: 
basic word of mouth. Whittier's most 
enduring strength has always been its  
people. And from our students to alumni 
to friends to staff and faculty, Poet pride 
is rampant. So. I ask you now to help me 
mobilize that Poet spirit and talk about 
your Whittier experience to everyone 
who will listen. To be sure, this seems an 
artless suggestion to conquer a complex 
problem, but the impact you can have 
will be exponential. 
If each one of you right now seized 
an opportunity (or better yet, created 
one) to speak about the College with one 
or two people, what might be the return 
to Whittier'? An increase in applications? 
Increases in student internship or job 
placement opportunities? Additional 
scholarship funding or foundation grants 
to enhance programming? A mounting 
increase in Whittier's national visibility 
and recognition? 
I am convinced wholeheartedly that 
by working together on this strategy we 
can take Whittier College to even greater 
heights, and in the process properly 
inform the general public about our 
exceptional brand of education. This 
strategy does hinge on your participation, 
and above all, your commitment. 
I am so privileged to be part of this 
community; we all are. Together, then, 
let us devote our energy to spreading the 
word about Whittier. 
Sincerely yours. 




that according to the 
recent National Survey of 
Student Engagement, our 
seniors' ratings situate 
Whittier in the top 100/0  
of colleges and universities 
in the United States in 
terms of "faculty-student 
interaction" and just a hair 
under the top bob  in 
"active and collaborative 
Learning"? These character-
istics are regarded as two 
of the most significant 
measures of educational 
quality anywhere and clear 





MARK HISTORICAL MOMENT IN WHITTIER PHILANTHROPY 
WITHOUT QUESTION, the most exciting update to the 
Campus Center initiative is that early this year, three 
substantial commitments in support of the project were 
made by Whittier College Trustee Bill '55 and Harriet Harris, 
Trustee Alfred J. Villalobos '65, and Trustee Roberta Veloz '57. 
Harris and Veloz each committed $1 million, with Villalobos 
pledging $2 million, the largest single gift made by a living 
donor in Whittier's history. 
Obtaining three gifts of $1 million or more over a roughly 
three month period is also a new achievement for Whittier—
demonstrating both the commitment to this project by the 
trustees, and the understanding that this Campus Center will 
significantly impact both resident and commuter experience 
as well as improve overall student satisfaction. 
Ma 
NEW CENTER 




has been created to keep 
you up-to-date on the 
Campus Center project 
moving forward. Currently, 
the site offers images of 
the refined schematics 
and written updates from 
Vice President for Finance 
and Administration Jan 
Legoza. After the project 
breaks ground in fall, 
hotos of the construction 
will periodically be added, 
allowing you to track 
progress along with the 
campus community. 
WITH A GROUNDBREAKING DATE looming 
ahead in late fall, the design development 
phase for the new Campus Center is fully 
underway, with the construction drawings 
and blueprints expected to follow. In all, 
about 23.000 square feet will be added 
in a new wing, the Campus Inn will be 
fully renovated, and the Ettinger Faculty 
Center will be razed and replaced. 
Operating under several design 
objectives determined in part by the 
College's Building Committee, the over-
arching plan is for the new structure to 
serve as a distinctive anchor for the 
southernmost side of campus. A paramount 
feature will be maximum use of outdoor 
spaces; taking full advantage of typically  
temperate California weather, the current 
plan includes an outdoor amphitheater, 
large patios and walkways, and an 
abundance of transparency for visibility 
and natural light. To complement the 
majority of the campus' Spanish-style 
architecture, the exterior of the Campus 
Center will echo this existing heritage 
while employing more modern elements 
and functional design. In addition, the 
aged oak tree that currently resides on 
the west side of the Ettinger Faculty 
Center will be preserved. 
The project truly began in fall of 
2004, as the Building Committee—which 
includes trustees, students, faculty, and 
staff—spent several months determining  
the appropriate usage and needs for the 
new center; at that point, the architectural 
firm Levin & Associates and general 
contractor Millie and Severson were also 
hired, and the preliminary research began 
in earnest. Over the spring and summer 
of 2005, the committee, vendor agents, 
and consultants from Abacus Project 
Management then developed and 
completed a feasibility study, with the 
refined schematic drawings ready for the 
Board of Trustees to approve at its February 
meeting. Following the 10-week design 
development and 16-week construction 
drawing phases, the groundbreaking is 
now expected to take place in late fall, 
or sooner should the City of Whittier's 
permit process prove expedient. 
In all, a 12-month construction period 
is anticipated, necessitating closure of 
both the existing Dexter Student Union! 
Campus Inn and its adjoining parking 
lot, which will serve as the staging area 
for the construction crews. At this point, 
the 2006-07 student dining facility will 
most likely be located in a tented area 
in the Harris Amphitheater parking lot, 
and temporary office space will be allo-
cated to COR and student publications 
for the duration. 
>> ""THE SPOT" BEGAN IN 1948 AS A SODA FOUNTAIN, SHARING 






Wabash College's Center of Inquiry i 
the Liberal Arts has begun a national, 
four-year multi-million dollar program 
to thoroughly investigate the impact 
of a liberal arts education on the 14 
development of students in American 
higher education today. Of the hun-
dreds of private colleges and public 
universities across the country, only 18 
were invited to join the study, which 
will closely monitor the undergraduate 
journey of approximately 5,500 
students in an effort to isolate t 
specific programs, educational 
experiences, and features of college 
life that effect maximum value of a 
liberal arts education. 
The study will follow students 
entering institutions such as Whitti 
Butler, Notre Dame, and Coe in 200 
through to graduation, collecting data 
via a series of surveys and individual 
interviews designed to measure seven 
key outcomes: leadership, reasoning 
and problem solving, well-being, moral  
character, integration of learning, 
intercultural effectiveness, and life-
long learning. Additionally, the study 
will conduct a close analysis of each 
campus' resources and programs—such 
as study-abroad, living-learning 
communities, and targeted first4eaa,-  
programs—in order to documen 
and further build a comprehensi 
understanding of the strengths  
quality liberal arts education, as well 
as illustrate areas for institutional or 
curricular improvement. 	4 
CLASS ACT. The seven recipients of the "Outstanding Educator Award" hear praise 
from a nominating colleague. 
ME 
IN A FORMAL CEREMONY in January, the 
Department of Education and Child 
Development honored its 87-year history 
of fostering excellence in teaching by 
awarding seven local professionals the dis-
tinguished title of "Outstanding Educator." 
The honorees—all alumni of either Whittier 
College's undergraduate or graduate pro-
gram, or both—were nominated by peers 
and ultimately selected for inclusion based 
on a superb record of service, effective 
leadership, and commitment to improving 
the field of education within and beyond 
the classroom. 
Awardees were: 
Robert Bruesch*  (B.A.'65, M.A.'70) is 
current president of the Garvey School 
District Board of Education, taught for 
36 years in elementary and middle 
schools, and served on Rosemead's 
city council for 19 years. Among his 
many awards, Bruesch was inducted 
into the National Teachers Hall of 
Fame in 1997. 
' Stuart Gothold (A.B.'56, M.Ed.'61, 
Honorary LL.D.'88) is a former super-
intendent of schools for both L.A. 
County and South Whittier School 
Districts; currently he teaches at USC, 
oversees doctoral candidates in L.A. 
Urban Cohorts program, and is principle 
investigator for a Ford Foundation study 
on preparing urban leaders in education. 
' Michelle Gunn and Christa Huddle 
(both B.A.'69(. Longtime friends and 
colleagues, Gunn and Huddle have 
taught a combined total of 65 years—
the last eight of which the two have 
team-taught fourth graders, including 
special needs children—at Mariposa 
Elementary School in Brea. 
Pat Hodges*  (B.A.'71, M.A.'75) has 
taught at California High School in 
Whittier for 35 years. In 1993, she 
earned Teacher of the Year honors 
from Whittier Union High School 
District, County of Los Angeles, and 
the State of California; in 2001, Hodges 
earned National Board Certification. 
Julie Rivers (B.A.'59, M.A.'76) taught 
at San Gabriel High for 37 years 
before taking a position with Cal State 
Long Beach. In addition to teaching, 
Rivers coached the Academic 
Decathalon Competition, was a reader 
for the Educational Testing Service, 
and participated in the National 
Education Association's Emerging 
Leaders Academy. 
Shirley White (B.A.'47), though "tech-
nically retired," continues to serve as a 
student-teaching supervisor for Whittier 
College and tutor for first graders at 
Lincoln Elementary School. In addition 
to varied stints as teacher and adminis-
trator, White served as instructor and 
supervisor in Whittier's Department of 
Education, beginning in 1971. 
*Also received a teaching credential 
through Whittier College. 
TEACHING EXCELLENCE 
BREEDS EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING 
>> THE STUDENT YEARBOOK ACROPOLIS BEGAN IN 1914. 
5 
PROLIFIC CHILDREN'S AUTHOR ZILPHA 
KEATLEY SNYDER '48 has donated 
more than 70 books—in which 
poems, extracts from her novels, and 
short stories are included—to the 
Special Collections housed at the 
Bonnie Bell Wardman Library. 
While almost exclusive of her 
separately published novels, the 
collection demonstrates a universal 
acknowledgement of Snyder's impact 
on the genre. Since first appearing 
on the adolescent literature scene in 
1964. Snyder has written more than 
43 books, garnering several awards, 
including three coveted Newbery 
Awards. Throughout the past four 
decades, her titles have made 
numerous best books of the year 
and book-of-the-month lists, been 
produced as audio books, and been 
translated into Italian, Chinese, 
Norwegian, Swedish, Icelandic and 
other foreign-language editions. 
This newly acquired Snyder 
Collection will be a key asset and 
resource for the College, and one that 
Wardman Librarian Phil O'Brien 
hopes to grow. 
"Due to the breadth and sheer 
number of materials within, it would be 
almost impossible for us to locate and 
assemble this collection today," said 
O'Brien. "Still, there are many of her 
independently-produced works that we 
need to obtain so that we truly have the 
most comprehensive compilation possible. 
"Ultimately." he added. "We hope 
that this material will someday be 
used by scholars in the field in 
evaluative or critical works on the 
whole of Snyder's career." 
For the students and faculty of the 
College, however, the Zilpha Keatley 
Snyder Collection's educational value 
will be of immediate use, primarily 
within the child development and 
education programs. In addition, the 
library will plan a more public debut, 
coordinating a special exhibit of the 



















WHEN DEAN OF STUDENTS Tracy Poon 
Tambascia announced her impending depar-
ture for an opportunity at Cal Arts last fall, 
the prospect of finding her replacement 
was daunting. After all, Tambacia had been 
a beloved member of the Whittier commu-
nity for just about a decade. 
Fortunately, though, Whittier was able 
to poach yet another energetic talent from 
the East Coast: Dr. Jeanne Ortiz, an experi-
enced administrator who has already proven 
to be an excellent fit for the campus. 
In 1979 Dr. Ortiz began in the field 
of higher education as a member of the 
faculty at State University of New York at 
Buffalo. Her academic interests in urban 
planning and housing soon led her out of 
the classroom and into hands-on work with 
residence life staff, and subsequently she 
shifted her professional focus permanently 
to student life and development. Over the 
ensuing two-and-a-half decades, she 
worked in senior management student 
Life positions for a number of colleges, 
including University of The Incarnate Word, 
a fellow Hispanic-Serving Institution (HSI) 
located in Texas, and College of Notre 
Dame, a top East Coast women's college. 
Throughout her career in academe, 
she has been dedicated to helping students 
to engage in leadership development, 
particularly with application toward service 
and change in the campus and larger 
communities. At College of Notre Dame she 
co-chaired the development of a certificate 
program in Leadership and Social Change, 
an academic and experiential program widely 
hailed by its graduates as instrumental in 
achieving early professional success. 
Dr. Ortiz earned her doctoral degree in 
educational administration, organization, and 
policy from State University of New York at 
Buffalo; her master's degree in urban planning 
and human environment and design from 
Michigan State University; and her undergradu-
ate degree in home economics education from 
Mansfield State University in Pennsylvania. 
EAST COAST 
FURNISHES ANOTHER SENIOR ADMINISTRATOR FOR WHITTIER 
THE HONOR IS ALL OURS 
ACADEMIC HONOR SOCIETIES EXPERIENCE GROWTH, RECOGNITION 
Receiving approval to operate a chapter only two years ago, Whittier College's membership in Phi Epsilon Kappa 
(PEK), the national honor society for Kinesiology & Leisure Science, continues to grow by double digits. Eligibility 
is based on academic and leadership commitments to the advancement of the field, and inductees must be 
junior or seniors in good standing. Whittier began with nine founding members; this year, 12 more scholars were 
inducted at a ceremony in late November. 
One established honor society at Whittier has gained recent national note. Late last summer, the College received 
notification that Sigma Delta Pi, the National Collegiate Hispanic Honor Society, awarded Whittier's Chapter 
Upsilon Pi the status of Honor Chapter for "outstanding activities realized during the academic year." This 
prestigious recognition is given annually to only a select few of the existing 529 chapters of record, and a 
formal Certificate of Merit was sent to chapter advisor Doreen O'Connor-Gomez. 
>> THE NAME "WHITTIER COLLEGE" WAS OFFICIALLY ADOPTED 





FACULTY SHARE WHAT 
THEY'RE CURRENTLY 
IN TUNE WITH... 
While composing a new work for the 
World Saxophone Congress, THERESA 
LEVELLE put on her headphones and 
turned up the volume on Wingspan by 
Wings and Genius Loves Company, the 
coffee-house staple of Ray Charles duets. 
RUSS LITCHFIELD takes his classical 
with a little world music; Bach at 
Naumburg by Robert Clark, recorded on 
the recently restored Hil[enbrandt organ 
that J.S. Bach helped design, and Globe 
Trekker's Original Journeys. As Litchfield's 
Liner notes read: "1 especially like the 
track 'Mountain Girl' for its fusion of 
the Globe Trekker TV Series musicians 
with a Vietnamese girl singing." 
Revving up STEPHEN COOK are the 
sounds of jazz, rock, and a Broadway 
soul singer. Recent favorite downloads 
are Herbie Hancock's Possibilities 
album, selections by Audra MacDonald, 
and of course, The Beatles. 
Preparing for a bicoastal concert tour 
to promote the film "The Lost City," 
DANNY LOZANO'S downloading 
cLassical, jazz, and—of course—Latin 
jazz tunes: Emamuel Pahud and the 
Berliner Barock Solisten, performing 
the flute concertos of Georg Phillip 
Telemann; The Banda Brothers' "Acting 
Up"; and Rashaad Roland Kirk's "I Talk 









PICKERING PICKS CLANCY 
JUNIOR AWARDED PRESTIGIOUS FOREIGN AFFAIRS FELLOWSHIP 
ERIN CLANCY '07 has been awarded a Thomas R. Pickering 
Foreign Affairs Fellowship through the U.S. Department 
of State. Clancy, a political science major, will receive full 
financial support to complete her undergraduate schooling 
and one year of graduate education, two internships with the 
U.S. Department of State—one domestic and one abroad—and 
entry into the United States Foreign Service upon successful 
completion of the program. 
Following the end of the academic year, Clancy will 
attend the Junior Year Summer Institute, a seven-week program 
with course work in economics, calculus, and policy analysis, 
and exercises to develop oral and written communication 
skills. Upon completion of her undergraduate studies, she 
will enroll in an approved master's program in international 
studies and will have access to a current foreign service 
officer for one-to-one mentoring. Concluding the fellowship, 
Clancy will undergo required testing by the Department of 
State, and upon passing, she will enter into a contractual 
appointment with the Foreign Service for a minimum period of 
four and one-half years. 
Funded by the United States Department of State. the 
Pickering Fellowship Program has a goal to attract outstanding students from the fields 
of international affairs, political and economic analysis, administration, management, 
and science policy who have an interest in pursuing a career in foreign service. 
Selection is based on demonstrated outstanding leadership skills and academic 
achievement, college honors and awards, extracurricular, community and volunteer 
activities, a personal statement, letters of recommendation, and an in-person panel 
interview in Washington, D.C. 
Clancy was one of only 20 nationwide to earn this highly competitive grant. 
A LEGEND 
FOR A LEGACY 
In March, Trustee Alfred J. VillaLob 
and President Sharon Herzberger met 
with former U.S. Secretary of State 
Henry Kissinger to enlist his support 
for various projects celebrating 
Whittier College's Nixon heritage, 
including a 35th anniversary 
celebration of Nixon's trip to China. 
>> WHITTIER COLLEGE WAS ACCREDITED BY THE UNIVERSITY 
OF CALIFORNIA IN 1899. 
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Ma 
IN PURSUIT OF SERVICE 
TWO EARN SPOT AT HARVARD LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE 
WHI1TIER ROOMMATES Amanda Hope '08 
and Julia Tyack '08 were two of about 50 
fellow undergraduate students selected 
nationwide for admittance to the 6th 
Annual Public Policy and Leadership 
Conference offered by the John F. Kennedy 
School of Government at Harvard 
University. Annually, competition is fierce 
for the chance to attend the all-expense 
paid three-day conference, which focuses 
on preparing future leaders through a com-
prehensive exploration of careers in public 
service and public policy at the national 
and international level. 
Participants Tyack and Hope, both 
majors in Whittier's political science 
program, had the opportunity to dine with 
U.S. Congressman Elijah Cummings, meet 
with working professionals in the field 
including former U.S. Ambassador to Yemen 
Barbara Bodine, participate in faculty-run 
workshops and panel discussions, and hear 
first-hand from past conference alumni 
about how the decision to pursue a career 
in public policy helped focus their respec-
tive educational goals and direct their early 
work experiences. 
Hope and Tyack learned about the 
Harvard conference through fellow Whittier 
student, conference alumna, and recent 
Pickering Fellowship winner, Erin Clancy 
(see story p. 7). Hope has ambitions to 
follow in Clancy's footsteps and become a 
foreign service officer post-graduation, "to 
represent American ideals abroad, and serve 
as a liaison between the U.S. and other  
countries." She is well on her way, having 
completed—like Clancy—a summer intern-
ship with the Department of Energy in 
Washington, D.C., where she worked with 
general counsel going over depositions, 
attending briefings, and researching public 
policy laws. 
Tyack's plans for the future are closer 
to home; her previous summer internship 
with the City of Lodi's Building and 
Planning Department helped her to under-
stand the influence and impediments 
physical environment, as well as economic 
and social inequalities, can have on build-
ing a cohesive, socially-just community. 
Combining this internship experience along 
with insight gained from working with both 
the Emergency Shelter Program and the 
Breakthrough Project—two non-profit 
organizations addressing critical needs of 
the local community—Tyack's ultimate plan 
is to transform and improve Local communi-
ties through a focus on domestic public 
policy and service. 
Julia Tyack (left) 
and Amanda Hope. At 
press time The Rock 
Learned that Hope 
has also been selected 
as a finalist for a 




U.S. Secretary of Defense Donald 
Rumsfeld poses with Whittier 
students and Professor Caroline 
Heldman after their scheduled 
meeting in D.C. this January, the 
highlight on a most enlightening 
journey. The students had a whirl-
wind round of interviews and 
meetings with lobbyists,  U.S. 
Congressmen, journalists,  and 
other politicos as part of the 
January Interim course Winterm 
in Washington,  taught by Heldman 
and exploring a variety of topics 
related to Nixon and the power of 
the presidency. 




IT'S BEEN A BUSY YEAR AT BROADOAKS! 
From renovations to the annual auction to 
children's performances, the demonstra-
tion school's campus has been a hub of 
activity. Here are a few highlights: It 
READING. Parent volunteers moved nearly 7,000 volumes last fall from the 
Carousel Court area to Perry House, the temporary location for The Rebecca Suzanne 
Park Children's Library, while that structure underwent renovation and expansion. 
Staffed by parent volunteers who read to children in each grade each week and assist 
with book check-outs, the Children's Library is named in memory of College Trustee 
Ernie Z. Park's daughter. 
PERFORMING. For the second consecutive year, Broadoaks students took part in 
Whittier's traditional "Madrigal Feaste," performing a number of musical selections. 
And joining in another local holiday tradition, the Whittier Christmas Parade, 
about a dozen children and their parents rode the Broadoaks float down Greenleaf, 
representing both the school and their particular Brownie Troup. 
AUCTIONING. The annual Broadoaks Holiday Auction, held on November 18 
in the Radisson Hotel Uptown Whittier, drew a crowd of more than 500, who 
participated enthusiastically in the silent and live auctions. This year's fundraiser 
netted more than $68,000, all of which goes directly to support children's learning 
through purchase of instructional materials, equipment, furnishings, books, and 
technology for the school's 11 classrooms and children's library. 
COUNTING. A statistical report indicated that in the last year, more than 250 
Whittier College students completed course assignments and fieldwork at 
Broadoaks in its preschool through 6th-grade classes. The various projects covered 
material and analysis across a variety of disciplines, including child development, 
psychology, social work, education, theatre, music, and anthropology, as well as 
the Whittier Scholars Program. 
STUDYING. Four undergraduates, including two first-year students, joined 
Broadoaks Director Judith Wagner's faculty-student research team to replicate an 
earlier study on children's understanding of the term "stranger." The purpose of 
this study is to shed light on the effectiveness of popular "stranger danger" 
books and programs for children as part of their self-protection education. The 
undergraduate students participated in the study design and institutional approval 
process this fall and will complete a training program before conducting interviews 




TRAVEL THE NATION IN 
SEARCH OF NEW POET CLASS 
APPROXIMATELY 2,140 high school 
seniors from around the globe applied to 
be a part of Whittier's Class of 2009. This 
number largely indicates the exhausting 
efforts of our seven admission counselors, 
who spent a great deal of time on the 
road meeting with prospectives, talking 





Breathing a tired 
sigh of relief, 
members of the 
Admissions team 
participate in the 
ceremonial "handing 
over" of the new 
recruits (Class of 
2009) to the Dean 
of Students during 
Orientation Week. 
Here's how the numbers add up: 
W They visited 167 cities in 25 states. 
Crisscrossing the country, they flew a 
combined total of 56,823 miles and drove 
7,649 miles (this does not include driving 
between schools while there). 
They stayed in 58 hotels. 
'They visited 598 schools and attended 
153 college fairs. 
'All told, 13,761 viewbooks were sent or 
handed out. 
10- A total of 241 high schools are represented 
in the final, 351-member Class of 2009. 
>> IN 1904, THE FIRST GRADUATING CLASS OF WHITTIER COLLEGE BOASTED 
THREE WOMEN AND ONE MAN-NONE WERE CALIFORNIA NATIVES. 9 
FOLK HERO.  Songwriter-activist Peter Yarrow of Pet 
Paul, and Mary-fame had a four-day guest residency 
at the Shannon Center. 
V 
Paul GalL 
CANDLELIGHT NIGHT. Embracing the diverse holiday 
celebrations of students,  a variety of December events 
were held honoring Kwanzaa, Hannukah, and Christmas. 
4 T HAVE A DREAM. 
Donato Clay '06, a 
finalist in the Martin 
Luther King Jr. 
Oratorical Contest, 
shares his own vision 
for change. 
LITTLE DRUMMER BOY. Mark 
chulman, motivational speaker 
nd performance artist, ups the 
eat at The Club. 
TAKING A STAND.  Clint Swift '06 No- 
participates in a student rally 
against alleged unfair labor 
practices by vendors who supply 
the campus bookstore with 
Poet-themed clothing. flflci+ d 
"ONLY 11 MEMBERS OF CONGRESS 
ARE UNDER 36 YEARS OLD. THERE'S 
A LACK OF YOUTHFUL PERSPECTIVE, 
AND MOST OF THE TIME, YOUNG 
PEOPLE ARE GETTING THE SHORT 
END OF THE STICK." 
Athlete MICHAEL BAUMANN '07 commenting 
to the Quaker Campus (QC) on the lack of 
consistent player recruitment—particularly 
of strong talent—experienced in recent 
years by the Poet swim team. 
"IF THE WHOLE WATER POLO TEAM 
CAME OUT WE WOULD WIN SCIAC—
THAT'S HOW BIG OF AN IMPACT THEY 
WOULD HAVE." 
Speaking on behalf of the faculty and 
utilizing an analogy suggested by 
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., PROFESSOR 
TRISH VAN OOSBREE offers words of 
wisdom to the incoming Poet class during 
Orientation Weekend. 
"LIKE RIP VAN WINKLE, WHAT MIGHT 
YOU MISS IF YOU SLEPT THROUGH 
YOUR COLLEGE YEARS? [PERHAPS] 
SOMETHING SO GRAND THAT IT COULD 
CHANGE THE COURSE OF HISTORY BUT, 
AT THE VERY LEAST, YOU WOULD MISS 
SOMETHING THAT HAS THE POTENTIAL 
TO BE A LIFE-CHANGING EXPERIENCE." 
Head women's basketball coach WILL 
MORRIS, commenting on the start of the 
Lady Poets season. 
"THE SEASON IS A LONG JOURNEY AND 
IT WILL TAKE TIME TO INCORPORATE 
ALL THE NEW PLAYERS WITH OUR 
RETURNEES AND TO GET OUR INJURED 
PLAYERS BACK AND IN THE MIX." 
Resident Advisors BRYCIE JONES '06 and 
NATALIE MEDELLIN '06 sharing the insider's 
perspective on residence hall leadership. In 
their co-authored QC feature column, Jones 
and Medellin further offered helpful and 
humorous advice to campus residents. 
"WHILE IT'S FUN TO WATCH THE WOES 
OF DRAMA WEEKLY ON OUR FAVORITE 
REALITY TELEVISION SHOWS, IT'S 
REALLY NOT QUITE AS FUN TO 
ACTUALLY DEAL WITH." 
RYAN BEAUCHAMP '08, commenting on 
the mystery surrounding the loss of the 
official Johnny Poet mascot uniform, which 
was apparently last seen two years ago 
during a Sportsfest event. 
"IT'S REALLY INTERESTING ... THAT 
THE COSTUME JUST DISAPPEARED, 
AND NOBODY SEEMS TO KNOW 
WHAT HAPPENED TO IT." 
Guest QC feature columnist GENEVIEVE 
ROMAN '06, commenting on the over-
whelming focus on reproductive rights—to 
the point of emotional and political 
exploitation—with regard to elections and 
judicial appointments. Roman contends the 
public should instead focus on those issues 
that truly remain unresolved. 
"FOR TOO MANY AMERICANS, ABORTION 
IS A LITMUS TEST: A CANDIDATE'S 
POSITION ON THIS ONE ISSUE IS THE 
ONLY THING MANY PEOPLE CARE TO 
TAKE NOTICE OF." 
English Professor TONY BARNSTONE, 
commenting on Whittier's Faculty Masters 
program, which enables an appointed faculty 
member to engage students on a more 
intimate and in-depth scale through 
cultural and intellectual events held at a 
designated on-campus house. 
"EVERY TIME I ENTERTAIN HIGH 
SCHOOL COUNSELORS, THEY TELL ME 







U.S. CONGRESSWOMAN LINDA SANCHEZ, 
speaking to Visiting Professor Owen 
Newcomer's American Government and 
Politics class in November. 
>> HARRIS AMPHITHEATRE WAS FUNDED IN PART BY A SENIOR CLASS PLAY-AN ADAPTATION 
OF "THE SCARLET LETTER"-AND THE FIRST PERFORMED IN THE OUTDOOR SITE. 
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GOT CULTURE? International Van Cliburn Piano 
Finalist David Cabassi pounds out haunting classical 
fare utilizing all 88 keys, and then some. 
Self-proclaimed feminist LAUREN 
STRACNER '08 in a QC arts editorial on 
the usual campus fanaticism over the 
annual V-Week production of "The Vagina 
Monologues." Stracner's humorous article 
acknowledges the importance of the 
messages expressed within the play, but 
takes issue with its iconic medium. 
T EVE 	- 	V 	 - 	.itfésit's rendr 	Othello" delivered the 
d's complex themes with a subtle, modern-day flavor. 
Tagline projected on the waft of THE CLUB 
throughout the Halloween concert given by 
Whittier student rock band Trees Deep. 
"RICHARD NIXON WANTS 
YOU TO PARTY." 
A QC EDITORIAL, explaining the decision 
to publish a number of risque photos 
from annual student event Erotic City. In 
anticipation of backlash from campus and 
Local community members, the article 
appeared in the same issue as the 
controversial snapshots. 
"DESPITE HOW IT MAY APPEAR... 
WE PUBLISH THESE PICTURES IN 
THE INTEREST OF FULLY COVERING 
A STORY." 
Professor of Religious Studies JOE PRICE, 
quoted in a Denver Post article, makes 
the connection between spiritual allegory 
and the sports fanaticism that annually 
surrounds the Super Bowl. 
"ONE OF THE REASONS SPORTS IN 
PARTICULAR HAVE SUCH A RELIGIOUS 
FASCINATION IS THAT DEFEAT AND 
VICTORY ARE REHEARSAL FOR BOTH 
DEATH AND POSSIBLE RESURRECTION. 
AFTER SEEING DEFEAT, THERE IS 
ALWAYS TOMORROW OR NEXT YEAR, 
THE CHANCE TO COME BACK AND 
WIN AGAIN." 
Author NORMA ELlA CANTO, in her keynote 
speech "Surviving Patriotism: Heating the 
Wounds of Racism and Fear," at the Hartley 
House-sponsored event celebrating the 
release of One Wound for Another: Una 
Herido par Otra, a book co-published by 
Whittier College. 
"HOW WE ACT, WHAT WE SET IN 
MOTION WITH OUR DEEDS AND 
OUR THOUGHTS CONSTITUTE THE 
REALITY OF OUR FUTURE ... THE 
HEALING OF OUR OWN SOUL AND 
OF OUR ENTIRE PLANET DEPENDS 
UPON OUR RIGHT ACTION." 
Martin Luther King Jr. Oratorical Contest 
finalist KRYSTAL DIAZ '06 offers a personal 
account of how the Lessons of Dr. King 
helped her transcend not only cultural, but 
also familial hurdles experienced throughout 
adolescence. 
"I STRUGGLED WITH THE IDENTITY OF 
WHAT IT MEANT TO BE A MEXICAN-
AMERICAN. MORE SO, I STRUGGLED 
WITH THE IDENTITY 
OF BEING THE 
DAUGHTER OF 
MY FATHER." 
"I AM A WOMAN. I AM PROUD TO BE A 
WOMAN. BUT I KNOW WHAT SPEAKS 
FOR ME, AND IT ISN'T LOCATED IN 
MY PANTS." 
"PERHAPS YOU WILL APPRECIATE SOME 
ADVICE THAT I WAS GIVEN WHEN I 
TOOK MY OLDER SON TO HIS COLLEGE. 
I WAS TOLD: TAKE A LOOK AROUND 
YOU AT THE OTHER PARENTS. 
SAY A KIND WORD TO THEM. 
SMILE A SYMPATHETIC SMILE. 
SOMEDAY, THEY MAY BE YOUR 
IN-LAWS." 
PRES. SHARON HERZBERGER, in her wel-
come address to families at Fall Orientation. 
LiTERARY GENIUS. Sal PLacencia '99 
reads from and discusses his highly-
praised first novel, The People of Paper, 
at a Garrett Faculty Master event. 
4 WOMAN POWER. 
Students rehearse for the annual V-Week 
performance of "The Vagina Monologues." 
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>> IN THE 1960s WHILE THE REST OF THE COUNTRY RAGED OVER ISSUES OF SEGREGATION 
AND CIVIL RIGHTS, WHITTIER'S STUDENT BODY ELECTED TWO AFRICAN AMERICANS TO 
ASWC PRESIDENT. 
0' 
CROWN PRINCE(S). Palmer Princess Brycie 
Jones '06 and Penn Prince Adam PrincenthaL '06 





THE FUTURE OF SOCIETIES 
COLLEGE, SOCIETIES, AND ALUMNI GRAPPLE WITH TOUGH ISSUES 
INVITATION. 
In Late February 
at the president's 
invitation, the first of 
a series of informal 
discussions with 
society alumni took 
place, with the hopes 
of addressing some of 
the issues outlined in 
Part 1. In the future, 
Dr. Ortiz WILL continue 
to plan these meet-
ings, and will put out 
a call to alumni who 
wish to participate 
in amending and 
fostering this society-
College relationship. 
If you would like to 
get involved in this 
process, please Let 
Dr. Ortiz know by 
contacting the Dean 
of Students' Office 
at 562.907.4233. 
PART 1: ADDRESSING THE 
COLLEGE PARTNERSHIP 
In January, a situation arose concerning 
the Franklin Society's new member edu-
cation program that has resulted in the 
temporary suspension of all Franklin 
activities on campus. The catalyst inci-
dent related to required initiation tasks 
that, for years, have been considered tra-
ditional and innocuous rites of passage 
within the Franklin program; unfortu-
nately now, these same tasks border on 
violation of California's "hazing" laws. 
On campus, the incident was handled 
according to established College policy. 
Following an investigation, a formal review 
of the case took place on two levels: the 
student-run Inter-Society Council and 
the judicial review board, composed of a 
team of students, faculty, and adminis-
trators. After it was determined that a 
violation did occur, sanctions were 
imposed against the implicated students, 
as well as against the society's status as 
an active campus organization. Both 
groups receiving sanctions were then 
allowed to appeal. In the case of the 
former, the penalty was lightened; in the 
case of the latter, however, the sanctions 
were upheld. The Franklin Society was 
suspended for a period of up to three and 
one-half years, but was invited to apply 
for early reinstatement after working 
with newly-arrived Dean of Students, Dr. 
Jeanne Ortiz, to develop a new member 
education program consistent with 
nationally known "best practices." 
The case at hand has raised a more 
pressing, overarching issue, however: 
What parameters should define an 
appropriate and healthy partnership 
between the College and the 10 societies 
that operate on campus grounds and 
under College liability? And following, 
how can this strengthened partnership 
stimulate a lasting and prosperous  
reinvigoration of society membership 
and its programs? 
Dr. Ortiz will lead the charge to 
improve this partnership by involving 
alumni from each society, who can bring 
to the table an informed and thoughtful 
approach as graduates of the College and 
society program, as well as serving as a 
vested representative for each society's 
current interests. 
Whatever may have passed in 
recent times, societies are irrefutably an 
integral and valuable part of the 
College's history. The community service 
performed and general goodwill shared 
by society membership has indelible 
impact on the College and its environs. 
Encompassing several generations of 
Whittier students, participation in society 
life has engendered leaders in academics 
and service and has helped in student 
recruitment and retention. Without 
question, society life remains a vital 
component of the Whittier experience, 
and one that the College is committed to 
maintain and foster. 
[The Rock will continue to cover this 
matter in future issues.] 
PART 2: PRESIDENTIAL 
VIEWPOINTS 
Paradoxically, The Rock held a roundtable 
discussion in November with the society 
presidents (or their representatives) to 
discuss the "Future of Societies at Whittier." 
Moderated by Thalian faculty advisor 
David Palmer, all 10 societies participated, 
including the newly reinstated Sachsens. A 
portion of the transcript from this event 
appears below; the text in its entirety 
will be available on the College's website, 
www.whittier.edu. 
What is the role of societies on campus 
today? What does society life offer to 
the current generation of students? 
LANCERS: The people.. .who are out there 
in student government, working on 
publications.. you see a lot of the same 
faces over and over again. Many are society 
members. It really seems that being in a 
society gives you more of a drive to do 
things to support the college and make 
the student body better as a whole. 
IONIONS: Society life gets you a Lot more 
involved on campus. We do provide a 
proactive social outlet that gets students 
into the [campus and local] community, gets 
them more active with their surroundings. 
This is especially [important] for freshman. 
They get to meet and network with alumni, 
and hear their stories and advice. 
FRANKLINS: It's definitely a social outlet. 
But it also gives you a reason to come 
back [post-graduation]. We have alumni 
[from all decades] at Homecoming.. They 
yell to each other and it's a real good 
sense of brotherhood. Also a lot of students 
are interested in service projects and in 
Leadership, sort of like it's another... 
networking tool. You hear stories from 
alumni about how they got this job.. .or 
met this person to get this job just 
because they were [society] brothers. It's 
realty a special thing. 
>> IN 1922, THE PALMER SOCIETY WAS ESTABLISHED-FIRST KNOWN AS 
THE GIRL'S LITERARY SOCIETY OF WHITTIER COLLEGE. 
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OME HOME. After an absence of 15 years, members 
now-fully reinstated Sachsen Society marked 
official return to campus by participating in the 
ember convocation at the Shannon Center. 
ATHENIANS: You Learn a lot about yourself 
and how you work, as well as your work 
ethic. You gain such confidence and self-
respect. If you put together an event or 
service project, you feel really proud—that 
you've added something to it. 
ORTHOGONIANS: It's a really good support 
system too—why wouldn't you want your 
brothers or sisters to succeed? You kind of 
keep each other in-check academically or 
in your personal life. It's like a team sport. 
It's like that with alumni, too: they're 
always there for us in whatever way possible, 
both during and after college. 
In recent years, some students have 
viewed societies in a stereotypical or 
negative light. What have you done 
as a collective group to raise positive 
visibility on campus? 
ORTHOGONIANS: [One example is] during 
freshman move-in day, over 50 society 
members came out to help new students 
move into their dorms. We carried boxes and 
Luggage, and basically tried to help make their 
(and their parents') transition a lot easier. 
THALIANS: I think the only way we're 
going to succeed is if we all work together. 
We've talked about trying to change our 
image. I think we've done a good job at 
that. We've actively pursued trying to get 
the interest of students and not let them 
base their ideas or perceptions about 
societies on rumor or stereotype. So it's 
been in our best interest that ISC has really 
come together [and focused on this issue] 
—to better ourselves, better our societies. 
Regarding your society's history 
and traditions, how do you deal 
with changes in practice that are a 
necessitated by social evolution? 
PENNS: Keeping traditions—continuing on 
with the values that are important to a 
specific society—also means being able to 
adapt. For example, for over 50 years the 
Penns have put out the Hustler Handbook, 
which is a student directory, but in recent 
years we've basically seen that hard copy 
directories have become somewhat obsolete 
because of the Internet, because of sites 
Like myspace.com. While alumni like to see 
things like that stay in circulation, they 
also want to know that you as a society are 
adapting and changing with the times and 
are coming up with new ways of serving 
the school and the students. 
Do you think given your current 
membership that there's validity to 
the alumni claim "society life isn't 
what it used to be"? 
PALMERS: Yes and no. The way we do 
things will always be changing. But at the 
same time, there are aspects that will 
remain unchanged, that we will always 
carry with us—such as the values that 
set us apart, loyalties we share, specific 
traditions we hold in honor. 
METS: If we hadn't made some changes and 
adapted, most societies would not still be 
around. There're a lot of things that were 
done back then that now [because of laws 
governing fraternities and sororities] could 
get you expelled. 
SACHSENS: We have to frame our society 
based on who we are. While the alumni's 
advice is always taken to heart, they had 
their day. We are not the Sachsens of 50 
years ago. For better or worse it has 
changed, and we want to create what we 
feel is the best society for actives today. 
When I'm an alumnus, I don't think the 
Sachsens will be the same as they are right 
now. But like the alums, I do think we can 
create and mould something now to pass 
along to [the next generation]. 
Should alumni stay involved in their 
society past graduation? 
FRANKLINS: I think it really depends on 
the particular alumnus. 
PALMERS: I think that alumni should stay 
involved if they want to. 
LANCERS: One of my pledge masters this 
year is an alum; that tells you how 
involved they stay. 
If you could send out a message to 
your society alumni, what would you 
say right now? 
SACHSENS: We've lost touch with all you 
guys, and it would be really awesome, really 
appreciated if everyone who reads this goes 
to our website, www.sachsensociety.com, 
and just sends us an email, sends us a 
story, tells us a joke. Tell us something that 
happened during your pledge, and tell us 
your name. It would be great to have more 
history to pass on to future Sachsens. 
Last thoughts? 
ORTHOGONIANS: I just think that we 
all should look toward bettering our 
societies and solving problems when they 
happen. Past mistakes are over. [Lessons 
learned from] 
the mistakes 
we made [is 
what] defines 
us and makes 
us better. 
RUSH MORE. In a 
massive coordinated 
effort, members of 
every society partici-
pated in freshman 
move-in day, helping 
newbies tote boxes, 
welcoming families to 
campus, and generally 
raising awareness 
about society life. 
Many sported the tell-
tale tee (seen below): 
"Some things are 
worth the wait... 
some things are worth 
the Rush." 
V 
>> THE LANCER SOCIETY WAS FOUNDED IN 1933, FOLLOWED BY THE WILLIAM 
PENN SOCIETY IN 1934. 
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CONFETTI-RATION. Members of Prof. Deborah Norden's South American politics class partake 
in the pervasive Chilean excitement immediately following election of the country's first 
female president, Michelle Bachelet. 
A NEW POET HONORED 
In a format awards ceremony 
held over Whittier Weekend 
2005, Dr. Warren Hanson was 
granted the title of 'honorary 
alumnus" by the College's 
Alumni Association. Hanson, 
a professor of biology with 
special senior standing, was 
unanimously elected to 
receive this award by members 
of the alumni executive 
board in recognition of his 
many contributions to the 
campus community and to the 
Lives of Whittier students. 
Ma 
ON CHILE... 
AND STUPENDOUS PUPILS 
By Deborah Norden, 
assistant professor of political science 
I just returned from an exciting and 
eventful January term in South America. 
I took 14 students to Chile and Argentina 
for two weeks, as part of my course on 
Race. Religion and Gender in South 
American Politics; the trip was coordi-
nated with seven students in Dan 
Duran's international business course. 
For my class, our timing couldn't 
have been better. We arrived in 
Santiago, Chile the day before the run-
off election in which Michelle Bachelet 
was elected to be Chile's first female 
president. Thanks to some wonderful 
organizing by ISA (International Studies 
Abroad), we were able to observe the 
voting first-hand Sunday morning at the 
National Stadium, better known in  
connection with the repression following 
Chile's 1973 coup. We then went to 
the celebratory rally that evening, 
during which the students' enthusiastic 
cheering and jumping caught the eye of 
a journalist; the result was a very nice 
picture of some of the group—waving 
their Bachelet flags—in the next 
mornings paper, accompanied by a brief 
article lauding my "stupendous pupils" 
and noting how well they had grasped 
the significance of the event. 
Although it would be difficult for 
anything else to match the excitement of 
that first day, the remainder of the trip 
was also wonderful. Highlights included 
meeting with Aucan Huilcaman, a leader 
of Chile's primary indigenous group, 
the Mapuche, who had sought the 
presidency in this last election; a visit to 
AMIA, Argentina's Jewish cultural center 
that was bombed by terrorists in 1994; 
and meetings with two founders of 
Argentina's Mothers of the Plaza de 
Mayo. The trip culminated with another,  
albeit very different, public event: this 
one, a 24 hour "March of Resistance" 
by the Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo, 
commemorating their 25th anniversary, 
and marking the end of these large-
scale public marches. This was clearly 
another historic event. 
For me, however, there was another 
definite highlight to this trip, one which 
has no particular moment: this was sim-
ply to be able to share these experiences 
with such a fantastic group of students. 
I was extremely fortunate to have an 
unusually bright, mature, and enthusiastic 
group of people with me. All of them 
were determined to get absolutely the 
most possible out of this opportunity, to 
see everything, experience everything, 
and learn everything (they did a pretty 
good job with the tango, too, and Alex C. 
dances a mean cueca!). More than the 
opportunities that we have, it was these 
very special students who really made 
this trip meaningful and worthwhile for 
me. Thanks, chicos! 
>> THE FIRST-EVER JANUARY INTERIM SESSION WAS HELD DURING 
THE 1971-72 ACADEMIC YEAR. 
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EPIC HEROES. The 
story of Beowulf,  as 
conceived for the 
stage by Assistant 
Professor of English 
Sean Morris, was 
among the full-scale 
productions under-
taken by the 
College's Theatre 
Department this 
season. In all, four 
Whittier faculty 
worked to bring this 





tor; and Brian Reed, 
set designer. 
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SHARP SET. Prof. Ayesha Shaikh, Jessica Stock '05, Harpreet Kaur, Heather Hak 	,'sf, 
and Prof. Lori Camparo take a moment to pose before presenting at the Western Psychological 
Association symposium. 
ONE WOUND FOR ANOTHER 
UNA HERIDA POE OTRA 
BOOK CLUB. Una Herida 
Por Otra, a book co-
published by Whittier 
College, offers personal 
tales and observations 
of September 11 through 
the eyes of American 
Latino/as. 
V 
ONWARD AND UPWARD 
FACULTY TRAVELS, PUBLISHING, AND HONORS 
- Associate Professor of Psychology 
Lori Camparo was appointed for a third 
term as editor for American Psychological 
Association's Division 37, Child, Youth, and 
Family Services' newsletter, "The Advocate," 
which publishes research and program 
reports, book reviews, and Division 37 news 
items. Currently, Crystal Eng '07 serves 
as her editorial assistant. At the Western 
Psychological Association spring sympo-
sium, Camparo and Assistant Professor of 
Psychology Ayesha Shaikh presented the 
research paper Ethical Considerations in 
Faculty-Student Relationships, a collabora-
tive project with Harpreet Kaur '06 and 
Sarah Fehribach '06. 
110, Assistant Professor of Music Stephen 
Cook arranged and recorded a series of 
1940s songs for use by the East Los 
Angeles Classic Theater's "Shakes-Fest" 
production of Romeo and Juliet, performed 
at the historic Ford Amphitheater and later 
on tour. Additionally, he served as confer-
ence coordinator for the 2006 California 
Association of Professional Music Teachers 
Conference and will, this spring, again 
Lead the College Choir tour, this time to 
Arizona and Nevada. 
10,  Professor of English Wendy Furman-
Adams was an invited guest speaker at two 
recent conferences on 17th-century British 
author John Milton: the first was an inter-
national symposium held in Grenoble, 
France; the other took place in Tennessee. 
In addition, Furman-Adams's work will be 
published in a forthcoming Modern 
Languages Association text on teaching 
Milton, and in two books each honoring 
fellow Milton scholars. 
10,  Assistant Professor of English Sean 
Morris' Beowulf screenplay finished in the 
second round at the Austin Film Festival; 
his stage version of the classic tale was 
part of the Theatre Department's spring 
production lineup, directed by Assistant 
Professor of Theater Jennifer Holmes and 
with a set design by Associate Professor of 
Theatre Brian Reed. 
Broadoaks Director Judith Wagner 
served as keynote speaker at an interna-
tional conference in Copenhagen on child-
related issues arising from Denmark's rapid 
integration. Wagner's remarks were based 
on her work as a 2003 Fulbright Research 
Scholar in that Scandinavian country. 
Associate Professor of Education Don 
Bremme had three papers accepted for pres-
entation at the 2006 American Educational 
Research Association meeting in spring. Two 
of the papers are based on his work in the 
Fifth Dimension, an after-school learning 
program for community children at the 
Whittier Boys & Girls Club. The third paper, 
The Importance of Action in Action Research: 
Applying Practice to Theory, is based on his 
observations teaching students in Whittier 
College's graduate education program. 
Faculty Master Doreen O'Connor-Gomez 
collaborated on two recent publications: 
One Wound for Another/Una Herida par Otra, 
a unique anthology of personal testimonies 
collected post-9/11 and co-published by 
Whittier, UNAM, and Colorado College, and 
Proceedings of the Pacific Coast Council 
on Latin American Studies: 2002-2003, a 
two-volume work she co-edited. 
01, Professor of English William Geiger read 
his paper on the influence of F. H. Bradley's 
Ethical Studies on T. S. Eliot's poetry 
and plays at the 4th Annual Hawaii 
International Conference on Arts and 
Humanities, sponsored by the East West 
Council for Education, the Asia Pacific 
Research Institute of Bejing University, 
and the University of Louisville. 
>> IN 1949, THE FIRST TELEVISION SET WAS INSTALLED ON CAMPUS, 
HOUSED IN THE NEW WANBERG RESIDENCE HALL FOR MEN. 	 15 
NOTED QUOTED 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL SCIENCE CAROLINE 
HELDMAN gave her expert opinion to The Boston Globe 
in the article "Boycott Mania." Heldman commented on 
the rise of consumer activism, specifically boycotts on 
American businesses. 
PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY CHARLES HILL was quoted in 
Men's Health magazine, on the subject of "Friends and 
Lovers." Hill's advice to his gender was to wisely and 
judiciously apportion time between buddies and spouse or 
significant other. "While men tend to be jealous of potential 
sexual rivals," he notes, "women tend to be jealous of time 
and attention." 
Hill was also 
quoted in an article 
published on Fox News 
Channel online in June 
2005. In "Who Wants to 
Marry a Millionaire?" Hill 
weighed in on the real 
value of the almighty 
dollar with respect to 
Love relationships. 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHILOSOPHY PAUL KJELLBERG 
discussed Confucian philosophy on the radio program 
"Philosophy Talk," aired throughout California, Colorado, 
and Oregon. Kjelleberg explained some of the guiding 
principles of Confucian thought and emphasis on ritual, 
drew connections and highlighted disparities between 
Confucian ethics and Western ethics, and talked about how 
misinterpretation of specific tenets may have impacted 
some degree of China's cultural modernization. 
PROFESSOR OF RELIGIOUS STUDIES JOE PRICE gave his 
annual roundup of interviews amidst Super Bowl fever. This 
year the sports enthusiast was quoted in The Denver Post, 
The Orlando Sentinel, and The Greenville News on the overt 
connection between America's passion for sports and The 














DAV"AM,ASOCfTE PROFESSOR 0 	 1 , as received a Fulbright 
award to conduct research in Nigeria's Cross River basin region. lyam's project will 
investigate why indigenous institutions critical to the maintenance of cultural 
continuity and affirmation of individual and group legitimacy disappear even in the 
absence of external pressure. Specifically, he plans to examine "When Fat is 
'Phat"—the cultural shifts in the fattening rituals practiced in southeastern Ni 
"Fattening is a coming-of-age ritual for girls within certain indigenous ethnic 
groups," lyam explains. "Families seclude girls of marriageable age or prospective 
brides for a period between two months and two years, depending on the particular 
ethnic group. The primary intention is to feed the girls long enough to make the 
desirably fat. This seclusion must precede a girl's first pregnancy or marriage, or sh 
is deemed socially undesirable and an unfit marriage partner. 
"As newer ideals of feminine beauty become increasingly acceptable," he 
continues, "some groups face the need to hold on to their fattening tradition 
despite new challenges to the cultural definition of the 'pretty hot and tempting' 
(phat) female." 
lyam will return to his native Nigeria to begin his research in January 2007. As 
part of his Fulbright award, he will also teach courses at the University of Calabar in 
Nigeria through August of next year. 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MUSIC Danilo 
"Danny" Lozano can put another top-
notch award on his already-impressive 
musical resume. Cuban flautist Lozano 
was a featured performer on the Cachao 
album Ahora Si!, which captured both 
the 2005 Grammy and 2005 Latin 
Grammy for Best Traditional Tropical 
Album. This is Lozano's third Grammy 
win; previously, he was an ensemble 
player on the album Los Fabulosos 
Cadillacs, which took the 1997 Grammy 
for Best Latin Rock/Alternative Performance. 
Lozano can also be heard (and 
seen!) this year in The Lost City, the 
latest production from actor-producer-
director Andy Garcia, now in limited 
theatrical release by Magnolia Films. 
Lozano completed pre-records for the 
film, and later handled some of the 
movie's scoring; of the 21/2 hour reel, 
music is heard close to 1 hour and 50 
minutes. On a promotional tour in late 
April, Lozano and the Cineson All-Stars—
the musicians who recorded the 
score—played concerts featuring music 
from the film at venues in New York, 
Miami, and Hollywood. 
Lozano also makes a brief appear-
ance in Garcia's film, not surprisingly, as 
a musician named "Timor." 
IT WAS A VERY GOOD YEAR... 
WHITTIER PROF SCORES (ANOTHER) 
GRAMMY PLUS CELLULOID CAMEO 
>> IN 1959, WHITTIER BEGAN ITS SUCCESSFUL SEMESTER IN 
DENMARK PROGRAM WITH THE UNIVERSITY OF OPENHAGEN. 
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PHOENIX RISING. A Whittier student participating in the Spring Break 
clean-up pauses to take in the enormity of the Katrina disaster in the 
now-infamous Ninth Ward. Returning from this life-altering week, 
several students have recommitted to the Common Ground efforts and 
plan to return to New Orleans over the summer. 
COMMUNITY RALLIES TO 
AID KATRINA VICTIMS 
WHEN THE NEWS of the devastating 
hurricane hit the airwaves, Whittier was 
preparing to welcome 400 new Poets to 
campus for Orientation. When the dust 
settled, however, the campus community 
mobilized into action to generate support 
for victims. 
Joining a number of colleges and 
universities nationwide, Whittier College 
offered placement to students in the affected 
areas who were unable to begin or continue 
their postsecondary education. 
Several benefit performances were 
quickly organized at the Shannon Center, 
with proceeds donated to the American Red 
Cross. Events included an open rehearsal 
with Cello Octet Conjunto Iberico; a lecture 
featuring noted paleontologist Dr. Donald 
Prothero; and a Literary evening with 
author Norma Elia CantO, celebrating the 
publication of a Whittier co-published text. 
Two student groups, the Publications 
Board and Club READ (Reaching Equality 
and Diversity), also joined forces to raise 
funds for the Red Cross, setting up camp 
outside the Campus Inn for a number of 
days in order to take donations from the 
campus community. 
In addition, many Whittier faculty 
took the opportunity to generate awareness 
regarding crisis response through discussion. 
For example, Assistant Professor Caroline 
Heldman produced and screened Aftermath, 
the documentary film chronicling her jour-
ney into a ravaged New Orleans as a broad-
cast news correspondent. Professor 
Heldman also brought to campus New 
Orleans native Byron Cole, who discussed 
his role in the Hurricane Katrina rescue 
efforts. Associate Professor Paula Sheridan 
sponsored "The Cost of Caring," an informal 
discussion with an American Red Cross 
social worker sent to the New Orleans 
Superdome eight days after the hurricane 
hit, and a Louisiana State University social 
worker who was dispatched to a medical 
field house in Baton Rouge. Sheridan and 
Heldman also led more than 50 students on 
a "Spring Break Alternative" trip to New 
Orleans in April, to work with nonprofit 
organization Common Ground Collective. 
Last, the Alumni Office sent broadcast 
email to all alumni whose addresses-on-
record were in the Louisiana and Gulf Coast 
regions hardest hit. Over the ensuing days, 
responses came in from members of the 
Poet network suggesting local benefits in 
which alums could participate, as well as 
identifying a few alumni who suffered losses 
from the hurricane's path of destruction. 
To these, the Alumni Office compiled and 
sent "care packages," which included 





ON OCTOBER 16, 2005, 
THE FOLLOWING LETTER 
WAS SENT TO THE ROCK 
MAGAZINE BY A GRATEFUL 
ALUMNA AND SURVIVOR 
OF THE DEVASTATING 
HURRICANE KATRINA. 
Until August 28, I was a Poet living 
and working in New Orleans. My hus-
band and I safely evacuated the city 
with our dog, but we could not go 
home for weeks. 
As we and the world watched 
in horror, our city crumbled and 
drowned,  literally and figuratively. 
But in mid-September I received a 
package at my mother-in-law's house 
from Theresa Rivas, Whittier College 
director of alumni relations. The note 
sent sympathy and support from the 
Alumni Association—and a set of 
Whittier College alumni poLos and 
baseball caps for my husband and me. 
We were touched, to say the 
Least. And given that we were unable 
to return to New Orleans for six weeks 
to retrieve our belongings that sur-
vived the mold,  we were also happy 
for the wardrobe additions! 
We have relocated to a new 
home in Birmingham now, but we will 
always remember that we have a home 
among Poets. We are so glad for this 
family. Thanks to Theresa Rivas and 
the entire college community for the 
concern, prayers, and assistance. It 
brings a bit of light in an otherwise 
dark time. 
With warmest regards and deepest thanks, 
Jennifer (Buddemeyer) Young '93 
and Ed Higginbotham 
>> IN 1942, AS BOTH COLLEGES SUFFERED ENROLLMENT LOSSES DUE TO WWII, 
WHITTIER AGREED TO ENROLL ALL 57 STUDENTS OF NEIGHBORING CHAPMAN. 
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SOUL PATROL. Ricky, Orteagas and Mamma D. 
18 
AFTERMATH: 





and Carter to report 
first-hand from 
the ravaged New 
OrLeans streets. 
by Caroline Heldman, 
assistant professor of political science 
I DROVE TO NEW ORLEANS with Whittier 
student Georgia Faye Hirsty '07, and 
UCLA grad student )and Whittier alumna) 
Erinn Carter '05 one week after Hurricane 
Katrina hit the Gulf Coast. Like many 
Americans, we were glued to television 
images of people on rooftops and bodies 
under white sheets. I was concerned 
about taking these young women into the 
devastation, but felt it was disingenuous 
to encourage political activism and then 
draw the line for them. We went to New 
Orleans to assist in search and rescue 
efforts, and to report on the disaster for 
KPFK, 90.7. Georgia interns with the 
radio station, and our press passes were 
the only reason we were able to get past 
checkpoints and into the city. 
We drove into downtown, through 
waist-high puddles, avoiding fallen 
branches and unsavory-looking objects 
protruding from the dark ooze, and 
punctured a tire. Earl Barthe, a member 
of the Soul Patrol, stopped to help. The 
Soul Patrol, headed by long-time activist 
Mamma D, rescued hundreds of residents 
after the storm hit. 
We ended up living with the Soul 
Patrol for two days, and during that time, 
they took us out on the water to show 
us the storm damage and the people  
they were helping. We 
squeezed into a canoe, 
trying to keep as dry as 
possible. We avoided 
submerged cars and 
hungry dogs, stranded 
on porches, still fiercely 
protecting their homes. 
Georgia tried to boost 
spirits with humor and 
lots of questions, but the 
sight was dreadful. As 
the oars dipped into the water, we became aware of the awful smell of death in some 
of the homes we floated by. 
After witnessing a nighttime helicopter rescue, we settled into a Soul Patrol 
member's house on Treme Street the first night of our visit. Black Hawk helicopters 
buzzed overhead, military hummers roamed the streets, and armed military men with 
video-game sized guns stood on corners. Two reporters from Life magazine joined us, 
snapping pictures of the gathering and asking us about our trip. Conversation and cold 
water flowed freely, and members of the 82nd Airborne stopped by. 
The next day, Georgia filmed several sights along the way: homes rescued and 
marked by the Soul Patrol, a ferocious underwater fire, animals left behind, and 
abandoned human remains. After spending two days in New Orleans, we had news to 
share with KPFK listeners that was not being covered in mainstream media. It was 
surreal to be on a cell phone, talking to professional radio interviewer, in the shade of 
a collapsed building with helicopters interrupting every minute or so. 
On our trip, we definitely witnessed instances of police harassment and brutality 
in the wake of the storm. For example, New Orleans police held two Soul Patrol 
members, Ricky and Orteagas, at gunpoint when they were delivering food to an 
elderly neighbor; Orteagas' 15-year-old son had been swept away by the flooding 
earlier in the week and was likely dead. One month after our visit, Mamma D told us 
by phone that every black man she knows who has returned to New Orleans has had 
a gun pointed at him at some point. 
We also experienced the racial element of evacuation efforts. Officials kept trying to 
evacuate Erinn, a black woman, but no one tried to evacuate me or Georgia. On the second 
day of our visit, residents were told that if they did not leave that afternoon, the New 
Orleans Police Department would be sweeping the neighborhood that night, and "they 
won't be as nice." I did not feel Erinn was safe, so we left the city that afternoon. 
It was surreal to be on a cell phone, talking to a 
professional radio interviewer, in the 
shade of a collapsed building with helicopter 
interrupting ever minute or so. 
>> IN 1946, MILITARY VETERANS COMPRISED NEARLY ONE-THIRD THE ENTIRE 
POPULATION; IN 1947, THEY COMPRISED ONE-HALF. 
pre-existing 	racial 
stereotypes. We want 
to make sure that a 
similar disaster never 
happens again. 
SCENES FROM AMERICAN LIFE: 
LEFT, Hirsty converses with deployed 
military; BELOW,  a New Orleans impro-
vised emergency shelter. 
We then drove to interview evacuees in the Houston 
Astrodome. The fluorescent lights, constant announcements 
over the loudspeaker, and playing children made it 
difficult for evacuees to sleep. A stench emanated from the 
bathrooms, and police and military personnel patrolled the "liv-
ing" space. One displaced resident after another gave chilling 
accounts of waking up next to dead bodies, being separated 
from family members, surviving on buses for days without food 
or water, and seeing loved ones die. 
The three of us are living our lives differently because of this 
learning experience. Erinn has decided to write her dissertation on 
media and government response to the disaster. Georgia will be 
pursuing a Ph.D. with a focus on race, and my research and activism 
will now concentrate on race relations. It was too easy for Americans 
to believe in the immediate criminalization, and later infantilization, 
of black Americans in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina given 
NEVER FEAR THE 
"GREEN PANTS" 
ARE HERE! 
Forest Service First-Responder 
James G. Bailey '03 Wades In To 
Help Hurricane Survivors 
RIGHT AFTER HURRICANE KATRINA HIT, James Bailey,  a 
purchasing agent with the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture's Forest Service, Region 3, Santa Fe National 
Forest, headed to the Gulf Coast region to help provide 
emergency aid. In all, the Forest Service deployed 13 
management and logistical teams and 35 crews of 20 
people each to the affected areas and host communities. 
Their assignment? To assist in debris cleanup, set-up of 
staging areas, and distribution of food. Bailey was among 
those groups initially dispatched to the crisis. 
His experience in the Hurricane Katrina response, and 
the subsequent Rita disaster, has only strengthened his 
deep pride in the hard work accomplished by the collec-
tive federal and state agency on-the-ground responders. 
"I observed first-hand the willingness of government 
employees working together for one common goal: to help 
victims put their lives back together." he states firmly. "It 
was difficult for me and many others being criticized for 
not doing enough, when in fact, several Forest Service 
and FEMA employees were there the day after Katrina hit, 
voluntarily putting their own lives on hold for a month or 
more in order to help. We worked 16 hour days for almost 
30 consecutive days, living in the same conditions as 
those who were affected by the hurricanes." 
Musing on the less-tragic incidents that are woven 
into his memory of the experience. Bailey recalls one story 
that does seem strangely metaphoric. In the midst of the 
hurricane, huge communication towers from Mississippi—
ranging from 60 to 180 feet in height—somehow vanished. 
"I asked a telecommunication specialist what had 
happened to the towers," Bailey explains. "At the time, 
he told me that they did not know. When I contacted 
him again in late October, the towers still had not been 
found yet." 
>> IN 1965, WHITTIER STUDENTS STAGED A CAMPUS PROTEST MARCH THAT GAINED 




















up with a less happy result: a tough 7-6 
loss to the University of Redlands. Still, 
the men finished second with an 8-2 
SCIAC record, and their overall season 
record (14-14) qualified them for a slot in 
the post-season Western Water Polo 
Association (WWPA) Championships. The 
Poets entered the tournament seeded 9th 
and played tough games against UC 
Santa Cruz, BYU Hawaii, and top-ranked 
UC San Diego. With a 2-2 record on the 
weekend, our Poets climbed to the #7 spot. 
Driver Dave Mulcahey '08 led this 
season with 67 assists, far more than 
any of his teammates. Utility A.J. 
Kotanjian '08 led the team in goals (70), 
drawn penalties (69), steals (78), and 
blocks (16). Co-captain Jake Zerbe '07 
came in second for total drawn penalties 
(44) and steals (49), and took third in 
blocks (10) and top goals (47). Driver Eric 
Leon '07 earned runner-up in scoring 
(64 goals) and assists (28), and third in 
drawn penalties (34). 
On the court, both the men's and 
women's basketball teams experienced 
a number of highs and lows for the 
2005-06 season. 
Both Poet teams began their schedules 
with three rounds of tournament play, 
and several individual honors. At the 
Babson Tournament, Poet players Megan 
Wingo '07 and Raphael Farlough '08 
were named to the All-Tournament Team. 
At the Poet-Tiger Challenge Michelle 
Mascoto '07 and Michelle Araw '07 
earned similar recognition. At the 23rd 
Annual Purple & Gold Poet Classic, the 
women's team finished second 
overall, while the men won a thrilling 
championship game against Wheaton 
(76-72). Brandon Robinson '06 was 
named Tournament MVP and Araw 
and Matt Mesaros '06 were named to the 
All-Tournament team. 
Undoubtedly, the women's squad 
was led this season by Mascoto, who 
averaged 9.8 points and 8.1 rebounds 
per game. With 79 completed steals, 
Mascoto holds the season record among 
all SCIAC players; she also finished the 
season with her first career triple-double, 
scoring 16 points, pulling down 11 boards 
and 13 assists in the final game of the 
season against La Verne. Corning off elbow 
surgery, fellow standout player Dana 
Allen '08 returned to form and finished 
off the season with two double-double 
performances and solid rankings in 
SCIAC for rebounds and offensive boards. 
Farlough led the scoring for the 
men's squad, averaging 12.7 points per 
game, shooting .535 from the field, 
averaging a team high of 5.7 rebounds 
per game. Close on his heels were Matt 
Mesaros and Tim Fanning '06, who 
turned in stellar SCIAC showings in 
three-pointers and assists (3.16 and 2.8 
per game, respectively). With 39 blocks, 
Anthony Taylor '07 led the Poets and 
earned the number two league ranking. 
The women's cross country team was 
led by Jennifer Pasicial- Chalmers '09, 
who qualified to the West Regional com-
petition in her first collegiate season. 
Racing against a bevy of top athletes 
Pasicial- Chalmers finished 76th with 
a season-best time of 25:02.40 in the 
) 
COMING OFF OF A SCIAC CHAMPIONSHIP 
season in 2004, Coach Mitch Carty 
produced another competitive men's 
water polo team this season for Whittier 
College. While the Poets earned their 
second trip in two years to the SCIAC 
Championship game, this time they came 
SCIAC HONORS POET ATHLETES 
For the fall and winter sports season, 19 Poets earned 
recognition by the Southern California Intercollegiate 
Athletic Conference (SCIAC). 
MEN'S TEAMS 
FOOTBALL 
2nd Team All-SCIAC: QB Josh Scurlock '08, 
offensive lineman Quinn Keefer '07 
Honorable mention: linebacker Jared Izidoro '08, 
wide receiver/running back Alex Jones '06, defensive 
back Dustin Jones '07 
SOCCER 
2nd Team All-SCIAC: defender Jonathan Lee '07 
WATER POLO 
1St Team All-SCIAC: utility player A.J. Kotanjian '08, 
2M player Jake Zerbe '07 
2nd Team All-SCIAC: driver Erick Leon '07 
Honorable mention: driver Dave Mulcahey '06 
BASKETBALL 
SCIAC Athlete of the Week: Brandon Robinson '06, 
Marcus Gibson '09 
2nd Team All-SCIAC: Matt Mesaros '06 
WOMEN'S TEAMS 
VOLLEYBALL 
' 2nd Team All-SCIAC: Ali Biggs '06 
CROSS COUNTRY 
2nd Team All-SCIAC: Jennifer Pasicial-Chalmers '09 
BASKETBALL 
SCIAC Athlete of the Week: guard Michelle Mascoto '07, 
guard Michelle Araw '07 
SOCCER 
2nd Team All-SCIAC: forward Melissa Brown '06, 
goalie Megan Ruebsamen '07 
FALL AND WINTER SEASONS MARKED BY INDIVIDUAL HONORS 
>> IN 1974, WOMEN'S BASKETBALL TIED FOR CONFERENCE CHAMPIONS 
FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER. 20 
STAMPEDE. Poet cross country teams herd 





steals the thunder 
from a Claremont 
competitor. 
 
Raphael Fartough '08 and Megan Wingo '07 prove 
'on't know the meaning of the word "quit." 
6K race. Also qualifying to run at West 
Regionals was Julia Tyack '08, who 
finished 80th. 
Pasicial- Chalmers was also the top 
female finisher in Whittier's Homecoming 
Race, with a time of 16:37. The hilly 
2.5 mile course was run by 33 students, 
staff/faculty, friends, and alumni of 
Whittier College. 
On a small men's cross country team, 
two clear-cut leaders emerged: Nick 
Daum '08, who made tremendous strides 
in time on his 8K run for the SCIAC 
Championship meet, and Nicholas 
Salomone '08, who recorded several 
personal bests, despite incurring an 
injury in the second half of the season. 
Salomone was the first place finisher 
among student competitors in the 5K 
Homecoming Race, completing the 
course in 14:14, just 19 seconds behind 
the overall top finisher. 
Women's volleyball was captained by 
Ali Biggs '06, who led her team in kills 
(253). Jessica Schlegel '08 led in digs 
(288); Lindsey Brown '06 led in blocks 
(37-17 of which were solo); and Christa 
Rainville '08 provided 613 of its 685 
assists for the season. Players to watch 
in the season ahead? Keep your eyes on 
Danell Booher '09, whose 2005 season 
was marked by a respectable 111 kills 
and 235 digs, and Megan Wingo '07, who 
completed an impressive 22 total blocks. 
The men's soccer season began with a 
new head coach, Kevin Commeford, and 
the introduction of six new players, 
including crossover baseball athletes 
Kody Seminara '08 and Joe McFarland '07, 
who added experience and leadership on 
the defensive end of the field. 
The women's soccer team also experienced 
a change in management, with Dennis 
Cope moving up to the position of head 
coach, once again ably assisted by Emily 
Frey. The Poet team advanced their skill 
level as the season went on, but once 
again, the injury list left a few gaps to 
overcome. The Lady Poets played a number 
of competitive and close matches, falling 
short by just a single goal in most games. 
With two senior players and 52 new 
freshman and transfer players, the Poet 
football season began with an overall 
roster of 92, a significant increase from past 
seasons. Starting wide receiver/running 
back Alex Jones '06 led the team in 
receiving yards (457, 50.8 average/game) 
and scoring (60), and of his ten touch-
downs, seven were rushing. Jones led 
the Poets with 786 total yards on the 
season, averaging 87.3 per game. The 
offense was controlled by QB Josh 
Scurlock '08, who finished the season 
with 2,307 total yards (averaging 256.3 
per game). Scurlock ran for five touch-
downs, and threw for 13. Newcomer 
Garrett Anthony '09 caught four touch-
down passes, including the season high, 
an 88-yard pass completion against 
Claremont-Mudd-Scripps. Leading defense 
were linebacker Jared Izidoro '08, who 
had 60 total tackles (47 solo), and Alex 
DeVito '09 who had 38.5 total tackles )31 
solo). Another defensive standout was 
Donovan Moloney '09, who had four 
sacks for a loss of 30 yards. 
Reviewing the season, the coaching 
staff was altogether pleased with the 
work of this 2005 squad. The young 
team, with 12-15 freshman or sophomore 
starters, managed to play competitive 
football versus all nine opponents, and 
the largest margin of victory over our 
squad was no more than 15 points. A 
solid foundation of good, young talent 
has been successfully built—one that 
should become the 
cornerstone for the 
next two football 
seasons. 
SPIKE. Lindsey Brown '06 
goes airborne for the point. 
V 
DODGE. Wide receiver Garrett 
Anthony '09 slips through the line of 
scrimmage toward a touchdown run. 
A 
KICK. Carrie Sherwood '07 
moves in for the shot. 
>> IN 1915, SCANDAL ROCKED WHITTIER SPORTS, AS 96 COUNTERFEIT 
TICKETS WERE SOLD TO A POET-POMONA FOOTBALL GAME. 
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SENSATIONAL SWIMMER 
SANCHEZ IS DIVISION III ALL-AMERICAN 
10 
LUCKY NUMBER 7. 
Back at LiLLian Slade 
Aquatic Center, Manny 
Sanchez shows off 
his NCAA Tournament 
plaque, awarded for his 
seventh place win. For 
the second consecutive 
year, Sanchez qualified 
to represent Whittier in 
the national competition. 
MANUEL SANCHEZ '08 
earned ALL American 
honors by placing in 
the top eight of the 
men's 100-yard breast-
stroke final at the 
2006 Division III NCAA 
Men's Swimming 
Championships, hosted 
by Carleton College at the University of 
Minnesota in Minneapolis in March. 
Sanchez qualified for the final heat of the 100 
breaststroke by swimming a 57.16 at the morn-
ing's time trials. At the evening's championship 
final Sanchez knocked seven seconds off his 
time, heading into a seventh place finish and 
shattering his own school record for the third 
time in two years. 
Undoubtedly the most decorated male swimmer in 
Whittier College history, Sanchez currently holds six of 
the 15 male individual swimming records at Whittier and  
is a member of two relay record-breaking teams. For the 
2005-06 season, Sanchez broke six school records: 200 
backstroke (2:04.84); 100 breaststroke (twice at 57.16 
and 57.09); 100 freestyle (47.32); and 200 individual 
medley (twice at 1:57.35 and 1:54.60)—an event that 
earned him his second SCIAC Championship in two years 
as well as the bid to compete at the 2006 Division III 
NCAA Championships. Going into the national meet, he 
was seeded 19th in 200 IM time, and 20th in the 100 
breaststroke; his remarkable 57.09 finish in the latter 
event catapulted him 13 places to earn the lucky number 
seven spot. 
"This is an outstanding accomplishment for Manny, 
but also for Whittier College athletics," said Sanchez 
coach, Mitch Carty. "Basically, he was only 45 hundredths 
of a second away from being a national champion. 
"Most definitely, he is the best male swimmer in the 
history of the College—and he's only a sophomore" 
continued Carty. "Our congratulations go out to him, and 
we look forward to two more years of success!" 
TAKING THE LEAD 
ROBERT COLEMAN ANNOUNCED AS NEW POET ATHLETIC DIRECTOR 
Following a six-month national search, Robert J. Coleman, director of athletics and recreational sports 
for The City College of New York (CCNY), has been appointed athletic director for Whittier. 
Since his entry into the field in 1990. Coleman has become a seasoned veteran of athletic 
administration at both the NCAA Division II and III levels, and his experience spans all levels of sports 
management: from student athlete to team coach, from teacher to managerial positions. Additionally. 
Coleman's history of work with regional and national athletic organizations—NCAA, CUNY Athletic 
Conference, Eastern College Athletic Conference—extends to leadership positions on several team 
and field advisory committees, and includes a stint as program administrator for the federally-funded National Youth Sports Program, which annu-
ally offers a local sports camp for economically-disadvantaged children. 
Upon his arrival this summer, Coleman will take over for Interim Athletic Director Rock Carter, who has served in this capacity for the past 
year. Carter plans to continue in his regular role in the Whittier athletics department as head men's basketball coach—this season he enters his 
thirteenth consecutive season in this position. Likewise, Carter will remain as director for two of the College's youth-oriented programs: Summer 
fls Camp & Swim Club and the Whittier College Basketball Camp. 
>> ONE OF THE MOST DIVERSE TEAMS ON CAMPUS, THE '05-'06 MEN'S SOCCER ROSTER BOASTED 
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ATHLETES FROM SIX COUNTRIES-INDIA, NEPAL, JAPAN, ENGLAND, GERMANY, AND THE U.S. 
ME 
IN THE STANDS 
WITH BOB WHITAKER, QUINTESSENTIAL POET FAN 
Known by nearly all campus athletes 
and coaches as the most reliable Poet 
sports fan of all time, Bob 'Mr. Whit" 
Whitaker has been a part of the 
Whittier athletics family for more than 
three decades. In high school he played 
basketball and baseball, but admits he's 
just always had a general love of 
sports, and is content to be a devoted 
spectator for several Whittier teams 
(and also most all his Chicago home-
town teams). Mr. Whit is also father to 
no less than three Poet alumni—Michael 
'85, Chris '89, and Kathleen '96—and a 
staunch supporter of Purple & Gold. the 
College's athletic booster club. 
When did you begin to follow 
Whittier College athletics? My wife 
and I moved to Southern California in 
1963 from Chicago, but it wasn't until 
the early 1970s that I began attending 
events at Whittier. Neighbors of ours 
were alumni, and I would read about 
Whittier in the local newspaper. I 
thought, why spend a lot of money to 
attend one professional game, when I 
can watch all the local Whittier College 
sports teams? So I began coming to 
football, baseball, and basketball games. 
Eventually, I ended up hooked on a vari-
ety of sporting events on campus. 
find out what is going on. And since 
I've become friends with a number of 
the athletic department staff, I hear 
about events from them, as well. 
Over the 30 years of watching Poet 
athletes compete, who leaps to 
mind as "the best"? For women's 
sports. I would have to say Julie (Curtis) 
Kline '87. She played basketball and 
softball for Whittier College and 
earned a spot in the P&G Hall of Fame. 
Another terrific athlete was Robin 
Ishibashi '03, a four-year starter and 
an overall great basketball player. 
Hands down in men's sports, Pete 
Lavin '85, a member of the baseball 
and football teams also voted into the 
Hall of Fame, was phenomenal to 
watch. Another standout football/ 
baseball player was Ramon Juarez '89; 
also Mitch Olson '84, who spent some 
time in the minor leagues playing for 
the Chicago White Sox. Back in the 
80s, I remember watching a young 
Mike Rizzo '86—now head coach—pitch 
for the Poet baseball team. Probably 
the best all-around baseball player I 
have seen, though, was Rob Frith '01. 
He was a pitcher, first baseman, and 
clean-up batter; he also played foot-
ball for the Poets until he was injured. 
Another great guy was Doug 
Locker. While he was overseeing the 
men's lacrosse program here, he was 
also a baseball coach of Chris'. Out of 
that connection, Locker encouraged 
Chris to consider attending Whittier. 
All told, Locker was probably respon-
sible for three of my four children 
(Michael, Chris. and Kathleen) 
becoming Poets. 
Do you follow any other school 
sports programs as closely as 
Whittier's? When my children were in 
high school I followed their athletic 
programs—in fact, I still attend Friday 
night football games. But for 
the most part, I'm a loyal Whittier 
College fan. 
Do any of your family also attend 
on a regular basis? Mostly it's just 
been something I do. One or more of 
my children come with me to watch 
an event now and again. 
How do you keep updated on the 
Whittier sports schedule? Each 
week, I swing by the College and pick 
up a copy of the Quaker Campus to 
Are there any coaches with whom 
you really connected? I became 
familiar with quite a few coaches 
while my son Chris attended Whittier 
and played sports. Over the years, 
Dave Jacobs became a personal friend 
to both me and my family; he 
usually included my son on a yearly 
fishing trip he'd take with a few other 
coaches on staff. 
How are you involved with Purple 
& Gold? Though I did serve on the 
board for a couple of years, I mostly 
volunteer now—work the barbeques, 
tailgates, and the annual P&G basket-
ball tournament. I think the most 
important thing, though, is just coming 
out to watch and support the student-




For 30 years of Poet 
sports, Bob "Mr. Whit" 
Whitaker has remained 
a die-hard fan. 









In early February, the 
Poet baseball team 
hosted its annual free 
clinic for Murphy Ranc 
Little Leaguers. More 
than 200 young ath-
letes aged 8 - 13 to 
part in this event, 
which included group 
instruction, drills, and 
one-on-one coaching. As Head Coach Mike Rizzo 
told the youngsters and their parents at the end of 
the day: "You are the future of our sport. The drills 
you did here today are the same drills that we work 
on day in and day out. We focus a lot on the funda- 
mentals. It isn't about winning and losing at your 	 
age, it's about going out and playing and havin 
fun!" The success of this event as a community 
outreach tool garnered 
attention from the 
National Collegiate 
Athletics Association (NCAA) 
as well; the sports organ-
ization chose to spotlight 
the Poets' effort in their 
online newsletter. 
Utility player A.J. Kotanjian '08 was voted 
to the All-American First Team, and has 
been unanimously selected to First Team 
All-SCIAC and Second Team ALL Western Water 
Polo Association, the latter two honors 
both earned for the second consecutive 
year. Said Head Coach Mitch Carty: 
"Following a tremendous freshman year 
in 2004, Kotanjian returned for 2005 
and put up incredible statistics. With the 
team playing seven games against Top 10 
teams, Kotanjian's record becomes even 
more impressive." 
2005 team captain and 2m player 
Jake Zerbe '07 was named to the All-
American Second Team, and to the First 
Team All-SCIAC for the second straight year. 
"Due to Zerbe's skills as a pure 2M player, 
we faced several zone defenses throughout 
the year," an impressed Coach Carty noted, 
"and he still managed to score nearly 50 
goals. He improved his shot quickness and 
height in the water in an effort to beat 
crashers and expose impeding defenders. He 
scored two goals in our SCIAC Championship 
game, three goals in the SCIAC semi-final  
game, and a total of 16 goals versus 
Division III Top 4 schools. A tireless worker 
day in and day out, I can always count on 
Zerbe to shine in the big games." 
GOAL-ORIENTED 
WATER POLO STANDOUTS NAMED TO ALL—AMERICAN TEAM 
FIELD OF DREAMS. 
Through the generosity of the Friends of Memorial Field 
Fund, some much-needed renovations of the baseball 
field took place this fall. Overall. 75 tons of existing dirt 
on the infield were removed, the infield laser-graded—
which will vastly improve the playing surface—and the 
pitching mound and plate areas rebuilt. The project 
entailed removing five feet of turf on each side of the 
baselines, essentially eliminating the lips that had 
existed for more than 20 years. Additionally, five feet of 
turf on the infield perimeter was discarded. As a result of 
this project the foul poles on each side of the field were 
moved, making it a larger playing surface. Construction 
was completed by Professional Turf Services, Inc. 
>> THE FIRST LADY POETS INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS GAME 




CATCHING UP WITH CURRENT AND FORMER POET LEADERS 
Head Football Coach Greg Carlson 
resigned his position in January 2006 in 
order to join the Arena Football League 
(AFL) as fullback-linebacker coach for 
the 2005 Western Division Champions, 
the Los Angeles Avengers. Carison's 
move came only a few weeks before the 
Avenger's 2006 season opener. Moving 
into the head coach spot is B.J. 
Hammer, who served for the past three 
seasons as assistant coach and defensive 
coordinator. Hammer plans to take the 
team to the next level of play, focusing 
the Poet program on three primary areas: 
"achieving high academic standards; 
becoming stronger in weight room, 
team-building, and leadership develop-
ment; and recruiting quality student ath-
letes that will impact the college and the 
football program." Over the span of his 
career coaching college sports—for 
Wabash, Heidelberg. and Whittier 
Colleges—Hammer has coached five All-
Conference linebackers, one All-
American, and the leading tackler in 
NCAA Division III football for 2002. 
Whittier's former director of athletic 
recruitment and retention and head 
men's lacrosse coach, Doug Locker '79, 
has been named general manager for 
The San Francisco Dragons, a team that 
begins its inaugural season in May 2006 
as a member of the Major League 
Lacrosse (MLL) franchise. Leading the 
Poets, Locker was named the NCAA 
Division III National Coach of the Year 
after guiding Whittier to its first ever 
NCAA tournament berth; as members 
of the Western Collegiate Lacrosse 
League, his Poet teams won 10 League 
Championships from 1985-1999. 
Head Men's Lacrosse Coach Dave 
Schaller left the Whittier program in late 
fall in order to pursue a career in the 
business sector. Schaller leaves an 
impressive three-year record as head 
coach, leading his team to one undefeat-
ed season and two appearances in the 
NCAA tournament. 
Whittier has hired David Bojalad as 
the head men's and women's tennis 
coach. With nearly 10 years coaching 
experience under his belt, this United 
States Professional Tennis Association 
(USPTA) Level 1 pro previously served as 
an assistant coach for Claremont-Mudd-
Scripps, and as head men's coach for his 
alma mater. Occidental, where in two 
years he led the 4-17 team to a top 30 
Division III powerhouse, recruiting seven 
sectionally- and nationally-ranked junior 
tennis players. 
With more than 20 years experience 
coaching the sport. Alex Moreno joined 
Whittier this season as men's and 
women's head swim coach. Moreno him-
self was an accomplished swimmer 
throughout his school career, earning a  
competitive spot on both the Junior 
Olympics/Olympic section all-stars and 
CIF Championships. 
Former Poet Head Track and Field 
Coach Tony Boston '99 now pulls simi-
lar duty for the U.S. Merchant Marine 
Academy in Kings Point, NY; earlier this 
spring, Boston was named head coach 
for both the Mariners' track and field and 
cross country teams. 
>> FOR A SINGLE SEASON IN 1963, ALL POET FOOTBALL GAMES WERE 
TELEVISED BY LOCAL STATION KHJ-TV, CHANNEL 9. 
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INTO THE 
On a sunny and crisp 
November day—exponentially 
demonstrating yet again why 
fall in California is unbeatable 
for outdoor events—Whittier's 
14th president was formally 
installed in office with all the 
attendant pomp and circum-
stance. The ceremony drew 
attendance from nearly 65 
A 
BIG FINISH. At the 
conclusion of the 
Installation Ceremony, 
Whittier's "Light of 
Learning" torch is 
ignited, prompting a 
burst of enthusiastic 
applause from specta-
tors and ceremony 
participants aLike. 
college presidents and delegates from peer institutions, Whittier 
alumni, faculty, staff, and students, and state and local government 
dignitaries and was the central event in a week of activities designed 
to highlight Whittier's diverse intellectual and cultural draw as well 
as its accomplished community. 
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INAUGURATION WEEK began with a 
campus visit by critically acclaimed and 
best-selling author Isabel Allende, whose 
lecture in the Shannon Center was 
delivered to a sold-out and enthusiastic 
crowd. The novelist, who achieved fame 
through a host of works including House 
of the Spirits. Daughter of Fortune, and 
recently-published Zorro, exuberantly 
spoke about the story-telling process and 
the personal challenges that impacted her 
life and works. 
The following afternoon, several 
Whittier students, faculty, and staff 
journeyed to the "OC" to observe or take 
part in a roundtable discussion on 
children and education hosted at 
Whittier Law School. As one of the first 
coordinated events between the under-
grad and law schools, the eloquent 
matchup of "Poets v. Pros" tapped into a 
key strength shared by both campuses: 
the Broadoaks experience and education 
program at the Whittier campus, and the 
Center for Children's Rights, operated at 
the Costa Mesa campus. 
On Thursday, two art exhibits 
opened to rave reviews. The first, 
"Order and Allusion," showcased work-
ing faculty-artists Endi Poskovic and 
David Sloane, who were on-hand in 
Mendenhall Gallery to informally discuss 
the meaning and mechanics behind each 
piece on display. The second, the juried 
AN AFFAIR TO 
REMEMBER. Ed 
Shannon, J. Stanley 
Sanders, Ruth B. 
Shannon, and Ed 
Nixon enjoy mingling 
and music at the 
John Greenleaf 
Whittier Society Gala. 
SPICY CHILE. Chilean novel-
ist Isabel Allende discussed 
the story-tel1ing process, 
recent work Zorro, and 
actor Antonio Banderas. 
photo exhibit "Moments: The Rich Texture of Life at 
Whittier," offered winning shots of daily college/law 
school life as perceived by amateur photographers 
connected to either the L.A. or O.C. campus. 
The next evening in the Shannon Center, a 
special performance of "Whittier: Yesterday, Today, 
and Tomorrow" 
received a stand-
ing ovation by the 
gathered specta-
tors. The show 
featured a video 
history of the 
College and Law 
School (specially 
created by Rich 
Cheatham '68 and 
Chuck Elliot '67 
for the event), 
narrated by alum-
ni and student representatives, and spliced with musical interludes featuring alumni, 
faculty, and student drew to a close with a rousing vocal performance—a medley of the 
alma mater, school song "Friends Forever," and the Whittier fight song—capably belted 
out by a choir comprised of alumni and students. 
While Saturday's Installation Ceremony in Harris Amphitheatre blended typical 
elements of tradition and triumph, it was irrefutably a Whittier-inspired production, 
from renowned Quaker and President of Haverford College Thomas Tritton who gave 
the invocation, to Whittier-area U.S. Congresswoman Linda Sanchez, who spoke about 
the critical correlation between education and public service, to the ignition of the 
"Light of Learning" torch, designed to echo a ceremony annually performed at the 
President's Convocation during freshman orientation. Capping the event, President 
Herzberger took the stage to give her inaugural address. 
As a final, celebratory nod to this special week, the John Greenleaf Whittier 
Society held a gala at the Millenium Biltmore in Downtown Los Angeles. Close to 
300 attendees gathered to hear noted alumnus J. Stan Sanders '63, trustee Kristine 
Dillon '75, and Nixon family representative Ed Nixon speak about the Whittier experience 
and its impact on past and future generations of scholars. With the completion of the 
formal program, the famous 
Les Brown Orchestra took over 
the evening's entertainment, 
and numerous couples 
crowded the dance floor to 






A HE SAID, SHE SAID. Members of both the Law School and under-
graduate campuses went head-to-head in debate over a number of 
issues relating to children and education. 
A CULTURAL EVOLUTION. David Sloane and Endi 
Poskovic, two of Whittier's most prolific artist-teachers, 




and alumni musicians 
command the stage 
in "Whittier: 
Yesterday, Today, and 
Tomorrow," a tribute 
to the College's 
honored history and 
bright future. 
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4 INTO THE HALLS OF HISTORY continued 
EXCERPTED FROM THE INAUGURAL ADDRESS OF 
SHARON D. HERZBERGER, 14TH PRESIDENT OF 
WHITTIER COLLEGE 
"TWO EYES, TWO MINDS" 
The good news is that with practice 
and motivation we can rise above our 
human nature. 
Literary critics talk of "defamiliariza-
tion," a technique that shakes up the 
familiar and forces a new way of seeing 
and thinking. Defamiliarization is the 
salvation for cognitive miserliness. As 
Ralph Waldo Emerson said: "People wish 
to be settled. Only as far as they are 
unsettled is there any hope for them." 
When we settle—when we arrogantly 
and misguidedly think we know—it is 
easy to separate the world into us versus 
them. But when we are unsettled—
when we see likenesses and differences 
through two eyes and two minds—we 
see us in them and we make sense. 
It there is one forum where we can 
hope to overcome our common cognitive 
limitations, it is a college. Where else but 
at a college do intelligent people come 
together for the sheer love of exploring 
ideas and each other; where else but a 
college can people, freshly arrived from 
varying backgrounds and experiences, 
mix and learn from each other so freely; 
where else do people have the luxury of 
structured and unstructured time to search 
for commonality and find humanity? 
"Did you ever notice—on waking one morning—that what your 
right eye saw of the pillow and sheet was not what your left eye 
could see.. .By wriggling about, trying to place the left eye where 
the right eye had been, you might almost manage to make the 
two views coincide. Squinting so, did you not feel you were on the 
track of some ultimate vision beyond vision itself, where what 
was seen (but with no physical eye) could make all views, and the viewings, combine, 
in their likenesses and their differences, to make sense? Two eyes—two minds.., each 
forever hopefully or despairingly trying to see what the other sees." 
This quotation, from the literary critic I. A. Richards, in the foreword to Dr. Albert 
Upton's volume, Design for Thinking ("D47' as reverent alumni call it), captures the 
essence of a challenge humankind has experienced since our beginning—seeing the 
world from multiple perspectives and making sense of what we see. 
Albert Upton was one of those Whittier professors whose teaching transformed 
generations of students by opening their minds to new ways of seeing, leading to new 
ways of communicating, which led, in turn, to new ways of knowing and interacting 
with our world. 
Dr. Upton's instruction was so important, alumni tell me, that decades later his 
lessons continue to guide their lives. These lessons are no less important today. 
Everywhere we are faced with serious challenges and abundant opportunities. 
Our world, as the title of a recent influential book so states, is now flat. The Internet 
revolution has given people throughout the globe access to information heretofore 
unimaginable and the capacity to communicate, collaborate, and connect. Yet, too often 
we fail to see from two eyes, two minds. 
Cognitive and social psychologists refer to human beings as 
"cognitive misers," and this is not a compliment. Human beings have 
enormous brain power, but we are lazy in using it. Being cognitive 
misers leads us to make all sorts of mistakes. We form impressions 
too quickly, make assumptions that are not accurate, reject some peo-
ple and accept others on the flimsiest of surface characteristics, and 
base judgments on stereotypes, rather than search for the more 
complicated truth. 
We assume that members of our group—whatever group we are 
thinking of at the time—are like us, while members of the other 
group are not. The proclivity to categorize 
by groups afflicts individuals, communities, 
and even nations.You have heard the 
language many times: us versus them, 
with us or against us. This is cognitive 
miserliness in the flesh. CALIFORNIA CASUAL. Faculty don the obligatory robes—and shades—in 
preparation for the format Installation Ceremony 
ALL IN THE FAMILY. .]GWS Gala speaker 
Ed Nixon shares with the crowd both his and 
brother Richard's deep affinity for Whittier. No- 
HEARD AT THE INAUGURATION CEREMONY 
As we recognize that students can be very demanding in their process of learning, we also recognize the commit-
ment we need to make to our administration. We are ready to give opinions, and accept opinions. We are ready to 
criticize, and be criticized. We are ready to support, and be supported. And most of all we are ready to work with 
our new president in continuing to improve the academic and social life at Whittier College. 
Along with those values, principles and ideas [of 
your Quaker heritage], you also inherit some Quaker 
practices and formalities, perhaps foremost the 
most demonstrative of these, the moment of silence. 
Starting important occasions with a moment of silence 
is not done so that participants can muster their 
arguments but rather to allow the soul to become 
centered, therefore become prepared to be responsive 
to the call of the spirit, and to viewpoints from all 
Locations on the spectrum. The reward is a certain 
glow of Quaker fortitude that enables the community 
to be as civil in its functioning and as respectful 
among its persons as one could hope. 
DR. THOMAS TRI1TON, PRESIDEN.. 
HAVERFORD COLLEG. 
TWO PRESIDENTS, ONE LAWYER. ASWC President Ganev, 
President Herzberger, and J.D. candidate de La Parra have a 
formal portrait taken in Whittier's own Rose Garden. 
As an undergraduate student, I worked two jobs to put myself through school, and I endured law school, financing 
my education with student loans. By my calculations, loans I'll be paying back until I'm 65. So [students], don't be 
so concerned about incurring a little debt, when you are investing in the most important thing you can invest in: 
your education. And believe me, being a member of Congress was not my plan when I first graduated. It just goes 
to show that the expectations you set for yourself may not be the ones that you actually achieve. More often than 
Sharon, today you become one of a very distinguished group. Today, you are a Poet. But I refer not to any of that 
class of lyricists or rhymesters; today you are a poet of an extraordinary kind. Today, you are a Whittier Poet. Poets 
claim a special place in the academy ... the language of poetry is not easy. It requires a degree of concentration 
that we are sometimes impatient of. It is removed from everyday constructions of language; it seems mysterious, 
and perhaps even antithetical to the more practical disciplines of science, and social science, where you have 
made your mark. If a psychologist shatters myths, a poet invents them. As the psychologist explains, the poet 
inspires. On this day, the question 
As law students... [what] we ask is that, much like abolitionist John Greenleaf Whittier did over 150 years ago, 
you inspire us to make a difference ... Education bridges the gap between justice and injustice, the divide between 
equality and inequality. The diversity of the Whittier community is a testament to what can be achieved to 
empower the underrepresented. As a minority student, first generation American, and my family's first college 
graduate—and soon to be law school graduate, I can attest to the importance of this inspiration. And to those 
such as yourself, President Herzberger, who accept the challenge to inspire, we thank you. 
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Only in a college. And there is no 
college in America better designed for 
this purpose than Whittier. 
From its inception in 1887, Whittier 
and our Quaker founders eschewed 
class, race, and national distinction and 
treated all people as equals. And today, 
although independent of our Quaker 
forbearers, we are proud that both our 
law school and our undergraduate 
campus are among the most diverse in the 
country and that we live our commitment 
to one human family. 
Such is our diversity in race, ethnicity, 
religion, socioeconomic circumstances, 
nationality, political ideology, and outlook 
on life that there is no typical Whittier 
student. Our students have opportunities 
by day and by night, to see the world 
from others' perspectives. They learn to 
respect difference not in the sense of the 
melting pot, which brought hope and 
comfort in predictability and blended 
sameness; but in a way that unsettles, 
that awakens the mind, promotes learning, 
and prepares for a world of complexity. 
Our Quaker heritage teaches and 
demands a commitment to honoring others' 
beliefs and a respect for individual 
opinion that requires listening fully 
and respectfully. [This] is not the listening 
one sees on most talk shows today, or in the 
halls of Congress, or even during everyday 
conversations among acquaintances. 
Listening fully and respectfully requires 
seeing with two eyes and two minds, put-
ting oneself in the position of the other, 
searching for commonality across lines of 
difference, learning which differences 
matter and which do not, and finding the 
threads of agreement that sew connection. 
How privileged we are who dedicate 
our lives to a college—especially those 
of us so dedicated to this very special 
college. How privileged the students we 
serve. Today, as we applaud our history 
and look to our future, let us celebrate 
Whittier College and the Poet in each 
and every one of us. 
SERVING UP THE 
CULINARY ARTS 
BY MARNIE MCLEOD SANTOYO AND DANA A.S. RAXOCZY 
lFwCu
rom chalupas to cabernets, Whittier College alumni are dishing out an array of epicurean 
delights at restaurants and wineries from Whittier to Willapa Bay and beyond. Even 
ithout a dedicated culinary arts program, the College has proven to be fertile ground for 
ltivating food and wine entrepreneurs. The majors of these culinary experts range from 
business administration to psychology to speech pathology. Some began their professional lives as 
teachers, others started a restaurant or winery as a "second career," while others say the restaurant 
business is all they've ever known. 
While their stories vary greatly, these Poets all share the same keys for success: an entrepreneurial 
spirit, an enthusiasm to create their own legacies, and a true love for the business of food and wine. 
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COMMUNITY (WINE) SERVICE. In a unique 
demonstration of community support, Peterson 
employed a local artist to design labels for 
Murphy's Restaurant house wine. 
Kara (Robison) Peterson 181 
AFTER GRADUATING FROM WHITTIER in 1981, Kara (Robison) Peterson embarked on.a 
decade-long career as a corporate events planner. In 1995, she met and married her husband, 
moved to Arizona, and as she laughingly describes it, "married into the restaurant business." 
Today, as partner in a successful Taco Bell franchise that numbers upwards of 60 stores, 
Peterson knows a thing or two about the fast food industry. But when she and her partners 
decided to attempt something different—opening and operating a full-service dining 
establishment—she admittedly felt a bit out of her element. 
"In fact," she chuckles, "we were definitely clueless about a lot of things." 
At first, the trio of Peterson, husband Mark, and sister-in-law Krystal Burge (now aptly 
calling their partnership Fork in the Road Inc.) considered the franchise route, buying into a 
more upscale operation that would allow them to tread on somewhat familiar territory: brand 
awareness, specific corporate-established parameters and suggestions with regard to look, feel, 
and menu—all together an easier and quicker entrée into building a successful business and reli-
able clientele. But after due consideration, they decided instead to adventure into the unknown. 
"We really wanted to create something special," Peterson recalls, "to develop a place 
with a flavor and personality all its own." 
With open minds, and while shopping a variety of locations and opportunities, the 
Petersons and Burge had their first major breakthrough: a historic steakhouse located on 
Route 66 in Kingman, Arizona, was up for sale. 
Catching her first glimpse of the oddly-named Dambar, Peterson instinctively knew that 
their search had ended. "When we first saw the place, it looked like a biker bar," she recalls 
with a chuckle. "But beyond that, the more we toured the site, the more we all agreed that 
there was something about it that really appealed." 
With its rough-and-tumble exterior, the wooden-framed landmark radiated a special 
something: in this case, a tangible spark of America's beloved Wild West. This rundown 
1930s structure had undergone an incredible history of usage—from gas station to motel, 
from liquor store to market to bar—before finally becoming a steakhouse in 1974. 
Local lore alleges the name "Dambar" came about when the building owner's wife 
exclaimed, "We don't need a damn bar!" The name evolved to the more politically correct 
spelling of "dam" as homage to nearby Hoover Dam. Additionally, with its formal address on 
Andy Devine Boulevard—honoring the area's native son and immensely likeable Silver Screen 
cowboy—the Dambar was nothing if not filled with both character and potential. 
That said, the new owners acknowledged that getting the place ready for a grand opening 
in a timely manner would be a formidable challenge, with a host of tasks ranging from simple 
renovations to developing an appropriate menu to hiring experienced managers and staff. In 
particular, though, they realized the most important and difficult step would be determining 
the best way to capitalize on the history of the building without letting it overwhelm or 
drive the other elements that combine to produce an unforgettable restaurant experience. 
Since the Petersons and Burge had really done no hard market research before launching 
their experiment in full-service dining, the decision to reach out to fellow Arizona restaurateur 
Paul Murphy proved a critical move. As the owner of two, thriving, decades-old establishments—
namesake Murphy's Restaurant and the Gurley St. Grill—Murphy came to the Fork in the Road 
Group with crucial expertise in revamping historic buildings for conversion to restaurant use. 
His guidance proved invaluable to the Dambar's makeover, and Peterson openly credits 
Murphy with key input in nearly every area of operation—such as the menu, which features 
such classic items as the Damburger, Dam Red Ribeye, and, of course, Dam Good Pork 
Chops—to the restaurant's eventual open-
ing and sustained success. 
"Paul has a clear passion for the 
restaurant business; he was essential in 
helping us get a firm start in an industry 
that turned out vastly different from our 
fast food experience," Peterson recalls. "As 
my husband noted early on, with a fast 
food operation, there are about 100 moving 
parts to manage; in a full-service restaurant, 
that number's closer to 300. Plus, you have to 
really build your clientele one person at a time." 
But Murphy also brought something else 
to the partnership: the potential for rapid 
growth with a secure base of customers. 
Although he had been approached by 
many interested buyers for his two restau-
rants, Murphy had declined to sell in past. 
Murphy's and Gurley St. Grill had been in 
his hands for a number of years, so 
the idea of relinquishing them to just 
anybody was simply unappealing. But 
with the Peterson-Burge family opera-
tion of Fork in the Road Group, 
Murphy recognized kindred spirits; 
ultimately, he handed the reigns over 
to the trio with a decided peace of 









Bob Brown '62 
  
According to Peterson, 
Murphy continues to work 
with Fork in the Road, 
consulting on menu devel-
opment, food and wine 
trends, and the like. With 
his help, Peterson and her 
two partners have now 
successfully expanded their 
ownership of full-service 
establishments to five total, 
each with its own particular 
dining experience, each 
catering to a different style 
A DAM FINE. The congenial and historic Dambar, complete with 
cow on roof, appropriately occupies space on Andy Devine Blvd. 
in Kingman, AZ. 
of patron, each housed in a converted, historic building in Northern Arizona. 
With its steer on the roof, sawdust on the floor, checkered tablecloths, and hearty 
menu of steaks and chicken, the rustic Dambar & Steakhouse in Kingman offers a down-
home, Wild West adventure in eating. "Fine-dining" is the moniker that distinguishes the 
Prescott location for Murphy's Restaurant and capitalizes on its established reputation as a 
destination/special occasion restaurant. Also in Prescott, the Gurley St. Grill caters more to 
the young professional seeking an ideal environment for a lunch meeting or networking 
drink. The Office, a more modern-looking sports bar, is humorously named so Prescott 
patrons can honestly claim to suspicious spouses, "I'm at the office." And the adobe-shaped 
Murphy's Grill in Cottonwood boasts an atmosphere likened by regulars to TV's "Cheers." 
In addition, the Petersons and Burge manage to keep up with expansion of their 
successful Taco Bell franchise, Hot Tacos, Inc. acquiring new locations throughout Arizona 
and the eastern California border. 
Despite the differences between operating a franchise versus a fuLl-service establish-
ment, some key business practices still apply to both, such as economy of purchasing for 
their multiple restaurants to get better prices on food and supplies, and a special focus on 
employee training and development. The latter remains a common hallmark among the Fork 
in the Road restaurants. 
"1 truly believe that what differentiates our restaurants from others are the people," 
Peterson explains, with a distinct note of pride in her voice. "In all cases, the staff are 
wonderful; they become like a family, and that's exactly the kind of welcoming, connected 
feeling visitors perceive when they first walk in.. .that not only will they be served good 
food, but that they're going to have an experience. Regulars are greeted by name, and 
first-time patrons are made to feel like regulars. 
"It's just that type of atmosphere that is really instrumental in developing a solid 
base of repeat clientele," she continues. "Even better, our 'families' continue to grow 
because invariably, employees encourage their own friends and family members to work 
for us, as well." 
Now, with hindsight, Peterson reflects on the both the process and the outcome. 
"When I think about when we first started and the challenges we faced, we are truly blessed 
to be where we are today. Sure we made some mistakes along the way, but overall we ended 
up going about it in a really good way." 
Peterson takes a brief moment, then adds with total confidence: "Looking back, even 
now, I simply wouldn't change a thing." • 
"Pretty Penny, 
just posed too 
many challenges 
—from fighting 
erosion and drainage 
to general fanning 
mechanics, such as 
how to maneuver 
a tractor among 
the steeper grades." 
WHEN OTHERS SAW the 20-acre property 
on Melody Mountain located in the 
heart of Central California's wine coun-
try, they envisioned a pastoral hillside 
great for grazing cows and peaceful liv-
ing. Bob Brown saw the perfect setting 
for his vineyard. 
In those early days, however, the 
novice grower was the only visionary 
who saw the land's grape-growing 
potential. After Brown purchased the 
property in 1999, he set out to find a 
vineyard manager to help him prepare 
the land and plant vines. As he 
approached manager after manager with 
the job, they would see the terrain and 
promptly turn down the project. With 
grades as steep as 30 degrees in some 
areas, seasoned professionals told 
Brown the land simply couldn't be 
cultivated for grapes. 
"In Europe I'd seen plenty of 
flourishing, hillside 
vineyards," Brown 
said, explaining the 
reason behind his 
dogged determina-
tion. "So I was pretty 
confident it could 
be done somehow. 
But in those first 
few months, three 
consecutive prospective 
vineyard managers told 
me there was no 
chance this was going 
to work." 
"Those were 
dark days," he 
thoughtfully. 
Still, Brown held 
close to his "Field of 
Dreams"-like vision: 
He knew if he could 
just get crops planted, 




- WHITTIER ALUMNI SERVE UP THE CULINARY ARTS continued 
Besides, the newly retired Los Angeles-entrepreneur, 
who had bought and sold businesses through most of 
his career, had faced many more difficult challenges 
in his past to be dissuaded by naysayers now. His 
determination paid off when he finally found a vine-
yard manager who took on the project. The first crop 
was finally planted in 2000 and Pretty Penny 
Vineyard was officially born. 
"I think area managers were used to working 
with the primarily fiat valley landscapes of the 
Central Coast." Brown reasoned. "Pretty Penny just 
posed too many challenges—from fighting erosion 
and drainage to general farming mechanics, such as 
how to maneuver a tractor among the steeper grades." 
Still Brown, who himself tends the land for most 
of the year until harvest season, has overcome the 
obstacles of the landscape by running his vineyard 
rows up, down, and over the hill to match the land's 
topography and by using a crawler tractor, which 
sports the wheels of an 
Army tank, allowing 
him to navigate the 
sloped rows with rela-
tive ease. Today. Pretty 
Penny Vineyard cur-
rently grows nine acres 
of syrah grapes and 11 
acres of cabernet 
grapes, crops that are 
growing in popularity 
in an area known as 
"Zin Alley." 
Once the vines were planted the next challenge for Brown was to find a buyer for 
his crops. "I didn't want to make the wine, just grow the grapes," Brown said. In 2001, 
his wife Marianne Brown—who commutes between Los Angeles and Paso Robles for 
her job—called on the Riboli family, owners of San Antonio Winery, while in Los 
Angeles and convinced them to visit the Pretty Penny Vineyard. Brown now looks back 
on that fateful meeting as a turning point for his vineyard's success. 
"Meeting the Riboli family was critical because they have been more like partners 
than customers," Brown said. "When Anthony Riboli saw our vineyard, he instantly 
recognized the potential for a premium grade grape. Conversant with the European 
hillside vineyards as well, he understood the complexities this particular landscape can 
bring to grapes—complexities like upper level vines fighting for nutrients because of 
erosion, while lower level grapes take in an abundance of nutrients and water. It's 
these differences in the terrain that offered the potential to grow premium wine grapes. 
Brown added that the Riboli family has offered him great advice and insight on 
how to increase yields for his vines, like when the Rtholis suggested that Brown not 
harvest his small 2001 crop. Instead, they suggested he drop the grapes, so that the 
vines would not expend their first year nourishing an unfruitful crop at the sacrifice 
of the vine in total. Instead, Brown 
explains, the vines could spend another 
cycle absorbing nutrients and strength-
ening for the 2002 harvest. 
Despite the loss of potential revenue 
for that year. Brown followed the Ribolis' 
advice—another leap of faith that has 
since paid off. This year. San Antonio 
Winery presented Brown with the first 
bottle of wine yielded from his 2002 
crops: San Simeon 2002 Paso Robles 
Syrah, the winery's premium-brand 
label. What makes this vintage even 
more unique is that San Antonio did 
little blending to create the ripe flavors 
of boysenberry and spicy plum that 
characterize this full-bodied wine. 
"What's really exciting is that on 
the back of the bottle's label, it says that 
the wine was sourced exclusively from 
Pretty Penny Vineyard." Brown said. 
"Marianne and I are absolutely 
blown away," adds Brown, with a sense 
of wonder at the accomplishment. 
"To know our vineyard is producing a 
premium grade grape—that we did it 
despite the odds we faced early on—
makes all the work, effort, and faith in 
our dream completely worth it." 
A 
THE HILLS ARE 
ALIVE, The rotting 
slopes of Brown's 
Pretty Penny 
Vineyard now offer 
gorgeous vistas, but 
early on posed a 
major obstacle. 
I 
100% PROOF. The 
back table of the 
San Simeon 2002 
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Larry Jaro '65 
WHEN LARRY JARO was an undergrad at 
Whittier, studying sociology and 
planning to become a teacher, he inad-
vertently learned a valuable lesson in 
the market—in this case a liquor market, 
where he worked restocking freezer 
shelves. Nonetheless, he learned a thing 
or two about the benefit of trading on 
marketable goods, not as a direct suppli-
er, per se, rather as an investor. 
"One of the liquor vendors came out 
with a new product—a small keg of beer. 
It was selling like crazy, and I started to 
wonder if there was some way to invest 
in the product," Jaro recalls. "I talked the 
idea up to some college buddies, as well, 
and got them to invest along with me. 
That's when I saw how you could make 
money. And that's when I got interested 
in the stock market." 
In fairly short order, this new passion 
led Jaro out of teaching and into a position 
with Merrill Lynch as a stockbroker. 
Immersed in a world where a majority of 
clientele are focused on the ratio of rapid 
business growth to financial gain, Jaro 
received a quick introduction to the ben-
efits of franchise ownership. 
As Jaro explains, there's a lot of fluid-
ity in the franchise industry. At the outset, 
you capitali7e on an established brand; 
the public likely has a solid familiarity 
with the product, so the franchisee's goal 
really becomes the strategic creation and 
reali7atlon of a plan of growth that satu-
rates—but doesn't flood—the marketplace. 
"What I liked about the idea of own-
ing a franchise is that you can dramatically 
grow a business but not be stuck in one 
place," says Jaro, who, in 1980, part-
nered with a high school friend to buy his 
first franchised store. The purchase was a 
restaurant in Colorado—a Burger King, 
which at the time was one of only two 
serious competitors with the prolific and 
popular MacDonald's. 
"Fast food was a solid investment," he states with absolute conviction. 
"Fundamentally, people like to eat. People enjoy eating." 
Despite some rocky moments in the industry—the mad cow scare, pervasive diet 
fads, failed cross-marketing tie-ins and gimmicks, shakeups in the parent company's 
management, among others—the investment ultimately proved a sound one, and over 
the course of the next two decades, Jaro and partners founded AmeriKing, a franchise 
group that at its peak, held ownership of 394 Burger King stores in 12 states, taking in 
a reported $400 million in sales in a single year. Jaro had irrefutably become a power 
player in the industry, evidenced in a 1999 Forbes magazine article which included his 
profile among the country's "top nine franchisees" in the field of fast food. 
For the restless Jaro, though, it wasn't enough; he felt the pull to expand his inter-
ests with something new. On the lookout for other opportunities in the late 90s, one 
potentially profitable outlet caught his interest: Krispy Kreme doughnuts. Though the 
chain had been in existence for nearly 70 years, it had only recently been swept up in 
a national craze. Drawing on past experience, Jaro identified an as-yet untouched 
market for the popular pastries: Colorado, specifically the Denver area, where he had 
purchased his first Burger King. Forming Glazed Investments, LLC in 2000 as an off-
shoot of AmeriKing, Jaro secured the rights to develop the doughnut franchise not 
only in Denver and greater Colorado, but in like-minded metropolises 
Minneapolis/St. Paul and Milwaukee. 
The resulting stores opened to great success, prompting lines around the block. In 
droves, happy, hungry Midwesterners answered the siren call of the signature red neon 
sign that heralds immediate availability of hot, fresh doughnuts, each priced under $1. The 
net profit probability skyrocketed. 
"To put this in perspective, we opened in Colorado to sales of around $400,000 in 
the first week," Jaro clarified. "At Burger King, the weekly average was about $24,000." 
In 2002, Jaro had served as CEO and chair for both AmeriKing and Glazed 
Investments for two consecutive years, and the sheer demand began to take its toll. 
Realizing that he was being stretched too thin, he chose to step down as CEO of 
AmeriKing, in order to focus his efforts on the Krispy Kreme franchise, a venture which 
he admits he truly enjoys. 
"All businesses are only as good as the people you have running them," he says. 
"The key is getting outstanding people and keeping them motivated because the bigger 
your organization gets, the less hands-on you can be." 
"Krispy Kreme was a terrific business move, but," he adds, almost with surprise, "it's 
also been a lot fun, too. Most businesses really aren't as fun to work with as this one." 
Perhaps it's ajoy derived from providing chilled, morning commuters with warm, sug-
ary treats. Maybe it's the satisfaction found in partnering with a business whose dogged 
production team churns out an impressive average of 220 dozen doughnuts per hour. 
Whatever the reason behind it, the restless Jaro appears to have found contentment. 
Almost. 
When pressed, Jaro admits he might, indeed, be ready for something new. What that 
might be, he's unsure, but if the past few decades are any indicator, it's certain that it will 
be another successful jaunt on the restaurant franchise superhighway. 
"It's life's little doors that open and send you on a path," he notes with a 
Zen-like simplicity that belies his razor-sharp skill of finding, seizing, and 
sustaining a viable business venture. "In the end, you only evolve to the place where 
your inner self takes you and your courage dictates you go." I 
I 
Christine Volden '95 
GROWING UP, Christine Volden was a notoriously picky eater. But she seems to have come 
by this quirk honestly: two of her grandfathers were professional farmers, her sister was a 
dedicated vegan, and her mother grew organic foods in the Rutgers University co-op. 
Clearly, Volden's was not the junk food-laden existence of the typical American teen. 
Perhaps it's not so astonishing, then, that when it came to her professional passion, 
she ultimately chose to cut a swath through the food industry. In a nutshell, the one-time 
speech pathology major has been busy taking the restaurant business into cutting edge. 
After serving in the Peace Corps, working in promotions, and running her own market-
ing agency—all of which transported her to locations around the globe—energetic entrepre-
neur Volden finally came to settle in San Francisco, the uncontested "U.S. Mecca" for food. 
Here, she knew she'd find not only the best resources and field for market research, but also 
the ideal point of departure for a food-focused venture. 
Just what that venture would be, remained to be seen. 
Surveying the San Francisco dining scene (and mindful of nearby Silicon Valley), Volden 
and her partner Ron Pereira saw an as-yet unrealized niche in the restaurant industry: food 
combined with technology, or rather, attaining a dining experience via the Internet. 
"No question, the biggest draw for customers, no matter the product, is convenience 
of delivery," she says, then proceeds to give a familiar example. "Very few people actually 
drive to buy a pizza anymore; they want to make a simple call, and have dinner brought 
to their doorstep." 
"Four years ago," she continues, referring back to the starting point of her venture, 
"the power and real-time efficiency of the Internet as an ordering vehicle had been success-
fully harnessed within the retail market, but it was not similarly widespread within the food 
industry. Clothes, books, shoes, airline tickets—all of these things can be ordered online, 
and either delivered next day, or in some cases, the same day." 
She thought, couldn't the technology be applied to the gourmet business as well? 
Furthering the burgeoning concept, Volden and Pereira examined their own eating habits 
and preferences. The pair realized that while they daily took advantage of the city's vast array of 
quality restaurants, seldom did a night cooking at home appeal. Not for lack of interest—Volden 
actually loves to cook—but for lack of time. Between recipe hunting, ingredient shopping, 
preparation and cooking time, constructing a gourmet meal at home requires serious forethought 
and planning. Plus, in order to successfully execute a highbrow recipe, the at-home chef needs 
some familiarity with kitchen paraphernalia and lingo. 
Any way you slice 
it, this is not the sort of 
Herculean task the average 
professional will commit to 
at the end of a busy day. 
Bearing all these elements in mind, 
Volden honed in on a viable idea: provide 
the client with an easy way to order, same 
day-delivery, and a veritable "meal kit," 
which would include all the ingredients and 
Layman-termed instructions so that even a 
total novice could cook a top-grade meal in 
the comfort of his or her own home. To 
make the enterprise even more appealing, 
limit the cuisine to seasonal fare, drawing 
from organic products locally harvested and 
at their freshest point. 
And thus, the company Besos Foods 
took shape, an internet-based food delivery 
service supplying "organic, farm-fresh meal 
kits" targeted to the novice cook. 
Over the ensuing months, Volden, 
Pereira, and new partner Chef Jamie Lloyd 
developed their business plan and menu 
and began to shop it around to potential 
investors. When the necessary first-round 
funds were secured, fortune smiled on the 
trio: an optimally-located, fully-equipped 
commercial kitchen went on the market. 
Besos now had an official headquarters. -4 
A 
TASTE FOR ADVENTURE. 
Entrepreneur Volden, 
Chef Jamie Loyd, and 
fellow partner Ron 
Pereira seized upon an 
unrealized niche in the 
restaurant industry: a 
total dining experience 
captiaLizing on the power 
and ease of the Internet. 
"No question, the biggest 
draw for customers, 
no matter the product, 
is convenience of delivery." 
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Nikomi (Garcia) '97 
And Jay Arroyo '97 
Named in part for 
its location at the 
corner of Philadelphia 
and Bright, Might 
also plays on the 
word for a sample 
of wine. 
V 
The next Lengthy phase of the operation was spent painstak-
ingly testing and refining the Besos concept. Looking to establish 
a future subscription-based clientele, Volden deployed promotional 
notices to hundreds of locals, offering city residents a Limited 
chance to try the on-demand service at a fraction of the cost. The 
ploy proved valuable on multiple fronts. First and foremost, it 
began to build a solid customer base through individual experience 
and positive word-of-mouth. Second, the feedback provided 
through surveys encompassing the trial run clarified what critical 
adjustments were necessary moving forward—from technological 
glitches to written cooking instructions to best method of delivery 
for certain ingredients. 
When food critics caught wind of the venture, they sampled 
the fare and declared Besos a hit, and not long after, the 
company was taking in a landslide of orders. Competitors to 
Volden's venture provided a similar product, but by no means oper-
ated in an identical fashion; she cites Boulettes' Larder, which had 
a retail location and whose recipes required more of a gourmand's 
comprehension and capabilities, and Slanted Door, a Vietnamese 
restaurant that began offering meal kits six months after Besos 
opened, limited to smaller-portioned ethnic dishes and appetizers. 
With so much advanced thorough planning and research, a 
relatively clear competitive market, and a number of loyal cus-
tomers, Besos' future looked secure. Unfortunately, though, rising 
food costs and other unanticipated outlay variables forced the 
Besos partners into multiple-rounds of investment funding—a 
move that proved untenable. To the dismay of its clientele, Besos 
Foods had to close its doors late last fall, after gaining nearly 
two years of traction in the market. 
Seizing a well-timed opportunity, Volden and her partners 
accepted an offer from Planet Organics—a family-run organic 
grocery delivery company—to purchase the Besos' client roster. 
Additionally, Volden was offered a position as director of 
marketing, which she took, but quickly left, realizing that it 
was not a good fit. 
For some, the abrupt end to a swift entrepreneurial journey 
might have dealt a crushing bLow. To the redoubtable Volden, 
however, it was summed up as "an excellent learning experi-
ence"—and certainly not her last foray within the food industry. 
Now, as she mulls over her next Big Idea to revolutionize the 
industry, she is able to capitalize on that experience as a 
restaurant consultant to fellow trend-makers. 
"As word spread about Besos Foods, I received a number 
of calls from others across the country who were developing 
variations on our concept and seeking advice," she says without 
any trace of otherwise well-deserved hubris. 
Remarkably, the wily-and-wise Volden has found a way to 
keep Besos alive—in spirit, if not in concrete kitchenware—and 
stiLL make it turn a respectable profit. I 
When Jay Arroyo and Nikomi Garcia met at Whittier College as 
undergraduates, little did either know they'd not only found 
their partner in life but in business as well. 
The Whittier couple realized a dream last February with 
the opening of their restaurant Phlight in Uptown Whittier. But 
the path from conception to execution and operation didn't play 
out the way either of them envisioned it might. 
As an undergrad, Nikomi thought her psychology major 
and interest in art would lead her toward a career as an art 
therapist working with special needs children. Meanwhile, in 
his senior year, business administration major Jay was busy 
developing and moving on a plan to open his own wine bar on 
Greenleaf Street. But when forward momentum on his venture 
stalled synonymous with the growth of his family with wife 
Nikomi, Jay quickly shifted professional gears. He became a 
special education teacher instead, ensuring a family income 
that would allow Nikomi to remain at home with their young 
children—four in all. 
Fast forward a few years, and the idea of owning a restau-
rant resurfaces in the Arroyo home; this time, though, it's 
Nikomi who decides to convert the dream into tangible reality. 
With funds in place, Nikomi turned her attention toward 
the more concrete building of a business—only to face anoth-
er giant hurdle: her cohorts, unable to meet their financial 
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obligation, had to pull out of the 
deal. It was a critical juncture, and 
one in which most might give up 
or modify their plan. As it turns 
out, though, she didn't have to 
look far to find a replacement 
partner: her husband. 
"I think Jay would've preferred 
not to be starting a restaurant at that 
point in our lives," Nikomi said with a 
laugh and a little shrug. "But just 
when things started to fall apart, he 
jumped right in and said let's go for it. 
Looking back, I now see it was meant 
to be this way. We were meant to go 
into business together." With Jay now 
officially on board, Nikomi's parents 
partnered in, as well. 
And thus, the restaurant 
Phlight took off, literally. 
Not your typical Uptown 
Whittier eatery (the feel is definitely L.A.-chic, with its liberal use of stainless steel, high 
beamed ceilings and track lighting, and warm, earth tones), Phlight's varied clientele 
enjoy an upscale-yet-casual environment that provides a perfect backdrop for the menu, 
which features tapas-like fusion of Spanish and Pacific Rim cuisine. Additionally, week-
end night patrons enjoy "Jazz on the Bright Side," live performances by artists who spe-
cialize in the jazz music spectrum. 
As for the mechanics of the Arroyos' partnership, each does what she or he loves; 
Nikomi manages the back office and books the entertainment, and Jay oversees the 
evening restaurant operations—in addition to continuing his "day job" as a special edu-
cation teacher in the El Rancho Unified School District. 
Not surprisingly, this all-in-the family-styled venture extends beyond the immedi-
ate Arroyos. The tone and tenor of Phlight's creative menu originated first through col-
laboration between Nikomi and her father, and later refined by the restaurant's head 
chef; the cuisine is derived from both Spanish/European influence as well as Guam, 
Nikomi's father's native country. With valuable experience in the international wine 
export business, Nikomi's cousin, fellow Whittier grad Sean Hernandez '96, helped with 
the development of Spanish wine selections for Phlight's varied menu. In addition to 
theif financial investment, Nikomi's parents have now undertaken operational roles in 
the restaurant: her mother assists with myriad daily organizational and stocking 
details; her father, who first served as kitchen manager, now maintains the website he 
designed, handles promotional tasks, and bakes Phlight's popular letijo, a dessert of 
coconut custard on sponge cake. Additionally, Phlight's current head chef is one of Jay's 
childhood friends; the two reconnected a few years ago after Jay serendipitously 




And with the restaurant just two 
blocks from where they live, Phlight has 
become a natural extension of Jay and 
Nikomi's residence—a veritable home 
away from home. 
"It's really a perfect situation for us," 
explains Nikomi. "No question the children 
remain my first priority. Still, I'm able to 
handle the bookkeeping and other busi-
ness from home or from Phlight, and in the 
evenings when Jay goes into the restau-
rant, we're able to spend time with him 
there as well. Actually, with the way 
things turned out, the whole family gets to 
be together quite a lot, and I know our 
children are really benefiting from that." 
"The fact that we now have Phlight 
is really because of Nikomi," says Jay 
with obvious pride. "I tried starting a 
restaurant on my own and couldn't do it. 
But Nikomi had the patience to get it 
done. She made it a reality." I 
Looking for a stick-to-your-
ribs recipe? Look no further 
than the Whittier College 
Women's Auxiliary's cook-
book. With everything from 
appetizers to main courses 
to salads and deserts, this 
little gem is the product of 
decades-held family recipe 
secrets, contributed and 
coordinated by the Ladies 
themselves. To find out 
how to order a copy, please 
contact Annual Fund 
Director Rachel Beal at 
562-907-4298. 
FAMILY AFFAIR. The Garcia-Arroyo dynasty finds PhUght their home away from home. 
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4 WHITTIER ALUMNI SERVE UP THE CULINARY ARTS continued 
Cameo (Kolliang) Gilson '91 
WHILE HER YEARS AT WHITTIER may have been academically spent pursuing a degree in 
social work, fate propelled Cameo (Kolting) Gilson toward an alternate goat: becoming a 
professional restaurateur. 
Without question, she knows the industry cold. Employed in the field since the age of 
13, she's pretty much tackled every available job to be had in food service, from cashiering 
to waiting tables to bussing and managing. Even her personal Life is inextricably restaurant-
related: her husband Michael is a professional chef, whose own family has been embroiled in 
the industry for ages. And it's this history of extensive experience—coupled with a practical 
attitude and realistic expectations—that has kept Cameo and spouse welL-grounded and on 
track in their current venture, ownership of The Ark Restaurant & Bakery, a historic, destina-
tion restaurant overlooking tranquil Willapa Bay in Nahcotta, Washington. 
For the Gilsons, the journey that took them to the serenity of the Pacific Northwest 
originated in the wiLds of Southern California. In 1994, shortly after their marriage, the 
couple purchased a restaurant located in a busy West Hollywood location that had previously 
been owned by Michael's family. Dubbing the place Club 8531, the couple enjoyed a measure 
of success, weathering the ups and downs of the industry in general and maintaining the 
exhausting pace necessary to compete in the L.A. market. 
When the Gilsons finally decided they'd had enough of city life and its demands, they 
investigated the restaurant scene outside the California borders, hoping to find a new 
challenge in a less frenetic, more relaxed environment. And they found what they were 
Looking for in Nahcotta, just about the furthest place—in overall demeanor if not in miles—
from their "WeHo" club. 
"To be successful, 
you have to 
constantly be on site. 
When it's open, 
no matter if it's 
busy or slow, 
you're there. When problems 
arise, you have to be ready, 
think on your feet, 
and find a solution 
right then and there. 
It's definitely 
a lot of work." 
First built in 1950 as a small café, The 
Ark's history includes two previous owners, 
a devastating fire, a major rebuild, and a 
whirlwind of national acclaim via a series 
of cookbooks featured in such powerhouse 
press outlets as Food and Wine and 
Newsweek magazines, as well as The New 
York Times. 
Regardless of past glories, though, 
The Ark operation has not been without 
its own set of challenges—pitfalls and 
perks that the Gilsons seem more than 
prepared to face. 
"I've never had the romantic view 
others might have of owning a restaurant," 
states Cameo firmly, demonstrating the 
pLain-speaking approach that's helped her 
thrive in ownership of two restaurant oper-
ations. "To be successful, you have to con-
stantly be on site. When it's open, no mat-
ter if it's busy or slow, you're there. When 
problems arise, you have to be ready, think 
on your feet, and find a solution right then 
and there. It's definitely a lot of work." 
She goes on to explain that in her 
role, she has to Literally be able to fill any 
vacancy at any time in order to maintain a 
smooth operation and provide the clientele 
with the best possible experience. True, 
it's the attendant responsibility of 
ownership, but more than that. It's also 
the burden and the blessing of taking over 
an established business. Patrons expect to 
have the same (or better) level of quality 
that the previous owners delivered; they 
also resist any big changes, which means 
putting "your stamp" on the place can 
prove difficult. Wisely, the GiLsons chose to 
make very few alterations out of the gate, 
adding a few specialty dishes to the menu 
that highlight Michael's unique flair but 
conform to The Ark's customary culinary 
bent of locally-harvested products such as 
seafood, fruits, nuts, and greens. 
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BUCKBEAN BREWING COMPANY: 
THE BUILDING OF A DREAM 
by Doug Booth '91 
BACK IN 1988, I attended the first Oregon Brewers Festival—a 
small, but life-changing event. I had no idea all these won-
derfuL beers were being created, and someday, I thought, I 
want to be part of this. So I have been doing "research" ever 
since. Every chance I got, I went to a microbrewery or brewpub 
to taste their beers, talk to the locals, and observe what was 
good and bad about each place. This leads me to June 2003. 
Here I am married for a year, and my wife Amy and I are discussing our future on a 
long walk through the neighborhood. Long before we got married, she understood 
that I hoped to start my own microbrewery someday. That memorable day, we agreed 
it was time to move ahead with the dream and make it reality. 
To speed through that first year, I did lots of research, found a local partner that 
would be the brewer (I will handle sales and marketing), started sketching out a 
business plan, took some business classes and seminars, and went to San Diego to 
attend the Craft Brewing Conference. In April 2004, I parted ways with my first part-
ner, but a month later, was able to hook up with award-winning brewer, engineer, and 
chef Daniel Kahn, who has been in the business more than a decade. 
With more research, Dan and I worked on the formal business plan and began to 
create a financial plan. During this phase, I sought advice from many and did a lot 
of networking, which led to meeting both an attorney and veteran business manager 
who eventually joined our start-up. 
When it came to generating and selecting a name for our brewery, we made a 
general survey of friends and family, asking for suggestions and identifying several 
possibilities. In the end, though, we chose something completely different. About 20 
minutes from my home, in the wet meadows of the Lake Tahoe area, an unassuming 
flower called a "buckbean" grows wild. When I discovered that the buckbean leaf has 
been used in place of hops to brew beer, it seemed like fate, and the Buckbean 
Brewing Company was officially (and legally) christened in August 2005. 
The brewery itself will be headquartered in an industrial part of Reno, and will be 
approximately 10,000 square feet. Within the structure, we also plan to house both a 
retail outlet and tasting room, which will feature on draught our two initial beers 
planned for distribution—a dark lager (schwarzbier style) and a golden ale-style flavored 
with orange blossom—along with other "working" beers that will be potential future 
releases. Looking at the outlying market in the Reno and Lake Tahoe regions, distribution 
of Buckbean beers in both kegs and cans wilt encompass three adjacent counties to start. 
With our formal prospectus completed this past fall, we are now immersed in the 
challenging task to raise capital, and we are already scouting for a potential location. 
Looking ahead to our next phase, we'll be busy with construction, equipment purchasing, 
and development of our logo and graphics; shortly thereafter, we'll brew and rollout 
our first products to the market, hopefully to rave reviews. 
To say the least, this has been a very exhilarating time in my life—to go after a 
dream and watch it evolve. I heartily extend my appreciation for all the enthusiasm and 
encouragement expressed by friends and fellow Poets along the way, and here's to all of 
us raising a glass of Buckbean brew in the near future. Cheers! 
.4 
LOVE OF FARE. 
Ark Chef Michael 
Gilson won a recent 
regional contest 
for his Willapa Bay 
Yearling Oysters on 
the Half-Shell with 
Bloody Mary Sorbet. 
"For the first year of any business—
but perhaps particularly with a restaurant 
that's changed hands multiple times—peo-
ple are closely watching to see if you're 
heading toward failure," says Cameo. 
"Invariably, this same clientele will venture 
in so they can judge for themselves 
whether or not you'll make it." 
Fortunately, The Ark's patrons have 
Loudly praised the Gitsons' stewardship of 
the historic refectory. Even so Cameo notes, 
it's an uphill battle to really build the 
clientele when you tack a nearby urban 
center. Determined to stay the course 
toward expansion and improvement, the 
duo recently created a retail tine of fine 
food under The Ark's label, products 
including jams, sauces, and smoked fish 
that they plan to sell nationally via 
catalogs and online. • 
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Neither Hart, nor husband Joe had any prior 
formal training in winemaking 
or experience running a business. 
Both were schoolteachers. 
4 WHITTIER ALUMNI SERVE UP THE CULINARY ARTS continued 
Nancy (Perrine) Hart '57 
	
WHEN YOU CONSIDER Nancy Hart's early years, it's either perfect or 
	
"Actually," Hart laughs as she recalls their early days of 
paradoxical that she now co-owns a successful winery. 	 angst, "the location, at least, turned out to be ideal. There was 
Both her parents abstained from any liquor consumption. 	an abundance of available land, and the proximity to so many 
Similarly, her parents-in-law did not drink, and her grandmoth- heavily-populated Southern California cities meant we eventu- 
er-in-law was a confirmed, passionate, and vocal member of the 
	ally had a terrific market for our product." 
Women's Christian Temperance Union, which promotes alcohol- Those initial years, however, were admittedly daunting, 
free living. Outside a handful of visits to winegrowing regions and 
	
and the Harts steadfastly worked through each challenge in 
a few conversations with existing winery owners, neither Hart order to build a solid foundation for their business. Ultimately, 
nor husband Joe had any prior, formal training in winemaking, or 
	
the goal of the venture was less about attaining a marketable 
for that matter, experience with running a business. Both were success and more about fulfilling "Joe's dream," born when he 
schoolteachers. 	 was on a military tour of duty in Europe in the 1950s and first 
Nevertheless, in 1973 the Harts purchased 12 acres of land 
	
sampled the incomparable pairing of food and wine. For Nancy, 
in Southern California's Temecula Valley for, as she puts it, "Joe it was simply about supporting her husband's dream in what- 
to grow some grapes and produce a little wine." 
	
ever fashion she could. 
As the bulk of winegrowers were flocking to Central and 
	
What that support translated to was a learning experience 
Northern California, the Harts' chosen location must have seemed that encompassed the entire Hart family. From the exhausting 
risky at the time. But with its high summer heat, heavy fog drifts, 	tasks of planting the vines and helping harvest the fruit, to bot- 
closely replicate the tling, corking, and labeling the final product—minus the more 
Mediterranean region— 	high-tech machinery they now employ—the early years of the 
historically a superior vineyard were literally marked by "blood, sweat, and tears" 
area for grape-produc- 	and a collaborative and unyielding family commitment to make 
tion. In essence, the Hart Winery flourish. 
area was ripe for a bur- 	During these nascent years, in addition to sharing in the 
geoning wine industry. 	physical labor, the Hart matriarch likewise took on the role of 
As further proof, primary wage-earner. In 1979 with Nancy's blessing, Joe quit 
Brookside 	Vineyard 
	
teaching to focus on the vineyard. Amazingly, Nancy's kinder- 
Company had opera- 	garten teacher's paycheck was able to keep the family fed, 
tions 	nearby, 	and housed, and comfortable in their Carlsbad home. 
University of California 
	
With summers and weekends reserved for the family's 
had a promising test group trek out to Temecula to help with the arduous opera- 
plot. Ely Callaway was 
	
tional tasks, Hart Winery was now open for public 
building his winery, and business, hosting wine tastings every weekend and selling its 
two others were in the 
	
first labels. 
developmental stage. 	"Joe and I worked the tasting bar on Saturday, and we had 
For the novice Harts, the one employee to manage it on Sunday," recalls Hart. "The 
entire venture repre- 	industry was really taking off, and there was an increased 
sented an incalculable interest in wine-drinking in general. The wines we had avail- 
risk—from location to 	able were not solely produced from our vineyards, though. Our 
selection of grape type first, official bottle was only 20 percent from our harvest; the 
to whether they could 
	
rest of the grapes used were locally-acquired." 
convert their harvest Contrary to its earliest harvest, in which only a Cabernet 
into a quality wine. 	Sauvignon grape was grown, today the Hart Winery has vines 




DOES IT TAKE? 
Lynn Rosen '64, Travel Writer and 
Food Critic, Explains It All 
A FORMER TELEVISION ANCHOR who 
now teaches journalism at Western 
Washington University, Lynn Rosen'64 
writes for various publications and 
websites about the restaurants and 
wineries she encounters during her 
travels. As a reviewer she looks at a 
range of factors in finding great places 
to eat: trendy establishments with a 
known chef, innovative eateries with a 
new twist on traditional cuisine and old 
standards with great reputations for 
fine service and dining. 
"The key ingredients for a successful, 
5-star dining experience in my book 
include: incredible service, fresh food 
(with a heavy emphasis on fresh!), a 
great wine list, a gorgeous setting 
and/or decor and attention to the little 
details, like food presentation and 
clean, well-kept restrooms," Rosen says. 
But it takes more than 5-stars to make 
a restaurant successful. The other magic 
"5" a restaurant needs for lasting 
success, regardless of how many stars 
it earns, is to make it past the 
5-year mark. 
"You can have a fabulous chef, but you 
need a lot more than that to create 
a great restaurant," notes Rosen. "It 
takes a fine balance of the right 
neighborhood, great service and 
atmosphere and a restaurant owner with 
a good business sense for a restaurant 
to have lasting success." 
producing grapes for Syrah. Viognier, Sauvignon Blanc, Barbera, Cabernet Franc, and 
Merlot. Annual production is currently at the 5,000-case level, and while a limited 
quantity is sold in local commercial outlets and San Diego restaurants, 80 percent of 
sales are made at the winery or through the Hart's 900-member wine club. Hart wines 
regularly earn awards in competitions, and more often in recent years, given selections 
will sell out long before the next bottling. Too, with the recent rise in wine-tasting 
interest—made popular again in films such as the Oscar-nominated Sideways—and the 
rapid growth of wineries nationwide, the Hart tasting room, now open daily, is report-
edly overflowing in summer and on weekends. 
And, with the hiring of more staff, including "official employees" son Bill (as 
assistant winemaker) and daughter-in-law Christine (as bookkeeper), Hart's primary 
duties now are more involved with her own passion: cooking. Frequently, she caters 
for winery association events, "barrel tastings," or wine-club dinners that are hosted 
by the Hart Winery, serving her cuisine paired with Joe's recommended wines. She 
also contributes recipes for the wine-club newsletter—recipes that, according to son 
Jim who relates the news with an impish sparkle in his eye, definitely improved once 
Nancy began drinking the wine they made. 
'Thinking back over the three decades it took to make Hart Winery a viable and 
now-profitable realization of "Joe's dream," son Bill has only one thing to say about his 
mother's unfailing support and numerous efforts. 
"If it weren't for mom," he declares firmly, throwing a meaningful look in her 
direction, "this winery would not exist." 
Slightly embarrassed at the compliment, Hart first smiles at her son then 
moves indoors to chat with a trio of women newly-arrived to sample a few, favorite 
Hart wines. 
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HART TO HART. 
Fulfilling "Joe's 
dream," both Joe 
and Nancy Hart 
have labored for 
30 years to make 
Hart Winery the 
success it is today. 
This season, eight 
different wines 
were produced; by 




ITH SO MANY POET ALUMNI, STUDENTS, AND FAMILIES on campus for Whittier 
eekend 2005, and so many activities to choose from, it was hard to know what 
to do first. Here's a look back at some of the more memorable moments... 
 
Some Poets received awards. 
 
A Poets chatted with friends 
they hadn't seen in years. 
V Poets painted the Rock. 
A Some Poets shared fond 
memories of what Whittier 
means to them. 
V Poets were recognized for their generous reunion donations. 
thStr,t,h Award 
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A Poets displayed an amazing amount of pride. 
 
V Two Poets were crowned 
king and queen. 
WHITTIER WEEKEND 2005 DELIVERS 
POET PRIDE 
A Poets learned about the "State of the College" from President Herzberger. 
A Poets enjoyed brunching 
with fellow society alumni 
watched the age-old pigskin battle between Whittier and Occidental. 
Poet families informally 
pMI. ngled at a reception 
1
with coaches, faculty, 
and the president. 
Poets attended notable cele.ra öns, such as the Rbnti'e.e 
event, honoring the contributions of the Wardman Family. 
Poets bought a bevy of 
Whittier College-wear at 
V the campus bookstore. 
ew Poet president enjoyed hearing many personal recollections 
necdotes of life on campus through the decades. 
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REAL ESTATE PLANNING @ WHITTIER 
DO YOU FIND that your real estate properties give you 
more headaches than income? That's when you 
should turn to Whittier College. 
Whittier College can show you how to convert 
your property into a charitable remainder unitrust 
that will provide you with a guaranteed high rate of 
income and an array of valuable tax benefits—for life. 
This is also a wonderful way to make a signifi-
cant gift to your alma mater. 
If you have real estate—whether it's residen-
tial, commercial, industrial, or raw land—please 
contact Jim Ehlers '92 at (562) 907-4217 or 




MARILYN NEECE '73 has joined the devel-
opment team as director of corporate 
and foundation relations; she replaces 
Mike Rizzo '86, who last year moved to a 
full-time administrative and coaching 
position in the athletics department. 
Neece makes her return to the 
Poet campus with over 18 years of 
management experience in nonprofit 
organizations, including positions with 
Pico Rivera Chamber of Commerce, 
Uptown Whittier Association, and USC. 
Additionally, she owns and operates 
the successful Consultant Management 
Group, an organization that specializes 
in strategic planning for nonprofits. 
She plans to continue to work with her 
clients in tandem with her new 
Whittier position. 
"Marilyn's intimate knowledge of the 
College as well her experience with 
key civic and business leaders in the 
surrounding areas will absolutely help us 
build and expand our grants program, 
which already has a solid base of 
support," said Kevin Doody, executive 
director of development. 
Named "Businesswoman of the 
Year" by the Whittier Daily News in 1988, 
Neece holds an Executive MBA from 
USC's Marshall School of Business. 
REUNION 
GIVING: 
THE RACE IS ON 
FOR 2006!  
Once again, Whittier College is 
implementing four friendly compe-
titions to recognize the importhnce 
of reunion gifts. Help your class 
(those that end in Is and 6s) win 
one of these awards—and bragging 
rights—for an entire year! 
THE PARTICIPATION AWARD 
For the reunion class with 
the largest percentage increase 
of alumni making a gift in the 
reunion year. 
THE JGWS AWARD 
For the reunion class with 
the most members in the John 
Greenleaf Whittier Society. 
THE "STRETCH" AWARD 
For the reunion class that 
makes the largest dollar increase 
from the previous fiscal year. 
THE WHIITIER FUND AWARD 
For the reunion class with 
the largest total gift to The 
Whittier Fund. 
To learn more about this 
competition, please visit the 
Office of Alumni Relations online, 
http://olumni.whittier.edu. 
Additional information about 
Whittier Weekend 2006 will be 
mailed this summer. 
>> THE FIRST BEQUEST EVER MADE TO THE COLLEGE WAS $1000, 
MADE IN 1895 BY BENJAMIN HOLLINGSWORTH. 
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Sincerely, 
Jeanette Constance Wong '81 
STAFFED 
After a number of long, lonely and 
rather busy months, the alumni office 
is finally fully staffed! From left to 
right, we're pleased to (re)introduce 
Director Theresa Rivas '99, Secretary 
Ann Gronewold, and newly appointed 
Assistant Director Ana Guitierrez '96. 
FROM THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION PRESIDENT 
HAPPY SPRING! 
It was certainly a busy fall semester on 
the Poet campus, and there already is a 
wide range of activities planned for 
spring, summer, and next fall, as well. In 
particular, now is the time to get your 
overnight bag packed, and consider join-
ing one (or all!) of the Poet "getaways" 
that Whittier College is offering. 
The Whittier Winery Weekend is 
scheduled for June 2-3, and promises to 
be a great deal of fun. Good weather, 
good food, and great wine will be the 
order of the day. We plan a return to 
alumnus Bob Brown's Pretty Penny 
Vineyard (see story on page 33), as well 
as tours to other Central California Coast 
winery favorites. 
Mark September 2-14 on your 
calendar for the second excursion in the 
Poet Alumni Campus Abroad travel 
program. This year we will Cruise the 
Passage of Peter the Great on a unique 
12-day tour of Russia's northern water-
ways—the Volga, Neva and Svir Rivers—
aboard the M/S Respin. Beginning in 
Moscow and ending in St. Petersburg, 
the journey between will take us off the 
beaten track, exploring legendary cities 
and discovering hidden treasures along 
the way. 
For those of us who prefer a 
"getaway" down memory lane, the 
2006 Whittier Weekend is planned for 
October 19-22. This weekend will be 
particularly special to the reunioning 
classes of 1936, 1941, 1946, 1951, 
1956, 1961, 1966, 1971, 1976, 1981, 
1986, 1991, 1996 and 2001. But it will 
also be an exciting visit for all Poets, as 
the renovation of the Campus Center 
will have begun. 
So, come travel with the Alumni 
Association! Whether you join your 
fellow Poets on cruises, in wineries, or 
on campus, you will be among friends. 
Please contact the Alumni Office for 









> THE ""ADVENTURES IN DINING" SERIES IS CURRENTLY BEING PLANNED FOR FALL 2006. TO 
RECEIVE NOTIFICATION OF THIS AND OTHER EVENTS, E-MAIL ALUMNI@WHITTIER.EDU 45 
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POET PATHS 
CAREER SERVICES OFFERS A NEW JOB DATABASE AND NETWORKINK TOOL 
GET ON THE PATH! 
Career Services is happy to announce a 
newly created database for job postings, 
resume uploads, and mentoring for 
students and alumni called Poet Paths. 
By partnering with College Central, a 
company that exclusively supports small 
and mid-sized college career centers, we 
have launched a program that will be for 
the exclusive use of all Poets! 
WHY IS THIS GOOD 
NEWS FOR THE 
COLLEGE? 
First, we control which employers post 
positions; this means we can seek out 
those who are truly a "best fit" for the 
skills and interests of our students and 
alumni. Second, since it is now a free 
service to all employers, we're attracting 
many more companies and organizations 
focused on hiring liberal arts grads. 
Third, the school itself is now identified 
as an employment opportunity provider; 
in other words, Whittier College secures 
opportunities for its people, rather than 
sending them off to a commercial 
job database. 
HOW CAN POET 
ALUMNI UTILIZE 
THE NEW POET 
PATHS? 
If you are seeking employment, 
check out the current jobs 
and/or upload your resume. 
More positions are being 
added each day. If you are an 
employer, or you know your 
employer would appreciate 
the skills of another liberal 
arts graduate, please post 
any positions for full-time, 
part-time, or even summer 
employment. After all, who knows bet-
ter the many advantages of hiring a 
Whittier-educated person than a fel-
low Poet? 
We also have an annual Career 
Fair every spring to which we invite 
corporate and public service recruiters. 
Registration for this event will now be 
handled through the Poet Paths site as 
well, ensuring a state-of-the-art service 
for employers as well as our job-seeking 
alumni and sturdents. 
In the future, an added feature will  
be a mentoring component whereby 
students can have a chat on-line with a 
professional interested in sharing his/her 
own career path and experiences. If 
you are interested in being considered as 
a mentor please contact Linda Ross 
at lross@whittier.edu or call Career 
Services at 562.907.4230. 
Poet Paths is an exciting way to bring 
another personalized benefit to students 
as well as alumni, but it is only one way 
Career Services seeks to help all Poets 
develop full career potential. Many other 
resources are available at our website at 
www.whittier.edu/career,  
in our career library and 
through the use of person-
al career counseling. If 
you are in need of any 
type of job search assis-
tance, please do contact 
us. Alumni are always 
welcome—as job seekers, 
mentors, or as sponsors 
for our many programs! 
 
FOUNDER'S KEEPERS 
Recalling her days as an undergrad, artist 
Nancy Wedberg Zittrain '56 shares her 
memory of Founder's Hall, and the beauty 
it brought to the Whittier campus. A print 
of Zittrain's work will be given to at! 56ers 
who attend their class 50th reunion this 
fall, as the Class of 1956 is installed into 
the Golden Anniversary Club during 
Whittier Weekend 2006. 
>> ALUMNI ARE INVITED TO THE AUGUST 18 PADRES V. DIAMONDBACK GAME AT SAN 
DIEGO'S PETCO PARK. FOR TICKETS, CONTACT THE ALUMNI OFFICE, 562.907.4222. 
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BEYOND PHILADELPHIA & PENN 
REGIONAL CHAPTER UPDATES 
WASHINGTON* 
WITH SUNNY SKIES, a beautiful setting on 
the water's edge, and the Blue Angels 
flying overhead, this year's annual sum-
mer picnic at the home of Ken and Betsy 
Greenbaum (both Class of 1953) was 
tremendously successful. Over 70 people 
showed up, including six new students 
who were entering Whittier in the fall of 
2006. We also had two very special 
guests this year—President Herzberger, 
and her husband, David. 
In December about 30 chapter 
alumni gathered at Carol & Bill Stanley's 
house in Issaquah for our holiday event. 
We had great food (including a choco-
late fountain!), a raffle of college para-
phernalia from the bookstore, and a 
whole lot of awesome holiday spirit. 
On the horizon for our group are 
plans for a picnic, a wine-tasting event, 
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d new Poets 
their families, 
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tiful lakeside 
'drop to the 
nbaum's annual 
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baseball game. This popular minor 
league team—whose president is fellow 
Poet alumnus Dan Kilgras (Class of 
1993) and whose own alumni roster 
includes José Canseco, Rod Beck, and 
Rickey Henderson—is the Northwest 
League affiliate of the Oakland A's. 
SANJAY DAS '93 TREASURER, 
WASHINGTON STATE CHAPTER 
The Washington Chapter is formerly known 
as the Pacific Northwest Chapter. 
HAWAII 
SUMMER IN HAWAII means surfs up 
on the South shore, crowded tourist 
attractions, and time for family vacations. 
But for Hawaii Whittier alumni, it also 
means a get together with new Poets! 
Each summer (around the end of 
July), the Hawaii chapter sponsors a 
reception for incoming and current 
Whittier students. As alumni, we remem-
ber what it felt like to take that 5-hour 
plane ride across the Pacific Ocean to a 
small town called Whittier (where's 
that?), and how nice it was to see a 
familiar face once we got there. And, 
while the event itself is full of food and 
fun, the goal is really to help ease some 
of the new freshman jitters and parents' 
anxieties and provide an informal forum 
where they can ask questions of the cur-
rent students and alumni—anything 
ranging from meal 
plans to banking, 
from weekend activ-
ities to dorms and 
transportation. By 
the end of the 
evening, new 
friends are made 
and the Poet ohana  
(family) has grown—this past summer 
we welcomed five new freshman Poets 
to our family; we hope they are having 
a great school year and will join us for 
next summer's reception. 
In the busiest of times during the 
holiday season, it's not always easy to 
prioritize effectively and sometimes it 
seems we can barely function minute to 
minute. That's why the decision to 
volunteer precious time and energy at 
the December Special Olympics bowling 
tournament at K-Bay was so very 
impressive. Overall, 48 chapter members 
and extended ohana served as awesome 
ambassadors for Whittier College. Once 
again we proudly wore our "People 
Offering Energy, Time and Service 
(POETS)" t-shirts and had a wonderful 
time cheering on the special athletes. 
And how about this for a bonus: 
Not only did President Herzberger make 
a special 36 hour trip just for this occa-
sion, but she also worked two shifts and 
made it a point to visit every Whittier 
volunteer who was working the lanes 
AND she came to the barbeque at Dale 
and Colleen Mosher's home to learn 
even more about us "locals" before her 
red-eye flight home that night! 
MUCH ALOHA, 





Hawaii's Poet ohano 
welcome President 
Herzberger to the 
annual service 
project helping out 
at the December 
Special Olympics. 
>> TTHE HAWAII CHAPTER'S 'SUMMER SEND OFF" EVENT IS SCHEDULED FOR JULY 23, 2006, 
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PERFORMING UNDER PRESSURE 
a 
00 BY MARGO CHILLESS '05 
FOR THE LAST SEVERAL MONTHS, I've 
had an amazing time working as a 
development intern for Berkeley 
Repertory Theatre in Berkeley, CA. 
However there is definitely one experi-
ence that stands out from all the 
rest—January's "Backstage Bash." 
While this first-ever "Backstage 
Bash" was a much smaller fundraising 
event than the annual gala (The Narsai 
Toast), there were three major compo-
nents to the evening: a footlight dinner, 
followed by a cast party and a silent 
auction, which I was responsible for the 
day-of. I cannot tell you how thrilling it 
was to oversee the auction. I had been 
working on it ever since my arrival at 
Berkeley Rep in August. I had no idea 
what an incredible amount of work 
auctions take. From your first donation 
solicitation to the day-of, there are a mil- 
lion tasks to be carried out. The 
Backstage Bash was a great way for 
Berkeley Rep to connect with its patrons 
in a much more intimate setting. The 
auction focused on local East Bay busi-
nesses. We had a wonderful variety of 
items, like a dinner for eight at one of 
Berkeley's firehouses, prepared by the 
firemen, and a year-long supply of ACME 
bread. It was amazing to finally reach 
the day of the event and have everything 
go so smoothly. The auction was a great 
success, and many of the items closed 
within 30 minutes of the auction's start! 
Four years ago, I would have never 
thought a mere seven months after 
graduating from Whittier College, I 
would be helping to run a fundraising 
event at a premiere regional theatre—
wearing a "secret service" earpiece no 
less! I am so thankful for the experience 
A LEND ME YOUR EARPIECES. At right, Margo 
Chilless '05 and a fellow Berkeley Rep 
intern "suit up" with standard-issue, high 
tech equipment prior to the start of major 
fundraising event Backstage Bash. 
I've had at Berkeley Rep, and I look 
forward to my next five months 
here tremendously. 
EXTRACTING SATISFACTION 
EACH OF THE PAST SEVEN SUMMERS. I've taken a two-
week break from my job as Whittier's director of 
planned giving in order to journey to Guatemala with 
humanitarian group Xela Aid. Typically, my job is to 
translate for English-speaking dentists and doctors 
administering to patients of the small, indigenous 
community where Xela Aid operates. On my most 
recent trip,  I worked alongside an Irish dentist who 
was mostly performing extractions. 
It is very rare to see a patient who isn't in a seem-
ingly good mood and almost faultlessly gracious and 
appreciative of the help Xela Aid provides. While I 
worry if I don't see the dentist at least twice a year, 
many of the patients I saw in Guatemala had never 
seen a dentist, and virtually none of those aged 26+ 
weren't missing at least a couple of teeth. The experi-
ence never fails to remind me of just how much we 
take our high standard of living in the U.S. for granted. 
While I was a student at Whittier,  I fell in love 
with the Spanish-speaking world through my 
coursework with Professors Raphael Chabran and 
Doreen O'Connor, as well as through my travels in 
Latin America and Spain.  I got involved with Xela Aid 
because I wanted to give back something to a part of 
the world that had given me so much. Through my 
volunteer work,  I feel as though I have been able to do 
this, to make some difference in the lives of the 
Guatemalans for whom I translate. However, each 
journey seems to give me much more in return. My 
experiences in Guatemala go far to educate me on the 
richness and diversity of the human race. Moreover,  I 
have learned that happiness does not always come 
from the wealth and comfort of a "first-world" lifestyle. 
>> SUBSCRIBE TO THE POET E-NEWSLETTER BY SENDING AN 
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TO 9 SET 
MARRIAGES & 
COMMITMENTS 
Bocce Smith '97 and Claudio Ingrassia '98, 
July 30, 2005. -*Matthew Leos '02 and Rebecca 
Udow '04, November 13, 2005. -*Mario Neavez '03 
and Tami Hallman '04, November 5, 2005. 
-*Charlene Beal '04 and David Brown, July 23, 
2005. -+Darryl Foy '04 and Fallon Shelly '05, 
August 6, 2005. -*Melissa Hansen '04 and 
Brandon Rencehausen '04, July 9, 2005. -*Alisha 
Ledlie '01 and Jeffrey Bent in September of 2005. 
-*Sasha A. Desmarais-Zalob '04 and Bunmi 
Laditan, May 27, 2005. -*Erica Ortiz '01 and Jacob 
Barbosa in April of 2006. -*Dorothy Sinkin '48 and 
Norman Draett, May 28, 2005. 
—) To submit a note for Poet to Poet, please 
send your information to your class agent (contact information is listed at 
the start of each class year). If there is no class agent listed, please send 
your news directly to therock@whittier.edu or to Whittier College Office 
of Alumni Relations, P.O. Box 634, Whittier, CA 90608. 
The Rock reserves the right to edit all class notes for length and clarity. 
Engaged? Expecting? Please let us know after the fact, and we'll be thrilled to 
share your news. Until then, we regret we cannot publish this information. 
BIRTHS & ADOPTIONS 
To Warren and Karen (Hew) Bartholomew '83, 
a daughter, Kira Danae, March 7, 2003. -*To Jeff 
Boline '91 and Marianne (Restovich) '93, a 
daughter, Brooke Anne, May 27, 2005. -*10 
Christina (Arriaga) '92 and Peter Riserbato '93, 
a daughter, Rachel Isabel, May 29, 2005. -*To Mike 
and Laura (Bloomfield) Valentine '92, a daughter, 
Emma Collette, November 21, 2005. -*To Robert 
Mature '94 and Kimberly (Bates) '96, tripLets, 
KaitLyn Socorro, Peyton Wayne, and Alexander Jack, 
January 13, 2005. -*10 Rick Milligan '94 and 
Jessica (Sung) '95, a son, Jacob, September 6, 2004. 
-*10 Lyn (Dobrzycki) '96 and Mitch Carty '96, 
a daughter, Tessia JoAnn, January 21, 2004. -*To 
Visko and Michelle (DiCarlo) Ancich '96, a son, 
Vincent Charles, July 2, 2004. -*To David and 
Janine (Kramer) Madera '96, a daughter, Eliana, 
March 11, 2004. -*To Keith and Stephanie (Rowley) 
Hartley '98, a son, Cooper Ross, September 7, 2004. 
-+To Mike and Kate (Crist) Tiernan '99, a daughter, 
Courtney Quinn, April 24, 2005. -*To Joseph and 
Jami (Bouza) Mendoza '02, a daughter, Jazlynn 
Rose, May 5, 2005. -*To Samuel and Nicole 
(Dubauskie) Weulander '03, a daughter, May 20, 
2005. -*10 Ray and Isis (Muchow) Ortiz '04, a son, 
Brayden Cooper, October 24, 2004. -*To Todd and 
Lisa (Garcia) Ekenstam '90, a daughter, Annika 
Elise, December 16, 2005. -a'To Michael and Lisa 
(Garman) Rankin '90, a daughter, Lindsey Noelle, 
January 12, 2006. -*To Sean and Amy (Robison) 
Burke '90, a daughter, Savanah Elizabeth, August 8, 
2005. -+To Sophin-Zoe Pruong '01 and James 
McCreery, a daughter, Chloe Sonaya, August 13, 2005. 
CLASS NOTES 
Class Agent: 
CLASS AGENT NEEDED 
Elizabeth (Sawyer) Heagram writes: "1 will be 
retiring as treasurer of the Gilbert Historical Society. 
I bowl in a Ladies League, and am very active." 
Class Agent: 
Joanne (Brown) Belben 
Quaker Gardens 
12151 Dale Ave.. Apt. C234 
Stanton. CA 90680-3893 
lone Olney is still living independently in the com-
plex where she settled after graduation to begin her 
career in banking. The apartments are now being con-
verted to condominiums and she may have to move. If 
so, Tone plans to relocate on the Westside of Los 
Angeles, where she has comfortably lived for so long. 
-*Pauline (Boet) Cook lives in her Glendale home 
and plays bridge with eight different groups. "I am 
happy to report I am still actively driving." 
-)Winifred Church lives in Pebble Beach and recent-
ly attended her grandson's wedding. -+Flossie 
(Hoffman) Ormsby Loves music as much as ever and 
enjoys entertaining friends for lunch in her Hacienda 
Heights home.  -*Gail Jobe and wife Ola Florence 
(Welch)  report that the Red Rock country of Sedona, 
AZ is "as beautiful as it has ever been." Their home 
of many years is maintained with the help of their 
daughter who lives nearby and often lends a hand. 
-*Ed Berger has taken time for some rest and relax-
ation lately, giving his golf clubs (and himself) a bit 
of exercise on the course and taking a trip to Tucson 
to visit his son and family. -* Wren (Rucker) 
Hutchinson is pleased to reside in an assisted Living 
home in Pasadena. -*Fred Simmons writes that his 
accommodations in an assisted living home in Sun 
City, AZ, are "comfortable." -*Elizabeth (Earl) Custer 
and her husband live in a convalescent facility in 
Webster Grove, MO. He is in the nursing home and she 
is in a patio home with live-in help. Previously, the 
couple lived in Nashville, where he was on the Board 
of Discipleship of the Methodist Church for 26 years 
and where Elizabeth taught in parochial schools for 
several years. -* Dorothy (Dodson) McConnell, whose 
daughter accompanied her to the recent reunion, is 
recovering from a fracture. -*Homer "Bill" 
Rosenberger has made a good recovery from a frac-
ture. He and wife Alice (Martin) '37 have given up 
driving but continue to enjoy the amenities of their 
home in Regents Point in Irvine. 
Ruth (DeVries) Christiansen has been keeping busy. 
Last summer, her daughter Susan took her on a trip to 
Holland to visit relatives. They took a wonderful trip 
by boat from Amsterdam to Budapest. 
Class Agent: 




June (Rogers) Oury and husband Tom are celebrating 
60 years of marriage; they have four children. 
Class Agents: 
Buck C. Jarnagan 
539 West Puente Avenue, Apt. 2 
Covina, CA 91722-6703 
Bill R. Lee 
5413 Mavis Avenue 
Whittier, CA 90601-2122 
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>> THE POET TRAVELS PROGRAM WILL SET SAIL FOR A JAUNT UP THE RUSSIAN WATERWAYS, 
SEPTEMBER 2-14. INTERESTED? CONTACT THE ALUMNI OFFICE, 562.907.4222. 
TO 
Lorna (Appleby) Pfluke continues to see several pri-
vate practice clients per week, and has recently devel-
oped a functioning, psychotherapy website. "Life is 
good to me, with fine health, loving children, and 
grandchildren, and good friends." -+Wrlght Atwood 
retired from Long Beach City College (for the second 
time) last year; he had been serving as a dean. He is 
) 	still active with the college groups. -*Mercer 
LI Campbell is both a retired LCDR in U.S. Coast Guard 
and elementary school principal. Wife Melba and he 
celebrated their 60th wedding anniversary this year; 
they hay 13 grandchildren and 13 great-grandchildren. 
0 	He still actively plays softball and badminton and 
serves on the Oakdale Senior Commission.  -*Cliff Cole 
j 	has four sons, two daughters, and 10 grandchildren. 
He is a member of the Claremont University Club, 
Shakespeare Club, and Claremont Chorale. He also folk 
dances three nights a week and goes to Shakespeare 
and opera classes. -Marjorie Galiard traveled to 
Europe, Australia, and the Middle East. -*Jim 
Gregory and his wife took a trip to Malta. -*Gerald 
Haynes says: "Retirement is a blast." He is an active 
resident of Claremont Place, an assisted Living facility, 
and participates in Claremont Friends. -+Margaret 
(Healton) Bakker performs with three music groups, 
doing old-time tunes, sing-atongs for retirement 
homes, churches, and a restaurant. She plays violin, 
auto harp, and sings in Spanish and English. -+Ray 
Hooper and wife Margaret (Clarke) '51 are both 
retired. They set up schedules and standings for the 
Bocci-ball teams in their country club. They gave up 
traveling in their RV and bought a Park Model in 
Arizona. They had three great-grandchildren born in 
one day.  -+Joy (Hull) Elkinton-Walker,  husband 
Carl, and family took a wonderful guided trip to the 
Galapagos and Machu Picchu. "Our life is busy life 
with church and community." -+Uoyd Jones is an 
adjunct professor in graduate education at Azusa 
Pacific University. He is a field work supervisor, work-
ing with teachers who are enrolled in administrative 
courses. He sings in the Fullerton Barbershop chorus, 
and is active in a quartet. Last summer, he and wife, 
Sallie traveled across Canada. -+Laurel Meyer has 
been traveling quite a bit. She took a river boat trip 
from Moscow to St. Petersburg; traveled through 
Eastern Europe (Hungary, Croatia, Bulgaria, Serbia, 
Romania, and Transylvania); cruised the Nile on a visit 
to Egypt; and helped friends celebrate their 50th wed-
ding anniversary on an Alaska Cruise. She hopes to go 
on an African Safari in 2006!  -*Arlene (Mitchell) 
Bird lives in Sonoma Valley "among the vineyards," 
though in the winter she spends some time in Yuma 
enjoying the sunshine. "1 just took my first cruise 
down to Mexico; I also started taking line dancing 
classes." -+Jeannefte (Nelson) Thatcher and hus-
band George moved to Murrieta 15 years ago after 
they both retired from teaching. She is active in the 
Temecula Quilt Guild; George is still busy in musical 
activities. They have four children—all professional 
musicians-14 grandchildren, and new 5 great-grand-
children. -Ralph Nichols is still active in church 
choir and Gideons. Last summer, he went to NYC to 
see son Robert direct the orchestra for Dobson High 
School in Mesa, AZ on the stage of Carnegie Hall. 
4Bruce Osterhout retired in 1977. He recently lost 
his wife and now lives in a retirement community in 
AZ. "They keep us busy every day with different activi-
ties. There are three women to every man, but every-
one has gray hair and wrinkles." -Rowena (Palmer) 
Kratzer is active in Grace Community United Church 
of Christ, especially in the thrift shop. She visited 
California in April for a family birthday, and traveled 
to see two grandchildren graduate.  -+Lois (Riley) 
Shatter enjoys living in North Carolina, with her sons' 
families (including three grandchildren) nearby. 
-+ Marion (Silva) Woods writes: "1 live in Vacaville—
a real hometown kind of place. I'd love to have any 
old friends stop by." -+Dorothy (Sinkin) Kraeft and 
husband Norman moved to Tucson. She is a great-
grandmother and still writes poetry. 
'49 Class Agent: 
Vivian (Fallis) Woodward 
8334 Calmosa Avenue 
Whittier, CA 90602-2833 
Janet (Bertram) Schneider keeps busy with home 
and business activities, as well as church and teacher 
friends who "keep her on the go." Her daughter Lives 
in Sacramento and her son lives in Vancouver. 
-)Miriam (Bruit) Covington is still at her home in 
California picking roses, reading, emailing, traveling, 
and going to theater and concerts. She has four great-
grandchildren and another on the way. She invests in 
housing, ecology, food, AFSC, trying to "stay relevant 
and content." -).Richard Burch retired from engi-
neering 20 years ago, and at age 83, he reports that 
his marriage of 63 years is "still going strong." The 
couple winters in Florida, visits California annually, 
and the rest of the year is spent at their home in 
Pennsylvania. The couple is planning a trip to Venice 
this year as well. -+ Harriet Curtis is a retired elemen-
tary school teacher living in Banning. She participates 
in a book club and enjoys reading, gardening, travel-
ing, friends, church work and volunteering, particularly 
for the Soup Kitchen and PEO. -*Doris (Given) 
Branca has volunteered at N. Bellingham Elementary 
for 23 years. -+Marten Kallenberger has been hap-
pily married for 18 years. -+Gloria Kershner contin-
ues to participate in the Friends World Committee for 
Consultation (FWCC); her work has taken her her to 
New Zealand in January of 2004, to Arizona in April 
for a meeting of the Americas (Alaska to Bolivia), and 
to Guatemala in the near future. Currently, FWCC is 
encouraging more participation by Latin American 
Quakers. -9Virginia (Lindsay) Brown and husband 
Richard celebrated their 55th wedding anniversary in 
2005. They have four children and 11 grandchildren. 
She is retired and the couple plans to travel to Ireland 
over Christmas 2005. -+Dick Mastain and wife Mary 
(Steele) '49 recently took an Alaskan cruise with their 
entire family. -lrma (McCausland) Hughes has 
been retired 14 years. She misses teaching even 
though she has many new interests, such as growing 
orchids as a hobby (has just over 900 of them) and 
membership in seven societies (she serves on the 
board of three). She annually attends the Shakespeare 
Festivals in both-Ashland, OR and Stratford, Canada. 
She has season tickets to seven theatre groups and 
visits her son who is a neurologist in Des Moines. 
-)Archie Nogle is engaged to be married to a won-
derful lady Socorro Gaffney; he also thanks the alumni 
board for allowing him to serve the last three years. 
-+Lynn Parker and wife Ruby (Mitchell) '49 have 
both retired—Lynn after 51 years as an Episcopal 
priest—and are thankful for good health. They cele-
brated their 55th wedding anniversary and look for-
ward to their 60th high school reunions. They have 
three sons, five grandsons, and one granddaughter—
three are in college, two graduating high school, and 
the youngest turning 16. 4Thomas Parker has lots 
of wonderful children, grandchildren, and great-grand-
children. He sees patients for Jungian Analysis, teach-
es at a nearby university, presented the lecture 
"Tsunami: Mass and Individual Karma" to a group of 
colleagues in San Diego. In March 2006, he will make 
his 40th journey to India, with a group taking a spiri-
tual pilgrimage. -+Rev. E. John Powers retired after 
33 years in the United Methodist Church Ministry at 
the age of 75. He and wife June reside in a retirement 
community, have two children and four granddaugh-
ters, and recently celebrated their 50th wedding 
anniversary. -Dick Reese writes that his seven 
grandchildren—who are involved in Little League, vol-
leyball, swimming, football, basketball, and track—are 
his "primary activity." He enjoys getting together with 
Poet friends and reminiscing about Whittier days. 
-+David Reineman underwent a total replacement on 
his right knee in September 2004, so he has been 
Learning to walk all over again. Last May, he and wife 
Phyllis (Weigel) '51 traveled to San Francisco for his 
WW II aircraft carrier reunion. The couple's youngest 
daughter and her 12-year-old son currently live with 
them.  -+Cliff Roberts lives on a 40 acre ranch in 
beautiful Shasta County. A retired school principle, 
he's been married 65 year, has two sons, five grand-
kids, and six great-grandkids. -Miriam (Schwartz) 
Nettleton continues to work part-time in retail but is 
thinking about retiring within the next year. She 
enjoys the regular customers and lives across the 
street from the store. She and her husband have 
another great-grandchild on the way, adding to the 15 
they already have.  -+Bill Shatter and wife Lois 
(Riley) '48 moved to the mountains of western NC in 
2003, where they are happily exploring the area and 
meeting new people. They now live five minutes from 
their older son's family, with their younger son's fami-
ly only a few hours away. 
IN MEMORIAM 
BOARD MEMBER, ALUMNUS, AND 
FRIEND BEN TREGOE WILL BE MISSED 
WHIUIER COLLEGE TRUSTEE EMERITUS Benjamin 
B. Tregoe, Jr. '51 died April 20, 2005. He was 77. 
At Whittier, Tregoe was student body 
president, a member of the Franklin Society, and 
a member of the swim team. As a trustee from 
1980-96, he helped plan and lead several board 
retreats and later assisted former Whittier 
College President Katherine Haley Will in 
preparing the college's Strategic Plan. 
Tregoe was co-founder and chairman 
emeritus of Kepner-Tregoe, Inc., which provides 
consulting and training services to companies 
and organizations worldwide. He also founded 
the Tregoe Education Forum, a managerial con-
sulting firm that focused on the critical need for 
training in problem solving and decision making. 
"Ben was clearly one of our most illustrious 
alums of all time," said Ray Dezember '53, 
former chairman of the Whittier College 
Board of Trustees. "He achieved great, great 
distinction in the business world, working with 
major corporations as a strategic thinker and a 
strategic planner. He attributed a lot of that 
skill to Albert Upton's Design for Thinking and 
the Whittier College experience. 
"He was a very involved board member. 
I made calls with Ben to solicit significant 
contributions several times. This was not just 
around the corner, but in Chicago, New York 
and Sacramento. We'd meet in an airport or 
hotel room and tell our story. He was a joy 
to work with." 
Tregoe is survived by wife Jeannette (Gill) 
Tregoe and three children. 
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'50 Class Agent: 
Elwyn "El" Dyer 
2841 Coleridge Dr. 
Los Alamitos, CA 90720-4012 
Rick Kruse and wife Darleen (Colwell) '50 celebrat-
ed their 55th wedding anniversary. 
Class Agent: 
Florence (Albarian) Morrison 
P.O. Box 130 
Jamul, CA 91935-0130 
Charles Adams received the Patrick Henry Award 
given to him by the Mises Institure (Auburn U.) in a 
ceremony at the University of Virginia in January 
2005. The award, named after the famous Virginian 
who gave the "Give Me Liberty" address, honored 
Charles based upon his brilliant and innovative 
research, writing, and teaching on the history of taxa-
tion. -+Georgiana (Bissell) McLeod supervises stu-
dent teachers for Concordia University, is on the 
national and local boards for Sister Cities 
International, and is the U.S. representative on 
Intrawest Resorts' advisory council in British 
Columbia. She went skiing in Whistler and goes sailing 
in the summer and brings her three cats along for the 
ride. -Blaine Dewey traveled to Mexico last year. 
-+Marguerite (Dupont) Harrell visited Australia and 
New Zealand. She volunteers, gardens, plays tennis, 
walks her poodle, keeps busy with California native 
plants. -+George Gaylord has had a few more of his 
writings published. "1 try to keep body, mind, and soul 
healthy." -+Milton Kelly is busy with spring things 
(grapes pruned and weeds sprayed) and plans a trip to 
Orange County to see his kids, grandkids, and great-
grandkids. -Leone (Knickerbocker) Brockman and 
her husband just became great-grandparents. Though 
retired, she still substitutes at her old school in 
Laguna Beach. The couple loves going to Dixieland 
Jazz festivals. -* Nadine (Hambarian) Emerzian is 
keeping busy reconnecting with friends. She loves her 
part-time job as a "boutique lady" at Stein-Mart in 
Fullerton, and this year hopes to travel and learn more 
home improvement skills. -Joe Nichols and his wife 
live in La Jolla, where "life is busy." -,Shirley 
I0'Comaor) Byrne has a new titanium hip. She is 
back to exercising and ballroom dancing. She is still 
teaching piano and performing and her son recently 
married.  -)BIll Sandison and wife Valerie (Vogler) 
'56 both enjoy retirement, dividing their time 
between their home in Hacienda Heights, their RV 
Resort in Cathedral City, and worldwide travel. They 
ave six grandchildren who live nearby. -*Sally 
Stark) Hansen and husband Lou '54 are busy 
retirees, between grandchildren, their yard, and their 
pets! She is the Queen of her Red Hat Society chapter, 
a group that assembles at least once a month. 
Although she has lost her central vision due to molec-
ular degeneration, she manages to get along "thanks 
to Lou and many very good friends." -+Cherie 
(Willard) Love has two great-granddaughters and 
another great-granddaughter on the way. She works 
with Ventura College, awarding scholarships to young 
women going into teaching. 
Class Agent: 
Stu E. Gothold 
10121 Pounds Avenue 
Whittier, CA 90603-1649 
Dixie (Stallings) Swift was recently profiled in the 
Long Beach Press Telegram in an article describing her 
career as a curator of the Homeland Cultural Center. 
The center is a multicultural museum, theater, art 
gallery, and meeting place. Retiring after eight years, 
Dixie was given a heartfelt party; she now plans to 
work on her own art and drawings and to take an 
extended trip through Mexico and South America "with 
no itinerary." 
Class Agent: 
Daunn E. Lovejoy 
810 West Glenwood Terrace 
Fullerton, CA 92832-1022 
Pat (Ashcroft) Watje retired from teaching and trav-
els when time permits. During a visit to China last 
October with the San Diego Zoo, she held a 90 lb., 
one-year-old baby panda at the preserve affiliated 
with the zoo.  -*Pete Balch and wife Liz (Taylor) '60 
Left their home of 37 years in Whittier and moved to 
Fullerton ("The smaller house is wonderful!"). In 
January 2005, Pete had his fifth back surgery, from 
which he is still recovering. The couple hopes to travel 
more, but have also found "a lot of things to do near-
by." -+ioan (Betts) Wanamaker and her husband 
moved to Arizona, close to youngest daughter Kady. 
They are enjoying retirement (5 years), traveLing, and 
taught at Cal State Stanislaus before the move. A sec-
ond great-grandchild is on the way. -+Marilyn 
(Wrench) Boccuzzi continues to have a great amount 
of time for grandchildren, travel, and friends. -+Delon 
Chetkovich was in the U.S. Army Reserve for 11 years 
after graduation, and in 2004 retired from 25 years as 
a Deputy L.A. County Probation Officer (Spanish 
speaking as well). He and wife Aura work at El Dorado 
School in Orange, and have four children and nine 
grandchildren. Their hobbies are dancing and biking. 
-*Sally (Gafford) Martin and husband Bruce have 
two wonderful granddaughters, ages three and six. 
Bruce is still working for the City of La Habra and 
part-time for the City of Whittier. -*Anita (Glenn) 
'53 
>> TAKE A TRIP DOWN MEMORY LANE DURING WHITTIER WEEKEND 2006, 
PLANNED FOR OCTOBER 19-22. 	
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Campbell is retired and plans with husband John a 
four-month trip across U.S. and Canada this summer in 
their motorhome. After 33 years in San Diego, the 
couple has moved into a new home in Escondido. 
-+Sandy (Gordon) Deitz has lived in Hawaii for 11 
years, near to her grandchildren, ages 11 and 9. Her 
retirement life is full; she volunteers, paints watercol-
ors, participates in Healing Touch, and plays the 
ukulele. -+Carroll Hooks is a former lobbyist, retired 
from La Roche Pharmaceuticals five years ago. He and 
wife Priscilla have been married 35 years and have 
four children and three grandchildren. -Elizabeth 
Kirk-Fulton retired from her position at Stanford as 
an administrator with the Beekman Center for 
Molecular Genetic Medicine in 1990. -+Wanda 
(Mitchell) Kuenzli retired from the American Heart 
Association in Los Angeles after 10 years as CEO and 
from a long career in non-profit management. She 
spent the last couple of years involved in family-relat-
ed elder care. She is an active volunteer in her local 
community and is currently helping to plan the 40th 
reunion of her Peace Corps group-Philippines IX. 
-*Thomas Mullen retired three years ago after 30 
years at CSUSB. In fall, he went to New England, and 
Last spring he traveled for three weeks to Peru, follow-
ing completion of a Spanish immersion program in 
New Mexico. He hopes to return to Germany soon. 
-+Esther (Noguchil Sato earned a master's in coun-
seling at Whittier, then taught preschool for four years 
and elementary for 33 years. Retiring in 1999, she has 
traveled to Europe, Japan; Australia, and Hawaii, and 
remains a substitute teacher. -+Judy (Osborn) Kraft 
and husband Dick frequently travel to Colorado and 
Connecticut to see their sons' families, which include 
four grandchildren. They have been to Maui twice this 
year and plan another trip for June. They love Napili 
Bay!  -4Richard Pahiand retired from a 30-year career 
in the U.S. Army. He currently works for a government 
contractor. Wife Lynn, their son and two daughters, 
and nine grandchildren are all well. -+Donald Perez 
retired from his career as a managerial accountant and 
controller for a title insurance company and trans-
portation company. Traveling and grandchildren are a 
big part of his life with wife Rachel. -*Douglas 
Shamberger retired and enjoys traveling and life in 
general. He has fond memories of his times at 
Whittier. 4Geraldine (Simone) Carleton recently 
returned from a "wonderful experience"—a year in 
Namibia, Southern Africa, with the Peace Corps. 
Currently, she is tutoring English at a high school. 
-+Richaxd Williams received his D.D.S from USC 
School of Dentistry in 1963. He is happily married to 
his French Canadian wife, the Countess Papillon De La 
Rochelle et Normandie. He retired to his investments 
since 1993 and everything is going great. 
Class Agent: 
E. Guy Talbott 
7031 Starlight Circle 
Huntington Beach, CA 92647-3543 
Mary Lynn (Forsnas)  and Chuck Carner '60 split 
their time between Colorado ski country and Dana 
Point. They celebrate their 45th wedding anniversary 
this year and have two grandsons. 
Class Agent: 
John H. Crow 
P. 0. Box 607 




Yuriko Payton-Miyazaki "feels lucky" to work as an 
independent therapist. She has enjoyed more travels 
abroad, going back and forth between Japan and the 
U.S.; she is still backpacking, playing tennis and golf. 
Class Agent: 
Ronna L. (Ellingson) Clymens 
4133 W. Wilson, # 73 
Banning, CA 92220 
Lennie Miller writes: "1 live in sunny Long Beach and 
am the West Coast manager for Northrop Grumman 
Ship Systems, building and designing warships for the 
U.S. Navy. I travel extensively throughout the U.S. and 
the Orient, and I am planning to retire in a couple of 
years and travel some more." 
Class Agent: 
Dr. Iry D. Hoffman 
5639 Westmont Road 
Whittier, CA 90601-2648 
Lu Anne Behringer is enjoying retirement after 
teaching in San Jose Unified School District for 36 
years. Now she volunteers as a church school coordi-
nator and a docent at History San José. -+Vern 
Brock was inducted into the CIF Hall of Fame in April 
2005. His name was submitted by Wayne Manzo '76, 
with letters of recommendation by Leo Camalich '70 
and Jim Longman '65. Another Poet, Dean Crowley '56, 
presented the award. After 39 years of teaching, 
coaching, and serving as an athletic director, Vern 
retired from La Serna High Schobl in 2005. -Paul 
Brunner retired from the Veterans Affairs Medical 
Center after 37 years, and moved from Oregon to 
Georgia to help his son open an oral surgery office. He 
has been married 39 years to Mary (Kirchmaier) '65; 
the couple has six grandchildren and one on the way. 
-Diana (Buskirk) Jacobs has four grown children 
and three grandchildren, lives in Danville, and works 
in human resources for Papyrus, a card and gift retail-
er. She enjoys travel to the family ranch in Carson 
'63 
'66 
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Valley, Nevada. -)Doris (Chambers) Pearson and 
husband Fred '47 retired from teaching 21 years ago. 
The couple lives in Oregon, with children and grand-
children in-state and in nearby Washington. "We are 
very thankful for good health and a good life." -*Jim 
Dutton and wife Donna have been married 40 years, 
have one daughter who is a teacher, one son who 
plays football for Colorado Crush-Arena Football, and 
have five grandchildren. After 32 years as a middle 
school principal, Jim retired in 2005; he is a part time 
teacher for Chapman in Moreno Valley. Donna is direc-
tor of curriculum and staff development for Escondido 
Union High School District. -+Kiturah (Friedman) 
Wang moved to a new home.  -+Gerald Herrick is 
retiring after 39 years in education. He and wife 
Margaret (Abbott) '67 moved to Truckee "to hike, bike, 
and ski." They have two children and three grandchil-
dren, all not far from their mountain retreat. -+Robin 
(Hill) Sinatra retired from teaching in 2001, takes 
care of first grandchild Ava (1 ) three days a week, 
and enjoys golf. -+Joe Jennum became a grandparent 
for the second time in a year and is enjoying retire-
ment—particularly the two new golf courses that 
opened nearby his home.  -+Janie (Jones) Harding 
teaches and directs theater productions at Santa 
Monica College. She often gets together with Diane 
Tindall '67 and Michelle (Yaussi) Kimball '67. Her son 
is finishing his second year at UCSD as an honors 
student. -*Sandra (Perry) Hales has seven children 
and 15 grandchildren. She is a paralegal in her 
husband's law office. Four of their five sons are, or 
will be, attorneys, and the last two plan to take 
over their father's law office business. +Dennis 
Robertson is retiring after 38 years of teaching. 
He and wife Carolee (Catlicott) '66 are moving to 
Sandpoint, where they'll stay with Dan Shupp '66 and 
wife Marsha (Lloyd) '65 while son Todd helps build 
them a house. The couple plans to buy a pontoon boat 
and will spend their summers fishing, cruising, and 
eating on Lake Oreille. Their six grandchildren keep 
them busy and happy and #7 is due in June. -*Carol 
(Scarbrough) Lieberman and husband Marc have 
three children Andy, Josh, and Samantha. -+Dave 
Sternshein and wife Kathy (Bang) '70 have a new 
grandson, Ari, who was born in March. His parents are 
both Whittier College alumni as well, so Ari may grow 
up to be a third generation Poet. 
'69 Class Agent: 
Sandy T. (Tahmoush) Hansen 
30342 Via Corona 
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677 
Pete Stang has been an administrator at Woodland 
Care Center for 30 years. Daughter Morgan married in 
2004 and son Matthew graduated from high school 
this year. Pete and wife Carol (White) '70 will cele-
brate 35 years of marriage this year! 
Class Agent: 




Carolfrances Likins writes that after 2.5 decades of 
elementary school teaching, the former drama major 
has retired to pursue a career in screenwriting. She 
volunteers for the Paul Robeson Community Center in 
South Central, coordinating a Youth Radio Project, 
continues her political activism "for peace, justice, 
and ecology." 
Class Agent: 
CLASS AGENT NEEDED 
Sara S. "Sue" Hodson has been elected a Fellow of 
the Society of American Archivists, the highest honor 
in the archival profession. Sue is also profited in "Who 
Decides What's Private in the Papers of Authors and 
Celebrities?" published this past spring in the 
premier issue of Frontiers, the magazine of The 
Huntington Library, where Sue is the curator of 
literary manuscripts. 
'73 Class Agent: 
Deborah (Scott) Gallagher 
3594 Via Corona 
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677 
Joe Moore and wife Edna (Brindley)'73 sing in 
Chorale bet Canto and have three children. Edna is a 
vice-principal in Hacienda Heights K-8; Joe is an exec-
utive vice president for AXA Financial Services and 
president of Financial Management Specialists 
(Financial Planning, Investments, and Insurance). 
-+Connie (Campbell) Endter and husband David '72 
have two sons, Brett (28) and Seth (30). The Endters 
publish Homes & Land magazine and enjoy travel in 
their motorhome and their place at Lake Havasu. 
-James Edwards took on a four-year term of office 
as councilman for the City of Cerritos. -Bill Embree 
works for BMW of North America; sons David (20) and 
Matthew (24) are well. He is divorced and spends his 
time motorcycling, swimming, and dinner with friends. 
-34ancie (Flaming) Reinhold teaches chorus at 
Western Guilford High School. She and husband Tom 
'74 have been married 30 years, and have two chil-
dren: Allison is in college, and Chris is a civil engi-
neer. Tom is now with Marsh Cabinets as a marketing 
manager.  -*Sherri (Frederilcsen) Stinson works for 
City of Hope Hospital in Duarte, CA. +Patricia 
(Guerrero) McDermont has been married for 30 
years. Husband Gregg '71 is with Zurich Insurance as a 
Specialties Regional V.P. of Excess Casualty in San 
Francisco. Pat is an elementary school librarian and 
loves her job. They are presently remodeling their 
home.  -IJanice (Hixenbaugh) Clarke reports she 
and husband Greg '73 are well. -Janice (Navone) 
DeMarco teaches third grade, and recently celebrated 
her 30th year in teaching. Daughter Francine is a 2002 
Whittier graduate. -+Standra (Newburn) Ivey-Jones 
has worked for Miami Dade Schools as a trust special-
ist (mental health counselor) for three years. Prior to 
that, she was a civil rights investigator, employee 
assistance, and a sub-abuse counselor. Her daughter 
graduated from Florida State in 2004. -+Gail 
(Phillips) Rupp has spent more than 30 years with 
Coca-Cola in the western states area. She enjoys life 
at Spring Valley Lake in California's high desert. 
-)Chris (Rodriguez) Cortez is completing her eighth 
year as New Horizons director at Whittier High School. 
Her duties include college advisement, English learner 
coordinator and supervising reading classes. Husband 
David works in human resources for UC Irvine and son 
Michael is a CPA, working as an assistant controlLer for 
a company in Westwood.  -+Nancy (Rubin) Matloff 
married husband Jeffrey in 2002. Employed as a social 
worker since graduation, she now directs a mental 
health case management program at the UA. 
.Deborah (Scott) Gallagher is an appeals officer 
(Adm. Law Judge and Hearing Officer) for the State of 
Nevada. She has two sons, Matthew and Luke. She 
enjoys seeing her old Met sisters and fellow Whittier 
alums. -*Steve Sellman and wife Meryl Ball '70 
own and operate Fort Running Bear, an RV Resort in 
Southwest Idaho. Their son, Lt. Blame Sellman, is sta-
tioned in Iraq and daughter Colby is a marketing dir-
ector in San Diego. -+Dennis Stinson writes: "1 own 
a very successful bed and breakfast in the beautiful 
countryside of Northern England, and have also started 
my own business, Stinson Aerospace, which designs 
and invents valuable parts to go in and on airplanes." 
Youngest daughter Ashleigh is a senior at Whittier 
College, and eldest daughter Kimberli '02 is teaching 
and received her master's in education from Whittier 
in 2005.  .4Linda (Vallejo) Dillaway had a solo 
exhibition of her paintings at Patricia Correia Gallery 
in Santa Monica last summer. -+Fred Werber is a 
dermatologist in Ventura and a clinical professor at 
UCLA Medical School. 
'74 Class Agent: 
Joe M. Ulrey 
11985 Stegmeir Drive 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91739-2502 
Class Agent Joe Ulrey writes: "My famiLy and I stiLl 
reside in Rancho Cucamonga, and I'm employed as a 
vice president for Morgan Stanley in nearby Ontario. 
Wife Debbie and I enjoy traveling and- have been 
splurging on European vacations for the last four 
years. Our daughter Tracey is married and managing 
cosmetics for Nordstrom in Glendale, and our 
youngest, Chelsey, is still at home, attending Chaffey 
and working as a food server. Deb is a fragrance model 
and works primarily in Nordstrom stores. She does very 
welt and is forever winning contests." -*Carol 
(Blumer) Snook and husband Gene '75 returned to 
the beloved Northwest (Vancouver, WA) after 8.5 years 
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THERESA COVELLO '92, 
COLLECTING LOVE, LUCK 
AND LORE 
In this cultural age of Bridget 
Joneses and Carrie Bradshaws. 
alumna Theresa Covello smartly 
decided to offer something other 
than formula fiction in her first 
published book. Rather she has 
co-authored a comprehensive text 
for the single gal to find—and 
secure—a love match. The book, 
Love, Luck, And Lore: Guide To 
Superstitions, Prayers, Spells, 
Taking Chances In Pursuit Of Love, 
is more than just a how-to, though 
it does deliver assorted spell 
rhymes, fortune-telling tricks, and 
food charms. Additionally, Covello 
has collected and collated for the 
reader a number of charming tales 
and instructions from history, cul-
tural tradition, and family lore 
about finding true love. Available 
through Amazon, the book hit the 
stands on February 1, just in time 
















in Oklahoma. Previously they had lived in Oregon for 
17 years. Daughter Lisa was married in August; son 
Scott also lives in Oklahoma. Carol is a member of the 
Red Hat Society and is a champion Bunko player. 
-Xatie (Bruich) Hogan is vice principal of curricu-
lum at Rowland High School. -Carl Couser teaches 
and coaches eighth grade basketball; wife Anne 
(Finne) '75 is art specialist for Coeur d'Alene School 
District. The couple, son Noah (19), and daughter 
Lindley (15) traveled to Florence to visit daughter 
Haley (21), who spent the semester in Italy studying 
art and graphic design. The family summered in Fort 
Grounds; Anne also took a short mission trip with her 
church in February. In July, the Cousers will celebrate 
their 25th wedding anniversary with two weeks in the 
Greek Isles. -IMary Anna (Enriquez) Waldrop 
writes: "I have a new life since husband Mike Duffy 
'74 passed away in 1999. I enjoy living in Maui and 
teach at Sacred Hearts School in Lahaina. Every year, I 
see Tom Duffy '75 when he vacations in Maui with 
family. -+Bill Erwin is a CPA in the finance industry, 
both consulting privately and working for Boeing the 
Last 10 years. His daughters are both out of state: one 
in college, the other (a recent Chapman grad) works 
for an automotive manufacturer. Bill's wife Lori is an 
attorney with a large statewide firm. The couple lives 
in Redlands, enjoys travel, and are active in their local 
church. "Thanks, Franklin Society, for the character 
and memories." -+Dennis Flanagin still flies with 
Federal Express out of Memphis, TN, and claims to be 
the "best looking guy from 1974"! He and wife Sallie 
(Severs) '75 celebrate 29 years of marriage in July. 
Daughter Kelly graduated from Chapman with a teach-
ing certificate. -Beth (Garren) Hartstrom and hus-
band Keith have five children, ages 7 to 26. They have 
Launched a business as Wellness Consultants, and are 
looking forward to Keith's retirement from Mono 
County in a year or so. -Rachelle (Henry) Minima 
teaches kindergarten at Commodore Stockton Skills 
School, sings at her church, and weekly teaches music 
to three kindergarten classes. Daughter Renee is a 
freshman at San Joaquin Delta College. -*Holly 
(Hoskins) Myers is an adapted physical education 
teacher for Pajaro Valley Unified School District. Holly 
and husband Ron '72 have four grown children, two 
of whom are teachers; the couple is soon to be grand-
parents. Ron is a teacher, athletic director, and head 
football coach at Santa Cruz City Schools-Soquel High 
School, and just finished his 31st year of coaching. 
-+Vicki (Klisey) Haines is a woman's health nurse 
practitioner, and for five years, has also served as 
surgical assistant to a breast surgeon. Outside of work, 
she gardens and does as much walking and hiking as 
she can fit in. -*Mike McPherson has been married 
for 27 years and adopted two kids, both now grown 
and in school. He has been a Landscape contractor for 
26 years, but plans to "sell the business and hit the 
highway." In his spare time, Mike has been doing 
some genealogy research.  -Bonita (Miller) Jensen is 
a "huge fan and season ticket holder for the San Diego 
Padres." Currently, she's an administrator for Mt. 
Miguel Retirement Community in Spring Valley and 
always looks forward to the annual Ball Hall weekend 
reunion at the Cambria vacation home of classmate 
Judy (Wallace) Kent'74. -*Judy (Nelson) Fatland 
Lives in Fallbrook and teaches primary grades, special 
education. She, husband Gary, and their two children 
drove to Nebraska last summer to visit family, stopping 
in Denver to visit Edna (Truesdell) Pelzmann '74. 
-Myrna (Newcomb) Carroll is assistant director of 
food services at Kaiser Permanente in Anaheim, and 
her husband is an associate partner at Langdon Wilson 
Architecture in Los Angeles. Of their two sons, one is 
25, married and living in Virginia; the other is 24, and 
attends UC Irvine, working on a PhD in bio-engineering. 
-+Ed Schoenberg has entered his seventh year as 
vice president for enrollment management at Otis 
College of Art and Design—consequently his thirtieth 
year in college admissions and financial aid. -*Roger 
"Rabbit" Spratt and wife Nancy (Kinsey) '75 live in 
Naperville, IL, and have two grown children. Roger is 
the area sales manager for Wells Fargo Auto Finance, 
and Nancy is the manger of corporate training for 
Crate & Barrel. The couple hopes to eventually return 
to California. -+Donna (Termini) McQuillan teaches 
ninth grade at Fontana High School. She has four 
children (20, 18, 16, and 13). The family enjoys 
camping and was fortunate to spend a week in 
Yosemite hiking, swimming, and photographing bears. 
.4Edna (Truesdell) Pelzmann is in her ninth year 
as manager of visitor services at the Colorado State 
Capitol, where she oversees volunteers, tours, and 
special events; she recently became a docent at the 
Governor's Mansion as well. Sons Andy (21) and Eric 
(20) and husband Bill climbed Yosemite's Half Dome 
Last summer. -+Susan (Wachter) Walkey teaches 
science and math at a small alternative secondary 
school in south San Diego. Husband Dave works for 
the San Diego County Assessor's office. In 2004 son 
Scott gradated from high school and is considering a 
career in law enforcement. -+Lawrence Winthrop is 
a judge with the Arizona Court of Appeals receiving 
the appointment in 2002, after 25 years of practice as 
a trial lawyer defending doctors and hospitals; 
Lawrence also released an acoustic CD, "The Passage 
of Time." Stepson Andrew recently graduated from 
Northern Arizona University. 
Class Agent: 
Len W. McLaughlin 
25985 Terra Bella Avenue 
Laguna Hills, CA 92653-5635 
David Fowler writes: "I've retired from the Navy after 
20 years of service and am now working as a consult-
ant for the Chief Information Officer at the FBI head-
quarters in downtown Washington, D.C." -+Cyntlüa 
Nelson has worked for Northrop Grumman since 1985; 
currently, she is a specialty engineering and analysis 
manager for the F-35 program (Joint Strike Fighter). 
TO 
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'96 Class Agent: 
Seraphine A. Gott 
301 Calle Miramar #1 








Michael Herrera completing his MBA at CSU, 
FulLerton. He is an assistant coach to the CSIJF 
Lacrosse team. -Trinh (Holloway) Lance has two 
children, Derek(10) and Suzanne(8). 
Class Agent: 
Kevin H. Marshall 
1119 W. Herald St. 
West Covina, CA 91790 
Michelle Dodge teaches special education at Los 
Alamitos High School. She plans to wed this summer 
and will honeymoon in Thailand. -*Tom Fridge 
teaches physical education/health at a middle school 
in Brier, WA. He also coaches basketball and football, 
and enjoys camping with his family. -+Marlene 
Garcia is an instructional aid for East Whittier School 
District. She has two boys, ages 7 and 5. -*Lori 
(Hoyt) Budd officiates volleyball and softball and wit[ 
serve in a state volleyball tournament. She was voted 
North Jersey "Coach of the Year" for her work with a 
Local high school boys' swim team.  -*Jeff Klein lives 
in Portland and has joined the poker craze by launching 
a poker website. Still in insurance brokerage, he and 
his partners own three apartment buildings. -*John 
Minye married in 1997. He is a general dentist in a 
private practice in Santa Rosa. -*Shelley Perkins 
just returned from Iraq with her husband; their next 
station will be in Okinawa, Japan. -*Lorri (Porr) 
Sabban lives in La Jolla with her attorney husband 
and two sons, Jordan and Nathaniel. The family enjoys 
the beach and soccer. -+Mandana Sedaghat lived in 
Germany for 18 years. Married for 10 years, she has 
one son (2 _) and is a physician in a small psychiatric 
hospital. -Chris (Uehlein) Nelson remarried a while 
back and just had her fourth child a year ago. Hello to 
the Athenian Ladies! •+Richard "Rick" Younger, 
wife Margaret, and their four children are living life to 
the fullest. Rick and fellow Orthogonians Albert 
Sethman and Jon Egurrola '91 have started a thriving 
Internet, phone card, and energy business. 
Class Agent: 
CLASS AGENT NEEDED 
Alex Barton is the executive director of Piney Ridge 
Center, an 80-bed psychiatric hospital; wife Megan 
(Peterson) '92 has returned to graduate school to 
become a nurse practitioner. The couple have three 
children—Wendell (11), Henry (5), and Eleanor (3)—
and own a small farm in the beautiful Ozarks. 
-Steven Lauson Jr.  has been married for five years, 
has three children, and owns his own business, 
Maritime Ford. -Miguel Santana is completing a 
master's in public administration from Harvard 
University, Kennedy School of Government. He and 
wife Sandra (Gonzalez) '94 have four daughters. 
-,Francois Vitrac left France in early 2004 to setup 
and head the Southern Europe/Middle East/Africa 
office of Moet Hennessy (Champagnes and Cognacs) in 
Istanbul, Turkey. Moet Hennessy is a subsidiary of 
LVMH Group Louis Vuitton Moet Hennessy. -+Cheryl 
(Harlan) Haggard has been writing, speaking, and 
being a mom to three kids. She was recently published 
in God Allows U-Turns: The Choices Women Make. 
-+Evan Lewis,  wife Stacey, and sons Liam (3) and 




Ms. Robin Lynn Hickin 
15301 Valley Vista Blvd., #213 
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403 
Jennifer (Prottas) Lowe is program director for a day-
treatment program for emotionally disturbed children 
and their families in Pasadena, and a licensed marriage 
and family therapist and clinical art therapist, as well. 
Husband Eric (of 9 years) and I love spending time 
with our terrific daughter, Allison (3 1/2)." 
'95 Class Agent: 
Nanette M. Do 
Director, Business Development 
St. Mary's Medical Center 
450 Stanyan Street 
San Francisco, CA 94117 
Sally (Rice) Christian and husband Kurt have one 
child, Kylie, and another on the way. 
Jonathan Arnett is nearly done with his PhD course 
work in technical communication and rhetoric at Texas 
Tech. This summer, he will travel to Riva del Garda, 
Italy to present a paper at the International 
Pragmatics Association Conference on the need to 
incorporate rhetorical considerations into pragma-
dialectic argumentation. -Edward Avila married 
Gohar Morradian '00 and the couple lives in their 
Uptown Whittier home. In 2003, he earned a master's 
in education from Cal State Dominguez Hills, and is 
now in his ninth year of teaching. Gohar teaches 
third grade and is in her fourth year of teaching. 
-+Raakhee Bhatt is a physical therapist in Glendale, 
certified as a neurological rehabilitation specialist. 
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-+Heather (Brandt) Ward married husband Eric in 
1997, has two daughters (5 and 2) and a son (3), and 
Lives on a ranch in the central valley. After earning 
her teaching credential, Heather taught for two years, 
but now homes-school their oldest child and "loves 
it!" She also helps run the family corporation and 
volunteers at the local pregnancy center. -+Maggie 
Chan is a psychiatric home health nurse in the 
Pasadena/San Marino area and also works part time in 
Lasers for a dermatologist. She lives in her Simi Valley 
home with her fiancé and their two dogs, and the 
couple plans to honeymoon in Australia, New Zealand, 
and Fiji. -*Steve Conner sells real estate in Arizona 
and has completed his third year as a scouting coordi-
nator for LAX Scout, a company that scouts high 
school lacrosse players and shares information with 
college coaches. He still plays club lacrosse. -+Lyn 
(Dobrzycki) Carty continues to job share the position 
of executive director of the Whittier Area Chamber of 
Commerce. Her husband Mitch '96 continues to coach 
men's and women's water polo at Whittier College 
where he is the director of aquatics. Mitch was named 
the 2004 Division III National Coach of the year for 
men's water polo!  -+Erika "Rilci" Garvin is teaching 
adult ESL. "My students are wonderful and I love my 
job!" -+Greg Gomez teaches fifth grade in an inner-
city school and designs websites for KnockOut 
Websites4u.com.  -*Karen Grissefte transferred to the 
U.S. Embassy in Athens in 2004. While learning Greek 
in D.C. before her posting, she was honored to speak 
to the Whittier College January Interim class visiting 
the capital. -Suzette (Hamilton) Takel is having a 
great time being a mom to four kids. She owns a small 
preschool in Fremont, works as a teacher-trainer, and 
is opening a consulting firm. "Life is busy but fun!" 
-+Keith Holden teaches and coaches at Half Moon 
Bay High School and is planning to marry in summer. 
-+Rachel (Homel) Rice and her husband celebrated 
their daughter's first birthday. She works with San 
Diego City Schools as an English teacher and yearbook 
instructor. -Andrew Huffaker is still teaching fifth 
grade with the Whittier School District, and recently 
earned a master's in educational technology from 
Azusa Pacific University. Son Gavin is four and attends 
Broadoaks. Wife Yvonne (Cutler) '97 just had their 
second child, Ella Marie. -*Tina (Ibanez) Yates and 
husband Brian '97 live in Pasadena and are expecting 
their second child. Tina is a stay-at-home mom and 
Brian is a patent attorney. -+Ryan Johnson formed 
Pretty Dangerous Films in 2002 and has gone on to 
produce 20+ feature films including "The Heart is 
Deceitful Above All Things," which premiered at the 
Cannes Film Festival. He is now filming a project in 
Thailand. -+Janlne (Kramer) Madera,  her husband, 
and two daughters moved from Tustin to Chino Hills. 
She has followed her long dream of being a deputy 
district attorney in Orange County. -Heidi (Lake) 
Sellers has been doing field research with the USGS 
in Colorado for the past three years for an environ-
mental consulting firm. She also recently took a full-
time position as a wildlife biologist for the U.S. Forest 
service just 30 minutes from her home. She loves her 
cabin in the mountains. -*John Lawler and wife 
Ashley (Smith) '97 have one child, Jack (4) and live 
in Colorado. John is president/CEO of Creative 
Footprint, a full-service advertising agency, and Ashley 
is director of marketing for a publishing company. 
-Kris Loomis writes: "1 spent the winter months ice 
fishing around the Isla De Maldelo, a small island off 
the coast of Columbia. Although the trip was fun, the 
only rewards I earned were a stuffed, 24-inch salmon 
and an ice shanty, which I donated to the local ice 
fishing club." -*Melissa Luna received a master's in 
sociology at NYU in 1999. She married in 2001, gradu-
ated from Lewis and Clark Law School in 2004, and 
became Idaho Bar Member in 2005.  -eLesley Luttrell 
works as a biologist in Seattle. She and fiancé 
Dominic Maurer '96 enjoy life with dog Amiga and 
plan to marry in New Mexico,  -+Tresha (Bowers) 
Marshall was promoted to vice president of sales 
administration for Sony Pictures Television. She is still 
in touch with Helen Han-Lee'96,  who was also 
earned a promotion to manager at Sony Pictures 
Television International. Tresha and her husband 
recently bought a new home in Long Beach. -+Gina 
(McMahon) Bartok and husband John relocated to 
Oregon to be close to family and for a change of pace. 
She continues to enjoy teaching natural childbirth 
classes and watching her kids flourish. -Ben 
Stephens serves as youth pastor at West Angels 
Church of God in Christ (COGIC) in Los Angeles and is 
planning a wedding with fiancée LaTonya Ellerbee for 
fall 2005. Ben has also been appointed as the presi-
dent of Young Men of Valor, which ministers to young 
men between the ages of 12-20 in the COGIC denomi-
nation under the International Youth Department. He 
is begun studies in the doctoral program in youth and 
family at Fuller Theological Seminary. -+Timothy 
Willeford has a daughter, Katarina (1). He works for 
IBM in New York and lives in Connecticut, where he 
plays in the Connecticut Wood Bat Baseball League. 
Class Agent: 
Anna (Warren) Boersig 
181 Ada Avenue, #11 
Mt. View, CA 94043 
Class Agent Anna Boersig earned a master's degree in 
gerontology from Cal State Fullerton. She consults and 
teaches part-time at Long Beach City College, and is 
developing a course on elder law and ethics that she 
plans to teach next year. 
Class Agent: 
Kris D. Seryani 
2350 Bagby Street, Apt. 4203 
Houston, TX 77006 
Henry K. Priest is an independent producer, and in 
June 2005, produced "Future Estrellas" - Young Latino 
Performers Conference in Hollywood, a free event pre-
sented by The Walt Disney Company. -+Brandy Quinn 
is chair of the Religious Studies Department at La 
Salle High School in Pasadena. 
>> WHITTIER WANTS YOU! VOLUNTEER FOR REUNION ACTIVITIES BY 
CALLING THE ALUMNI OFFICE, 562.907.4222. 
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'00 Class Agent: 
Mala M. Williams 
11703 Norino Dr. 
Whittier, CA 90601 
'02 
  
'04 Class Agent: 
Tami Hallman 
6692 McDuffie Rd. 
Pinson, AL 35126 
 
less Beattie earned a master's degree in social work 
from Howard University in Washington D.C. in 2004. 
He moved back to L.A. and is a medical social worker 
for Good Samaritan Hospital. -+Jason Tiffer is a man-
ager of client development for an online Connecticut 
research firm. 
'01 11 Class Agent: 
Natalie Neavez 
421 West Keene Drive 
La Habra, CA 90631 
Katie (Burns) Galvin is studying special education at 
the University of Georgia and will complete her program 
in 2007. -+Sergio Macias works for Cerritos College 
as head coach for women's water polo and swimming 
and earned an M.S. in kinesiology from CSULA. 
-Scott Seronello was accepted to the Ph.D. program 
in biochemistry at UC Merced. 4Aldo Vasquez is 
working on a doctoral degree in pharmacy at Western 
University of Health Sciences. -Erica (Ortiz) 
Barbosa works for the corporate office of Lucky Brand 
Jeans. -+Emerson Padiernos and Danielle "Dani" 
Pore '01 report:"Dani is a political coordinator for a 
Washington D.C. advocacy organization, working 
with union retirees on various campaigns. Emerson is 
completing his masters in oncology nursing at the 
University of Pennsylvania." .4Emily Sanford is cur-
rently running events and the membership department 
for the Charles M. Schultz Museum. She is staying 
involved in community theater, both on and off stage. 
Class Agent: 
Mrs. Sarah C. H. Gerfen 
1760 Larksberry Lane 
Simi Valley, CA 93065 
Ryan Fong had a piece on Jackie Kay accepted for 
publication in the upcoming book collection 
Indiscretions: At the Intersections of Postcolonial and 
Queer Theory. "I'm still in shock that my 'submit on a 
whim for practice' proposal was actually accepted." 
4Julie Zansorano is in Tokyo working on a master's/ 
credential program while teaching conversational English 
to both adults and children. "1 am really loving it here 
and having so much fun each day; in two months lye 
already gotten to experience Hanami, Golden Week, 
and a climb up Mt. Takao." 
'03 Class Agent: 
Mr. James Bailey 
Southern California Province 
701 N. Santa Anita Ave. 
Arcadia, CA 91106 
Johanna Nicole Dampeer writes: "I recently received 
my master's in social work, and I am currently a thera-
pist for the New Orleans firefighters." -Richard 
"Sonny" Cheatham completed his Sapper Training at 
Ft. Leonard Wood, MO and is stationed at Ft. Bragg, 
NC with the 20th Combat Engineer (Airborne) Brigade. 
Natalie Kubasek is currently pursuing a masters 
degree at Simmons College. -+Amy Stice has moved 
on from her position in D.C. and now works for the 
Center of Women & Enterprise in Boston—"a job that's 
going to let me get some experience lobbying, event 
planning, and grant writing." 
Hovig Artinian is completing his first year of service 
with Teach for America, teaching 8th grade science at 
Booker T. Washington Middle School in Maryland. In a 
year, he will have earned his MAT, emphasis secondary 
science, from John Hopkins University. -+Kelly 
Couchman attends UCLA Extension for recording 
engineering. -+Vanessa Diaz is in the management 
program at Enterprise Rent-A-Car. -*Robert Jones 
works for H.M.S Construction in San Marcos, CA as a 
bidder on prospective client contracts. "My boss is an 
absolute pleasure to work for. He is fair and keeps me 
on his toes." Robert still plays basketball and has a 
beautiful daughter. 4Marisa (Longacre) Block mar-
ried in July 2005. She is teaching high school Spanish 
in Covina, CA. -Katelyn (Macdonald) Lawrence 
teaches chemistry at Cal High in Whittier. -+Luke 
McConnell,  having taken a year off from school, will 
begin his program at University of Oregon Law School. 
4leffrey Padgett is head boys water polo coach at 
La Serna High School in Whittier, looking forward to 
an exciting and challenging season in the fall. 
-3LesIIe Pilo is a floor manager and set designer for 
Casanova Furniture, a well-established furniture store 
in the Whittier area. She is also a freelance tutor for 
students in 3rd through 11th grades and teaches 
English to adults. She is working on her master's in 
education and credentials at Whittier, and serves as a 
graduate assistant for the KLS Department, supervising 
the Fitness Center and teaching aerobics. 
4Maximilian Renard is currently serving in the U.S. 
Army as an officer, stationed at Ft. Campbell, KY. 
Erik Stegman completed his first year at UCLA Law 
School, working over the summer at the Tribal Law 
and Policy Institute as a legal intern. He begins next 
year in the UCLA Tribal Legal Development Clinic. He 
lives with his partner, Mike, of nearly five years. 
4Bryan Stinunler got into Dental School at U.S.C. 
and is part of the class of 2009! -+Rosio (Trejo) 
Sarino is the annual giving program coordinator at 
University of the Pacific, and has begun an MBA 
program with the University of Phoenix. -Sasha A. 
Desmarais-Zalob is completing a master's in 
counseling program at CSU Fullerton. -Amy (Reid) 
Jackson has been out of the Army for one year now. 
Living in Rialto, she has been married.for 2 - years, 
works full time for a mortgage company, and is a 
realtor. She and her husband plan to purchase an 
investment property. 
'05 Class Agent: 
CLASS AGENT NEEDED 
Aaron Jaffe works at Harriton High School in PA, 
running that school's equivalent of Whittier's Center 
for Academic Success program. 




'25 Dorothy Patterson, December 29, 2004. 
4'27 Clara Mae (Janeway) Stevens, date unknown. 
4'28 Louise (Holton) Clevenger, November 18, 
2005. -'33 Ralph Kingsbury, December 4, 2005. 
-'33 Leah Rawson, April 14, 2005. 
4'34 Dorothy (Dodson) McConnell, March 11, 
2006. 4'34 Margaret (Hamer) White, February 21, 
2006. -*'34 Camilla "Millie" (Vincent) Simmons, 
November 17, 2005. 9'34 Lee Whistler, May 1, 
2005. -'36 Dorothy (Garrett) Robinson, in January 
of 2006. 4'36 John Seitz, January 3, 2004. 
-+'37 Shirley (Vitt) Richardson, October 17, 2004. 
-'38 Margaret (Brewster) Ekholm, May 20, 2004. 
-'38 Hortense Hockett, July 26, 2005. .4'38 Rev. 
Dr. Oscar Ellis Marshburn, October 14, 2005. 
'39 J. Robert Akers, date unknown. ..'39 Rose 
(Frank) Bishop, date unknown. .+'39 David K. 
Fukushima, in January of 2006. 4'39 Dorothy 
(Sheets) Mooney, January 6, 2004. 4'39 Donald 
Eugene Morrison, October 16, 2005. -+'39 Ruth 
(Vail) Axworthy, February 8, 2004. -)'40 Betty Jean 
(Bray) Burry, December 19, 2005. -+'40 Robert 
Crossan, November 4, 2005. 4'40 Myron Donald 
Claxton, January 3, 2004. .+'40 Leona (Hubbard) 
Alexander, date unkown. -'40 Edith (Jordan) 
Cooter, January 1, 2004. -*'41 Jane (Chamberlain) 
Langdon, November 24, 2004. -*'41 Edith May 
Coffey, June 22, 2005. 4'41 Mary Ellen (Perry) 
Hartman, March 14, 2004. .4'42 W.C. Dorsett, date 
unkown. .+'42 G. Warren Earl, January 9, 2004. 
-*'42 Yvonne (Wilkinson) Baird, March 23, 2005.  
-"43 Ethel (Ewy) Lebish, August 24, 2005. 
4'43 Arthur Hobson, March 31, 2005. '43 Julie 
Schoensiegel, February 14, 2005. .4'44 Barbara 
(Pierson) Sams, November 20, 2003. -+'45 Helen 
(Seibert) Tango, September 2, 2005. .+'46 John E. 
Edwards, August 4, 2005. -+'46 Violet (Bakuen) 
Bachtelle, December 26, 2005. -'46 Lynette 
(Butler) Dunn, date unknown. 4'47 Fred Dukes, 
June 8, 2005. 4'47 R. Jackson "Jack" Gauldin, 
August 5, 2005. 4'47 Helen (Harper) Atkins, July 
41 2004. 4'47 Marilyn (Read) Fair, September 10, 
2005. -*'48 Charles Dinneen, May 21, 2005. 
4'48 Phoebe (Ho) Groat, September 27, 2003. 
...'48 Margaret K. (Smith) Shannon, August 19, 
2005. 4'48 Christy Harold "C.H." Turley, in 
February of 2006. .9'49 Joseph E. Bogen, April 22, 
2005. +'49 Carolyn (Broady) Brown, September 
20, 2005. -*'49 Rev. Kenneth Mitchell, September 
8, 2003. -+'49 Clarence Szalkowski, May 11, 2005. 
-*'SO Yvonne Baker Flynn, April 14, 2005. 
.+'50 Patricia (Barcus) Rosskopf, March 1, 2004. 
4'50 Thomas H. Clements, November 26, 2005. 
.+'SO Yvonne Lamoureaux Fenaroil, June 14, 2005. 
-'50 Marian (Tregenza) Cater, November 22, 2005. 
-)'Sl Joan Corfield, in January of 2006. 
-*'Sl Margaret L. Dahms, date unknown. 
+'5l Thomas DeHart, January 30, 2005. -*'Sl Ellis 
"Bud" Smith, November 30, 2005. -*'51 Virginia 
(Warren) Powell, May 5, 2005. 4'52 John R. 
Harris, March 13, 2006. 4'52 Jack T. Mealer, 
August 28, 2005. -'52 Lois (McCullem) David, 
November 15, 2004. ..'52 James Nickle, March 12, 
2005. .4'52 Robert R. Smith, January 8, 2004. 
_'53 Joyce Adams, August 29, 2005. 4'53 Albert 
Ehrke, May 11, 2005. -*'53 Alfred Evans, November 
15, 2004. -+'54 Barbara (Creighton) Owens, 
November 23, 2003. .+'54 Gerald Allan Hartman, 
January 13, 2006. 4'55 Grace Mason, April of 
2005. .+'56 Barbara (Haile) Craig, September 12, 
2003. -*'56 Fred Head, October 29, 2003. 
-+'56 Edward Radlauer, May 26, 2003. 
-'56 Bruce Hagle White, Esq., November 18, 2005. 
.+'57 Robert Belles, August 23, 2003. 
4'57 Richard H. Ehrgott, August 11, 2005. 
4'57 Charles "Chuck" Healey, January 2, 2004. 
.4'57 Margaret "Peggy" (Parker) Newsom, 
November 20, 2005. -*'59 Thomas Winegar, August 
6, 2004. 4'60 Richard "Dick" L. Cate, January 4, 
2004. .+'60 Madelyn (Petrovich) Sloan, September 
20, 2004. -+'61 Emily (Renner) Lewis, May 18, 
2005. 4'62 Bruce Beckman, July 4, 2005. 
4'63 Nancy J. (Moseley) Rittermal, December 2, 
2004. 4'63 Hildegarde "Hildy" (Shaw) Burness, 
November 24, 2005. .+'64 Jean L. Fern, in 
December of 2004. 4'65 Carolyn Miller, July 4, 
2005. -3'66 John Charles Kemp, April 15, 2005. 
-4'67 Robin Janney, May 27, 2005. +'70 Lauren 
(Heinemann) Johnson, December 7, 2003. 
-)'70 Dianne Ross, July 27, 2005. 4'72 Sally 
(Randolph) Johnson, April 18, 2004. 
-+'89 Kenneth L. Tano Jr., June 12, 2005. 
+'91 Dave Marsden, August 16, 2005. +'95 John 
Farkas, November 15, 2005. 
FRIENDS 
Robert Douglas, Poet football coach (1960-78), in 
2003. 'Laurence "Larry" Russell, Campus Safety 
officer (1998-2003), February 16, 2006. 
COLLEGE MOURNS LOSS OF MAJOR DAVID LA BOUFF '92 
WHITTIER ALUMNUS and Fort Carson 3rd Armored Cavalry Regiment 
intelligence officer Maj. Douglas A. La Bouff was among the 12 
people killed aboard an Army Black Hawk helicopter that crashed in 
a sparsely populated area of northwestern Iraq on January 7. 
The flight carrying eight soldiers and four civilians was 
traveling between Mosul and Tal Afar. An Army investigation 
into the cause of the crash is underway, but severe weather 
may have played a role. 
La Bouff was commissioned as an Army intelligence 
officer in 1995. His list of assignments was extensive and includes 
two one-year tours in South Korea. According to reports, he was 
deployed to Iraq in March 2005. 
In a Rocky Mountain News interview with longtime friend, Capt. 
Robert Medina, La Bouff was remembered as a caring family man, 
history buff and dedicated Army officer. 
"He just possessed all the traits we all wished we had. He was 
a very selfless person, and he was dedicated at being his best in 
his profession," said Medina. "He was a guy who was very patriotic 
and wanted to do what was important for his country right now." 
La Bouff is survived by his wife and two children. 
Story compiled from Rocky Mountain News, Stars & Stripes, Whittier 
Daily News 
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DOLLAR FOR YOUR THOUGHTS. Trustee Vince Daigneault 85 givesaguest 
lecture and cold cash to Professor Chuck Lame's Financial Institutions Class. 
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A 
ACADEMIC EXCHANGE. 
During the Board's 
spring meeting, several 
trustees took a campus 
tour that included 
informational stops 
covering key Whittier 
programs such as 
Faculty Masters and 
Whittier Scholars, 
presented by current 
program participants. 
Pictured are Trustee 
John Crow '64 and 
Whittier Scholar 
Sudeshna Majumdar '07. 
SECRETARY 
Ernie Z. Park, J.D. 
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Brandon 
Robinson Is (A) 
Super Man 
CLASS YEAR: 2005 
HOMETOWN: Pomona, CA 
MAJOR: Business Administration 
STATS: Basketball team (2 yrs); Whittier College Christian 
Fellowship; Black Student Union; Fellowship of Christian Athletes 
(founder); Stauffer Hall resident advisor; Alpha Pi Delta, business 
honor society, treasurer; Dean's List (twice—once with a 4.0 GPA). 
PLANS POST-GRADUATION: I have a couple of entry-level manage-
ment opportunities, but I'm not sure what path I'm going to follow. 
However I do plan on attending graduate school at Harvard, 
Claremont, USC, Stanford, or MIT. 
MOST UNIQUE THING I DID WHILE AT COLLEGE: Started the 
Fellowship of Christian Athletes Bible study in 2004 with other 
Christian athletes. 
BEST CAMPUS EVENT I ATTENDED WHILE AT COLLEGE: The Martin Luther 
King, Jr. Oratorical Contest and President Herzberger's Inauguration. 
FAVORITE POET TEAMS TO WATCH: Football, women's basketball, and 
men's water polo. 
MOST UNIQUE CLASS TAKEN: A paired course—Raphael Chabran's 
History of Plants in Mexico with Paula Sheridan's Intro to Social 
Work—in which we collaborated with nearby coalition center First 
Day to build a garden at the facility, and then filmed "Gardeners," 
a documentary of our work. 
MOST CHALLENGING CLASS TAKEN: Any of Jeff Decker's business classes. 
CLASSES I WISH I HAD TAKEN: Arabs and Muslims, Topics in 
Leadership, American Government and Politics, and any class with 
Chuck Hill. 
ADVICE TO INCOMING FRESHMAN: College is very short, but its impact 
on your future is great. You will reap whatever you sow, and the 
effort you put into this experience will determine what type of life 
you will live in the future. 
ADVICE TO FELLOW GRADUATES: Be 
ambitious, aim high, and use your 
education to make a difference in the 
world and not just to make money. 
MOST SURPRISING THING I LEARNED AT 
WHI11'IER: I don't have all of the 
answers. There are a ton of things that 




Rather, THE BROTHERS CAZIMERO are one of Hawaii's best locally-grown products—
and a 12-year vintage Whittier import. 
Performing to sold-out crowds at the Ruth B. Shannon Center for the Performing Arts, 
this legendary duo has been a cornerstone act in the Aloha Concert Series for 12 
consecutive seasons—in fact, they're pretty much the reason this particular series began. 
All About rHA1DA11 
U RUTHERFORD WINE COMPANY 
So what are you waiting for? Subscribe to the Aloha Concert Series, put on your 
Hawaiian shirt or your muumuu, and come "hang loose" in Whittier with other 
native luminaries like Eddie Kamac and the Sons of Hawaii, Keola Beamer, the 
Makaha Sons, Hapa, and, of course, The Brothers Cazimero. 
Ma halo! 
Eor a complete schedule of the 2006-07 Aloho Concert Series, please contact the Box Office at (562) 907-4203, or visit the Shannon Center online (www.shonnoncenter.org). 
eosonal subscriptions will be available for purchase through July 2006. The Aloha Concert Series is sponsored by Rutherford Wine Company and ALE About Tours. 

